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Chapter 1

Introduction

Fast ion-atom scattering experiments are of fundamental interest in physics research. Besides the con-
tinuous attention that has been drawn to the matter itself, understanding the interaction of this basic
system is also key in comprehending more complex phenomena in related disciplines. The response of
biological systems to radiation, chemical processes or effects in plasma and atmospheric physics are
only some fields which are significantly influenced by the properties of elementary collisions.

In ion-atom collisions multiple processes like electron capture1 or projectile loss2 occur. The gov-
erning reaction channel in the studied projectile velocity regime though is the valence shell ionization3

of the target atom. To this day the ionization of an atom by ion impact, despite intense work for
several decades, still poses major challenges to theory. For fast collisions a semiclassical approach
is frequently used. The projectile ion and the target nucleus are approximated as classical particles
whereas the electronic wave function is treated quantum mechanically. These theories are steadily
tested in experiments and, in recent years, have reached increasingly good agreement. The experimen-
tal validation, however, is inherently restricted to variables which are also accessible in the experiment
such as total cross sections or energy differential cross sections. A facet of the ionization process which
has remained widely concealed is the distance between the collision partners at which the reaction
becomes most probable. In order to investigate this relation in the experiment obviously the knowledge
of both, the reaction probability and the distance are required. With todays technical capabilities the
ionization probability can be, in principle, easily determined in crossed beam experiments by assessing
the number of detected events in the studied reaction channel. The more challenging task in ion-
ization processes is to extract the distance between the colliding particles. In scattering experiments
the distance between the constituents is usually described by the impact parameter b which is the
shortest stretch between the straight projectile trajectory and the center of the target nucleus. The
difficulty in measuring the impact parameter in ionizing collisions becomes apparent in a comparison
to the elastic scattering between two charged particles. In these Rutherford-type collisions the impact
parameter directly translates into the projectile deflection angle caused by the momentum transfer
between projectile and target. The impact parameter can thus be extracted from the scattering an-
gle. In ionization processes, however, this approach is not possible because the third particle, which
is the emitted electron, adds to the momentum balance of the reaction. Only for close collisions the
momentum transfer between the heavy particles is much bigger than the electron momentum allowing
to access the impact parameter. The cross section for outer shell ionization, however, is dominated
by distant collisions, for which the momenta of the emitted electrons significantly influence the total
momentum exchange. By this additional momentum contribution of the electron the unambiguous
assignment of an impact parameter to a specific scattering angle is corrupted and prohibits its access
through momentum transfer measurements.

1Electron capture describes the transfer of an electron from the target atom to the projectile ion.
2Projectile loss describes the emission of an electron that was previously in a bound state of the projectile ion.
3Ionization describes the process in which an electron that was in bound state of the target atom before the reaction

is emitted into the continuum due to the collision.
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As the the impact parameter in ionization events cannot be accessed also the measurement of the
impact parameter dependent ionization probability P(b) becomes impossible. Theoretical approaches
therefore typically integrate over the probabilities of all contributing impact parameters. This integral
is associated to the measurable and thereby verifiable total cross section via:

σ = 2π

∞∫
0

P (b) b db. (1.1)

Apart from momentum transfer measurements another approach to access the impact parameter was
proposed. In collisions of ions with covalent bound molecules the ionization probability was found to
depend on the molecular orientation [126, 61, 143, 17]. In particular the probability for high degrees of
ionization was found to be enhanced for molecules that were oriented parallel to the projectile axis [138].
This effect was attributed to the impact parameter of the collision by the following line of arguments.
In order for a projectile to multiply ionize a molecule, more energy has to be deposited than for lower
degrees of ionization. More energy, in turn, can be delivered if the projectile probes a higher electron
density [8, 19]. This occurs for close projectile trajectories (and therefore small impact parameters)
if the molecular axis is oriented parallel to the propagation direction of the ion. The contributing
impact parameters therefore influence the dependency of the probability distribution on the molecular
orientation P(θ). In the applied theoretical model, however, the molecules were treated as the sum of
two separate atoms. This is only a very crude approximation for covalent bound molecules since the
electronic density distribution is different from that of two single atoms. The approximation applies
better to weakly bound van-der-Waals systems such as the helium dimer (He2). The helium dimer is
the system with the largest (<R>= 52 Å) known separation between two atoms which are still bound
(Ebind = 95 neV) [103]. Thus the He2 almost ideally satisfies the model of a molecule which consists
of two individual atoms. Due to the continuing advances of the momentum spectroscopy technique
’COLTRIMS’ [102, 139], combined with the development of cryogenic gas targets [130, 129, 128] a
similar collision experiment as the previously mentioned one was therefore performed with van-der-
Waals bound dimers instead of covalent bound molecules. Very recently Titze et al. [48] investigated
fast He2+ ion collisions with He2 in which the projectile interacts subsequently with each of the dimers
centers. As was the case in the experiment with covalent bound molecules the investigated fragmen-
tation process was found to occur more likely for dimers oriented along the projectile trajectory. This
observation was interpreted to be a direct consequence of the impact parameter dependent reaction
probability in each of the two independent ion-atom collisions. In a further step the experimentally ob-
tained angular distributions were compared to a Monte Carlo simulation. In the simulation the impact
parameter dependent reaction probability distributions of the first ion-atom collision P1(b) and of the
second collision P2(b) served as input variables. The comparison between the measured and generated
distributions showed a good agreement which was taken as an indication for the validity of the calcu-
lated P1(b) and P2(b). The reaction channels observed by Titze et al., however, involve at least one
electron transfer4 from the target to the projectile. Therefore in these collisions the charge state of the
projectile changes between the successive interactions. This also implicates that the reactions channels
and thus the P(b) of the consecutive scattering events differ. The orientation dependent ionization
intensity N(θ) observed by Titze and coworkers is affected by at least two P(b), with P1(b) 6= P2(b).

In order to verify the P(b) of a single reaction channel, such as ionization, and its influence on the
angular distribution the projectile charge state has to remain identical for both collisions. This is the
case for two subsequent ionization processes. Based on the concept of Titze et al. single, atomic P(b)
are tested by exposing He2 and also Ne2

5 to very fast and highly charged projectiles. With increasing
projectile velocity the dominating process in ion-atom collisions is ionization whereas the contributions
by electron transfer and projectile loss are expected to be negligible. Similar to the case of photo ion-
ization, very fast projectile ions also deliver the energy which induces the ionization process but at the

4In the experiment of Titze et. al electron transfer and transfer ionization mechanisms were investigated.
5Neon dimers with a mean equilibrium distance of 3.4 Å are still approximated well by two separate atoms.
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same time transfer only little momentum to the target system [108]. Thus in this work the orientation
dependent multiple ionization probability of the very extended He2 and the more confined Ne2 are
studied after the impact of swift and highly charged (11.37 MeV/u) S14+ projectiles. In the analysis
of Ne2 also higher degrees of ionization are taken into account. By comparing the experimental data
to Monte Carlo simulations the independently calculated single, atomic P(b) are tested for S14++ He
and S14++ Ne collisions.

A second aspect of this work is the ’interatomic Coulombic decay’ (ICD) [67, 132, 118] after ion
impact. Usually electronically excited species decay via the emission of a photon (radiative decay) or
via the emission of an electron (Auger decay). ICD is a third decay mechanism that becomes possible
when the excited system6 is located in close vicinity to another particle. The energy that is released
in the relaxation process can be transferred to the neighboring system where an electron is emitted.
ICD usually occurs in loosely bound systems such as van-der-Waals bonded clusters or across hydrogen
bridges. Despite the negligibly small binding energy the presence of a surrounding particle entirely
changes the dynamics of the fragmentation process. In most reported ICD channels that were observed
in rare gas clusters the final step of the decay process is the Coulomb fragmentation of two charged
ions. Also in this work the ion finds itself in close proximity to a second ion as a final step. The momen-
tum gained by each of the ions in the Coulomb explosion by far exceeds the momenta of the emitted
electrons and the momentum transfer of the scattered projectile in typical ion-atom collisions. Another
characteristic of ICD is that typically an electron of low energy, the ’ICD-electron’ eICD is emitted
during the fragmentation process. This leads to a significant accumulation of electrons in the low
energy regime. These low energy electrons were proposed to play a significant role in radiation damage
as they were found to efficiently induce strands breaks in DNA [13]. Since the pioneering works the
investigation of ICD has become a wide research field that studies its properties, both theoretically and
experimentally, in many systems. However the majority of experiments is performed with synchrotron
radiation whereas only one investigation of ICD after ion impact was found in the literature. In this
work therefore the role of ICD in ion-dimer collisions and in addition its influence on the orientation
dependent ionization probability is studied. We in particular study ICD at ion velocities and charge
states close to the Bragg peak. These are the conditions most relevant for heavy ion tumor therapy.

The experiments were performed by crossing a supersonic gas jet, in which the dimers form, with
a projectile ion beam. The experiment at very high projectile velocities (vp≈ 20 a.u.) was performed at
the heavy ion cyclotron facility ’GANIL’ in Caen (France). The experiments with the slower projectiles
(vp≈ 3 a.u.) was performed at the Van de Graaff accelerator of the ’Institut für Kernphysik’ in Frank-
furt (Germany). The charged particles that are created in the collisions are collected and detected by
a ’COLTRIMS’ spectrometer. The three dimensional momentum vectors for the ions and electrons are
reconstructed from the measured times-of-flight and the distances that the particles travel. From the
momenta, then, the energies and orientations can be calculated. In chapter 2 the physical backgrounds
which are required to discuss the reaction processes are provided. Chapters 3-5 describe the experimen-
tal technique which is utilized to obtain the momentum vectors of the particles in the fragmentation.
The results of the experiments are then discussed in chapters 6 - 8. Finally a conclusion is given in
chapter 9, a detailed German summary in chapter 10.

Important note The results of the experiments and the descriptions of the setup were published by
the author in the following articles.
(2011) H.K. Kim et al., Proc. Nat. Acad. of Sci. USA, 108, p.11821
(2012) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A , 85, p.022707
(2013) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A , 88, p.042707
(2014) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A , 89, p.022704
This dissertation is a more detailed version of the publications, containing the same results. Thus
throughout this work (particularly in the results sections), original figures, sentences and excerpts from
these publications are adopted word for word. For reasons of clearness and in order to enhance the

6which can be an atom, ion, molecule or cluster
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flow of reading the used passages are not put in quotation marks and sentences are rearranged. In
physics this is recognized practice of quotation and was explicitly approved by the authorized board of
examiners7 for this thesis. Both publishers of the above cited papers, the American Physical Society
and the Academy of Sciences allow the usage of the publications or portions of the publications in the
authors dissertation8.

Atomic units Whenever deemed appropriate atomic units were utilized. (based on [82])

dimension formula SI units
mass me 9.10938 · 10−31kg
charge qe = e 1.60218 · 10−19C
length a0 5.29177 · 10−11m
velocity v0 2.18769 · 106m/s
time a0/v0 2.41888 · 10−17s
momentum mev0 1.99285 · 10−24kg m s−1

angular momentum ~ = a0mev0 1.05457 · 10−34kg m2 s−1

energy e2/(4πε0a0) 27.2116 eV = 1 hartree
electric field e/(4πεa20) 5.14221 · 1011V/m
magnetic field ~/(ea20) 2.35052 · 105T

constant formula SI units atomic units
Planck’s constant h 6.62608 · 10−34 J s 2π
Dirac constant ~ 1.05457 · 10−34 J s 1
Elementary charge qe = e 1.60218 · 10−19 C 1
Electron mass me 9.10938 · 10−31 kg 1
Proton mass mp 1.67262 · 10−27 kg 1836.15
Atomic mass unit amu = 1

12m(12C) 1.66054 · 10−27 kg 1822.89
Velocity of light c 2.99792 · 108 m/s 137.04
Influence constant ε0 8.85419 · 10−12 As/(Vm) 1/(4π)
Induction constant µ0 = 1/(c2ε0) 4π · 10−7 Vs/(Am) 4π/137.042

7in German: Promotionsausschuss
8see ’https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html#thesis’ and ’http://www.pnas.org/site/aboutpnas/rightperm.xhtml’.
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Chapter 2

Physical background

In this chapter the physical backgrounds are discussed which are necessary to investigate the impact
parameter dependent ionization probability in ion-atom collisions by means of ion-dimer collisions. The
chapter is organized in five parts.

Impact parameter In this section the definition of the impact parameter is given. The problems
in measuring the impact parameter b and the ionization probability P(b) are illustrated. A new ap-
proach to test single, atomic P(b) is presented by utilizing the geometrical relation between the atomic
impact parameter and the orientation of a diatomic molecule.

Theory of ion-atom collisions This section briefly outlines selected theoretical treatments of ion-
atom collisions. In particular the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method and the basis generator
method are discussed.

Fast ion-atom collisions The characteristics and kinematics of very fast ion-atom collisions are pre-
sented along with a classification of the collision system studied in this work.

Rare gas dimers In this subsection the van-der-Waals bound rare gas clusters are described. Especially
the helium and neon dimer were investigated for which the occurring fragmentation mechanisms are
depicted.

Monte Carlo simulation The ion-dimer collision is simulated in a Monte Carlo computer experi-
ment. The theoretical ion-atom P(b) and the internuclear distance distribution of the dimer serve as
input variables.

6



2.1 Impact parameter

2.1.1 Definition

In ion-atom collisions the impact parameter b is, within the straight line approximation, defined as
the shortest distance from the center of the target atom to the projectile trajectory (see Fig. 2.1).
Correspondingly the impact parameter dependent ionization probability is given by P(b).

Figure 2.1: Impact parameter (schematic view). The impact parameter b is defined as the shortest distance
between the target atom and the projectile ion trajectory in the straight line approximation.

2.1.2 Problems in accessing the impact parameter

A Rutherford-type scattering experiment, that is the elastic Coulomb scattering of two charged particles
(e.g. ion-ion), yields an unambiguous relation between the scattering angle of the projectile ϑp and the
impact parameter b via

b ∼ 1

mv20
cot(ϑp/2) (2.1)

[39]. In this equation m is the reduced mass and v0 the relative velocity between the colliding particles1.
Thus by measuring the scattering angle a corresponding value for b can be calculated. However,
the ionization process in ion-atom collisions by definition involves at least three particles. In single
ionization (SI) the projectile ion (p), the target nucleus (t) and the emitted electron (e) contribute to
the momentum exchange process. This three body momentum exchange process can be, according
to [102], approximated by three pairwise two-body collisions between p-t, p-e and e-t. Although all
two-body correlations always influence the ionization dynamics for different projectile velocity regimes
one of these dominates. Usually the collisions are categorized by comparing the projectile velocity vp
to the initially bound velocities of the electrons ve that are active in the collision:

vp < ve : slow collisions
vp ≈ ve : intermediate collisions
vp > ve : fast collisions

In slow collisions the p-t momentum exchange dominates, whereas in the intermediate and fast velocity
regimes the p-e and e-t momentum exchange becomes important. Especially in the case of very fast
ion impact the projectile, as in photoionization, delivers the energy to induce the atomic fragmentation
but at the same time transfers almost no momentum to the system [108, 139]. Thus only in slow
collisions and in a very small fraction of fast but close collisions [101] a dominating p-t interaction
allows in principle for an extraction of the impact parameter by momentum transfer or scattering
angle measurements. In reverse for the majority of fast collisions and very fast ion-atom collisions this
approach is not applicable. In Fig. 2.2 the problem becomes apparent. The Rutherford scattering (solid
and dashed lines) shows a direct relation between the impact parameter and the momentum that is
gained by the recoil ion. Thus the impact parameter can be inferred by measurement of the recoil ion
momentum. The data points in the histogram depict a nCTMC simulation of the ionization process
in fast S14++ He collisions. It can be observed that several impact parameters contribute to the same
value in the recoil ion momentum. Therefore an unambiguous determination of the impact parameter

1In case the target nucleus mT is much heavier than the projectile mass mp (as in the original Rutherford experiment)
the reduced mass is nearly equal to that of the lighter particle i.e. m≈mp and v0 the projectile velocity in the rest frame
of the target nucleus.
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and the P(b) from momentum transfer measurements is not possible. The figure also shows that the
region of impact parameters which cannot be accessed yields by far the biggest contribution to the
total ionization cross section.

Figure 2.2: Impact parameter b vs. transverse momentum ptrans of the recoil ion. From ptrans unam-
biguous information about b can only be extracted only for very close collisions (b< 0.5 a.u.). Data points
represent the calculated events in (11.37 MeV/u) S14++ He→ S14++ He1++ e− collisions (nCTMC simulation
[91, 105]). The solid and dashed lines show the ptrans - b correlation (see [121]) for Rutherford scattering
with the target ion charges ZR = 10 a.u. and ZR = 6 a.u., respectively. The projectile charge state is given by
ZP = 14 a.u. and the projectile velocity vP = 21.2 a.u.

2.1.3 Alternate tests of P(b)

Initially proposed by Titze et al. [48] another way of accessing the impact parameter is pursued in this
work. The geometrical concept is illustrated in its most basic configuration in Fig. 2.3. By adding
a second atom to the system the impact parameter can be correlated to an angle θpro between the
projectile trajectory and the connecting line of the two target atoms. In this ideal case the trajectory
intersects the connecting line at the center. The crucial point is to repeatedly perform the ion-atom
collision at two atoms. If the distance R between the atoms is known the impact parameter can, in
principle, be extracted geometrically from the angle θpro. In such a collision geometry the P(b) could
then also be unambiguously determined by measuring the probability in dependence of the orientation
P(θpro). In the actual experiment, however, the positions of the projectiles with respect to the dimer
are statistically distributed. From this follow that in the typical collision event the trajectory will not
intersect the axis of the molecule. Additionally the two target atoms will in most cases have different
impact parameters to the projectile b1 and b2. Thus a direct assignment of a molecular orientation to
an impact parameter is not possible.
Although a one-to-one transformation between the molecular angle and the impact parameter is not
possible, the P(b) still is the only parameter determining P(θpro). For didactical purposes we illustrate
this for the simplest2 case of P(b) given by a step function with a cutoff at bmax (Fig. 2.4 (a)). This
means that every atom which is located at a distance b< bmax from the projectile trajectory is ionized.
From the rotational symmetry in ion-atom collisions follows that in the plane perpendicular to the
projectile trajectory every atom is ionized which is positioned within a circular area of radius r = bmax
centered around the beam trajectory (see gray area in panel (b)). Along the projectile trajectory this
circular area corresponds to a corridor which is indicated by the dashed line. Thus every atom which
is located within this cylindrical volume is also ionized with a probability of 1 whereas target atoms

2As will be shown in the next section the studied collision systems feature a more complex P(b) behavior.
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Figure 2.3: Geometrical concept of the relation between distance b and angle θpro. By adding a second
atom to the collision system the impact parameter b is related to the angle θpro, which is defined between the
connecting axis of the two target atoms and the projectile beam axis.

located outside this region are not ionized. If two target atoms are located within this volume each
atom will be ionized due to the interaction with the projectile.

This leaves two charged ions which repel each other and Coulomb explode. By measuring the momen-
tum vectors of the particles the angle θpro can be determined. Thus in order to retrieve the angular
information in this approach both atoms have to be ionized. In the present work helium and neon
dimers are used as target systems which can be approximated as the sum of two separate atoms.
Dimers which are in the ground state have a given internuclear distance distribution. For small dimers
(labeled with ’I’ in Fig. 2.4) both constituents of the dimer can be located within the cylindrical volume
for any orientation. In this case the probability distribution P(θpro) is expected to be mostly indepen-
dent of the angle θpro. If the internuclear separation is larger (labeled with ’II’ in Fig. 2.4) only those
dimers which are tilted ’fit’ into the cylinder. In terms of impact parameters this means that b1 <
bmax and b2 < bmax have to be satisfied simultaneously. Larger dimers fulfill this criterion only if
they are aligned along the projectile trajectory so the P(θpro) distribution will be preferably populated
at smaller angles. In this way the orientation dependent ionization intensity distribution P(θpro) yields
information about the P(b) distributions. Since the impact parameter cannot be directly extracted, the
angular distributions P(θpro) which are obtained in the experiment are compared to those generated
in a Monte Carlo simulation. In this simulation the calculated P(b) distributions are the only unknown
input variables. A good agreement between the experiment and the simulation is therefore direct evi-
dence for the validity of the used P(b) distributions. It is noted that the investigation of a single P(b)
is only possible if the two successive reactions are identical. This situation is only given in the case of
two single ionization processes with the same degree of ionization.

2.2 Theory of ion-atom collisions

More than hundred years after the scattering experiments of Marsden, Geiger and Rutherford [37,
27, 38] the understanding and theoretical description of ion-atom collisions has made great progress
[113, 10, 97]. But even though the interaction potentials, i.e. the Coulomb forces, are well understood,
an analytical solution is not yet available for a scattering process which involves at least three particles3.
This circumstance still leads to controversies about the description of ion-atom collisions [77]. Often
approximations are required in order to simplify the description and to reduce computing time. Multiple
approaches on the basis of quantum- and classical mechanics have been formulated. These formulations
can be done fully in either context but it has proven useful to introduce classical elements into the
quantum mechanical description and vice versa. The impact parameter method [76] is a semi-classical
approximation (SCA) which is often used to describe ion-atom collisions with high projectile velocities.
Within this model the motion of the projectile and target nuclei is treated classically whereas the

3e.g. proton/hydrogen scattering
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Figure 2.4: a) P(b) as a simple step function. Impact parameter dependent probability P(b) = 1 for
b∈ [0, bmax]. b) Geometrical concept of the impact parameter dependent ionization probability. The
P(b) in panel (a) defines a corridor of radius bmax within which a target is ionized by the projectile. Thus
the projectile only interacts with both atoms of a molecule are located within this volume. For molecules with
an internuclear distance R> 2 bmax this is only possible if the molecular axis is oriented along the projectile
trajectory e.g. molecule II.

electronic motion is described quantum mechanically. The propagation of the projectile along a classical
path can be described time dependently by

#�

R =
#�

b + #�v t (2.2)

whereby for sufficient high collision energies this trajectory is approximated as a straight line. In a
coordinate system in which the origin is defined by the center of the target nucleus and in which

#�

R is
the position vector of the projectile ion, the velocity vector #�v is orthogonal to the vector defined by
the impact parameter b. The quantum mechanical description of the electronic wave function and the
associated time-dependent Schrödinger equation is given by

i∂tΨ(t) = He(t)Ψ(t) (2.3)

with
He = H0 + V (t). (2.4)

This can be solved both perturbatively or non-perturbatively. The perturbative approach is briefly
discussed in section 2.2.1. The non-perturbative treatment, which was used for the calculations in this
work, is discussed in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. With the latter methods it is in principle possible to
describe all reaction channels of the collision system simultaneously.

2.2.1 Perturbative approach

The perturbative treatment of ion-atom collisions is usually applicable for high projectile velocities.
Here the transition matrix Tfi element, which describes the transition of the wave function from the
initial state to the final state, is expanded in the nth order of the interaction potential. In the Born
series4 the transition matrix element is thus described in its exact form by

Tfi = 〈Φf |V |Φi〉+ 〈Φf |V G+
0 V |Φi〉+ 〈Φf |V G+

0 V G
+
0 V |Φi〉+ ... (2.5)

Φf and Φi denote the unperturbed wave-functions of the system for long after the interaction (t→∞)
and well before the interaction (t→ −∞). G+

0 describes the free Greens function and V the interaction
potential. A detailed derivation can be found in [76]. These higher orders of the interaction potential

4first applied by Bethe (1930) after being proposed by Born (1926)
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are commonly interpreted as the number of interactions between the projectile and the target system.
Therefore in the first born approximation

TB1
fi = 〈Φf |V |Φi〉 (2.6)

one interaction of the projectile with the target is taken into account. Correspondingly in the second
Born approximation

TB2
fi = 〈Φf |V |Φi〉+ 〈Φf |V G+

0 V |Φi〉 (2.7)

the projectile is interpreted to interact twice with the target system. For lower projectile velocities
additional terms of the Born series can be taken into account, whereby in practice the calculations are
typically truncated after the first or second term. For high projectile velocities the succeeding terms
can be omitted because the Born series converges rapidly. The convergence is not given for large
perturbations (n = q/v). Here the influence of the projectile ion on the target system in the initial and
final state increases and as a consequence the corresponding wave functions cannot be considered as
unperturbed. In distorted wave theories (e.g. CDW, see [21] for a recent introduction) therefore the
perturbation V is separated into a distortion potential U which is incorporated into the wave function
(distorted wave function) and a weaker perturbation potential W = V - U. Which theory best describes
the experimental data depends among others on the projectile energy, perturbation strength, number
of participating electrons and the studied reaction mechanism.

2.2.2 Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo Method

The Classical Trajectory Monte Carlo Method (CTMC) introduced by [99, 98, 104] and extended to
many-electron targets (nCTMC) [91, 105] describes ion-atom collisions within the framework of classical
mechanics. In simulated collision events the projectile and target nuclei as well as the electrons are
described as classical particles which interact through their Coulomb forces and for which the trajectories
are determined by Newtons laws. In order to do so the collision system is assigned an initial state in
phase space (positions and momenta of the particles) for each event. A projectile is placed in a distance
far from the target system where interactions can be neglected. From there it propagates towards the
target with an impact parameter which is randomly assigned so that a homogeneous projectile beam
density is simulated. The target electrons evolve on classical orbits around the target nucleus but
are initiated as a microcanonical ensemble which reproduces the quantum mechanical momentum
distributions. The electronic binding energies correspond to the sequential ionization levels within the
atom. The time evolution of the system is described by solving the Hamilton equations

dcj/dt = ∂H/∂pj dpj/dt = −∂H/∂cj (2.8)

whereby c are the positions and p the momenta of the j particles. H is the Hamiltonian which in the n-
body CTMC method, except for the electron-electron correlation, explicitly incorporates all interactions
between the nuclei and the electrons. Hence the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.8 can be written as

H =
p2a

2ma
+

p2b
2mb

+

N∑
i=1

p2i
2me

+

N∑
i=1

ZaZi
Rai

+

N∑
i=1

ZbZi
Rbi

+
ZaZb
Rab

. (2.9)

[105]. N is the number of target electrons while p is the momentum, m the mass, Z the charge state of
a particle. R is the distance between two particles, whereby the projectile nucleus, target nucleus and
the i-th electron are denoted by a,b and i, respectively. For an N-electron system this leads to 6(2+N)
coupled, differential equations which are numerically integrated5 in variable time steps. At a point well
after the collision the system is evaluated by calculating the electrons binding energy with respect to
the target ET and the projectile EP whereby the electron is bound to the respective nucleus if the
binding energy EP,T is negative. According to this binding energies after the collision the reaction can
be classified: Ionization has taken place for ET > 0 and EP > 0, electron capture has taken place for
ET > 0 and EP < 0 and the electron remains bound to the target for ET< 0 and EP > 0. In analogy

5Runge-Kutta-Gill-method
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to an actual scattering experiment, a great number of collision events is repeated (N = 103 - 106) in
the simulation. The fraction of ionization, capture and excitation events Ni(b), Nc(b) and Ne(b) to
the total number of initiated trajectories N(b) is the transition probability for the considered channel

Pi,c,e(b) =
Ni,c,e(b)

N(b)
(2.10)

in dependence of the impact parameter b (see [97] p.29).

2.2.3 Basis Expansion Method and Basis Generator Method

The basis expansion method is a non-perturbative approach to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation in ion-atom collisions. This is commonly done within the semi classical approximation by
expanding the electronic wave function in a basis set of a finite dimension N

|Ψ >=

N∑
i=1

ai(t)|φi > . (2.11)

This basis includes initial and final states as well as intermediate states of the collisions system. Thus
the coupling between various possible reaction channels as e.g. ionization, excitation, or electron cap-
ture is described simultaneously. The expansion is typically based on molecular orbitals (MO)6 for slow
collisions or atomic orbitals (AO) for faster collisions. In either method modifications and the inclusion
of additional states are required for an increased accuracy of the description [18, 65].

Thus in conventional basis expansion methods the general strategy to give a more accurate description
of the collision process is to implement more relevant states. With the computational power available
today basis sets of a several hundred states are utilized [88]. The states that are considered span a
finite subspace A of the Hilbert space. However not all possible states, that would completely describe
the collision process, can be included in one basis set. The omitted but contributing states therefore
define an infinite subspace B of the Hilbert space, which is complimentary to A. By choosing a basis set
which is as large and complete as possible it is sought to minimize the influence of the remaining states
on the calculation. This interaction is mathematically expressed by the operator V̂opt called the optical
potential [40]. It describes the coupling between the finite subspace A and the infinite complimentary
space B. Despite the gradual expansion of the used basis sets, in practice, each basis remains finite.
Therefore no basis set maps the complete Hilbert space and it can be shown that each subspace A
couples to the complementary space B via the optical potential.

The description of the complete Hilbert space, however, is not necessary in the basis generator method.
The approach is based on the existence of a one dimensional solution of the time dependent Schrödinger
equation that describes the time evolution of the collision process. Thus the basis set is not required to
span the complete Hilbert space as long as the finite basis set contains the solution of the Schrödinger
equation. The propagation of the wave function is hereby determined by the Schrödinger Operator
Ô(t)=(V̂(t)-i∂t). The initial state of the undisturbed collision system is given by |Φ0

v(t) >, with

Ĥ0|Φ0
v(t) >= εv|Φ0

v(t) > . (2.12)

In this equation Ĥ0 and εv are the Hamilton Operator and the corresponding energy eigenvalue of the
undisturbed system. The Schrödinger Operator is repeatedly applied to these eigenfunctions which are
also referred to as the ’generating basis’.

|Φuv (t) >= Ô(t)|Φu−1v >= ... = Ô(t)u|Φ0
v > (2.13)

6A correct application was possible with the introduction of electron translation factors by Bates and McCarroll
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The states |Φuv (t) > are linearly independent with u = 1,...,U and v = 1,...,V. The corresponding
coupled channel equations in AUV which have to be solved are given by:

i

U∑
u=0

V∑
v=1

ċuv (t) < Φjk(t)|Φuv (t) >=

U∑
u=0

V∑
v=1

cuv (t) < Φjk(t)|Ô(t)|Φuv (t) >

−i
V∑
v=1

t∫
t0

cUv (t′) < ΦU+1
k (t)|B̂UV (t, t′)|ΦU+1

v (t′) > dt′.

(2.14)

For u<U it can be shown that B̂UV |Φuv (t) >= 0. From this follows that only those states with u = U
couple to the complimentary space BUV . The population of states with a higher order u, however,
also requires a higher number of successive interactions which becomes increasingly improbable. By
increasing u therefore the population and coupling of the Uth state to the complimentary space via
the optical potential is minimized. The hereby generated subspace AUV of the Hilbert space yields a
dynamically adapted solution of the Schrödinger equation.

With increasing u the states {|Φuv (t) >} obtain a complicated structure. For this reason another set
of basis functions with a simpler structure is constructed in the basis generator method. {{|χµν (t) >}}
with ν=1,...,N and µ=0,...,M spans a subspace RMN which includes AUV with

{|χµν (t) >} = X(V̂ (t))µ|χ0
ν > . (2.15)

With the basis generator method an exact way of propagating the wave function is given since only
the relevant part of the solution space is covered dynamically. The calculations are performed within
the framework of the time dependent density functional theory in which the properties of the many
electron system are contained in the one-particle density. The analysis of the collisions is done in the
independent particle model in which the q-fold ionization probabilities Pionq are obtained from multi-
nomial expressions of the single-particle transition probabilities pi. The calculated impact parameter
dependent ionization probabilities P(b) are shown in Fig. 2.5 for S14++ He and S14++ Ne collisions. For
details of the basis generator method, the time-dependent density functional theory and the extraction
of the observables see [40, 89, 135, 136].
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Figure 2.5: Calculated P(b) for ionization of atomic He and Ne. a) P(b) for single ionization in
(11.37MeV/u) S14+ + He → S14+ + He1+ + e− collisions. b) Single-, double-, and triple ionization
in S14+ + Ne collisions with the same projectile energy as in the left panel. Solid lines in both figures are
function graphs fitted to the theoretical data points.
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2.3 Very fast ion-atom collisions

Ion-atom collisions harbor multiple reaction processes. Excitation or ionization of the electron into the
continuum occur at the target atom but also at the projectile ion. Also the transfer of one or more
electrons from the atom to the projectile as well as the combination of several processes are relevant
mechanisms. The probability of each reaction channel, among other things, depends on the velocity
of the impinging projectile. At very high velocities ion-atom collisions are usually dominated by target
ionization whereas the contributions of electron capture and projectile loss to the total reaction cross
section are negligible. The testing of a single P(b), however, requires the subsequent ionization7 of
both atoms of the dimer by the projectile. Thus in this work, collisions at very high projectile velocity
(vp = 21.2 a.u.) were studied in order to obtain mainly events from two consecutive ionization processes.
Apart from the suppression of unwanted reaction channels, collisions with high projectile velocities yield
a further advantage. The energy which is required to induce the reaction is delivered but at the same
time only little momentum is transferred to the target system. The measured initial momenta of the
fragmenting particles are thus expected to be only negligibly altered by the actual collision process. The
ionization process in these ion-atom collisions therefore shows common features to photo ionization.
Qualitatively this can be understood by considering the Lorentz contracted Coulomb field of the passing
ion seen by the target atom at rest (section 2.3.1) and the equivalent photon approximation (section
2.3.2). The similarity between fast projectile ions and photons also manifests in the kinematics of the
reaction process which is discussed in section 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Lorentz transformation

The ionization is induced by the Coulomb field of the projectile ion. This field of a fast moving ion,
however, is Lorentz contracted when seen by an observing target atom at rest. In a collision geometry,
as shown in Fig. 2.1, the ion propagates on a straight line in x1-direction. At time zero (t = 0) the ion
passes the atom at the closest distance b. In the rest frame of the target atom the time-dependent
Lorentz transformed electric and magnetic field components are given by [52]

Ex1(t) = − qγvt

(b2 + γ2v2t2)3/2
Bx1 = 0 (2.16)

In this equation γ = 1/
√

(1− (vp/c)2) denotes the Lorentz factor, whereby c is the speed of light8.
The projectile charge state is denoted by q and its velocity by v. According to Eq. 2.16 t = 0 the
longitudinal electric field component is zero which is also the case for the magnetic field. In collisions
with high projectile velocity the electric field in this direction is widely damped for times before and
after t = 0 due to the large γ. The field also shows one rapid oscillation. In [52] it is stated that an
electrostatic voltmeter at the position of the target atom would measure a net effect of zero due to
the fast change of the field direction. Thus along the projectile direction the E- and B-fields of the ion
do not significantly influence the target. This is different in the direction perpendicular to the x1-axis.

Ex2(t) =
γqb

(b2 + γ2v2t2)3/2
(2.17)

In the laboratory frame of the target atom the x2-axis is defined in direction of the impact parameter.
For t = 0 the transverse electric field component thus increases proportional to γ. The x3-direction is
defined pairwise orthogonal to both x1 and x2. In this third dimension the magnetic field is described
by

Bx3 = βEx2. (2.18)

Thus with β= v/c an additional transverse magnetic field component emerges with increasing projectile
velocity. In the velocity limit v→ c the intensity of the magnetic field is equal to that of Ex2. This E-

7with the same degree of ionization
8In atomic units c≈ 137 a.u.
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and B-field configuration, however, resembles that of linearly polarized light. The time duration of the
collision process is approximated by

∆t ≈ b

γvp
. (2.19)

Due to the inverse proportionality to γvp the time duration thus decreases with increasing projectile
velocity and the Coulomb field of the ion induces a short electromagnetic pulse at the target atom. For
a projectile velocity of vp = 21.2 a.u. and at a distance of b = 2 a.u. the calculated time duration of the
collisions process is ∆ t≈ 0.09 a.u. (2.2 as). Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the time-dependent longitudinal
and transverse electric field components for S14+ projectiles (vp = 21.2 a.u.) seen by a particle at a
distance of b = 2 a.u. Classically the electron of a hydrogen atom orbits at a radius of r = 1 a.u. with
a velocity of v = 1 a.u. The period of revolution is T = 2π a.u. and thus considerably longer than the
collision time. The intensity of the electric field at a distance of r = 1 a.u. is E = 1 a.u.
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Figure 2.6: Longitudinal, Lorentz transformed, time-dependent electric field component. With
vp = 21.2 a.u., b = 2 a.u. and q = 14 a.u.
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Figure 2.7: Transverse, Lorentz transformed, time-dependent electric field component. With
vp = 21.2 a.u., b = 2 a.u. and q = 14 a.u.
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2.3.2 Equivalent photon approximation

For relativistic projectile velocities (which approach the speed of light) the electromagnetic field com-
ponents closely resemble two pulses of linear polarized radiation. Already Weizsäcker and Williams
[146, 26] as well as Fermi [34] proposed to describe the induced electromagnetic field in relativistic
collisions as a field of virtual photons. The first pulse Plong propagates in longitudinal direction with
respect to the projectile beam axis with electric and magnetic fields equivalent to Ex2 and Bx3. Ac-
cordingly the fields of the second pulse Ptrans propagating transverse to the beam axis are equivalent
to Ex1 and the added corresponding magnetic field component Bx1 = vEx1/c (see [15]). This is a
reasonable approximation because the longitudinal field components have a negligible influence on the
ionization dynamics for velocities approaching the speed of light. Based on the Fourier transforms
of the electromagnetic fields described by Eq. 2.16 - 2.18 the following equations give the ’number of
equivalent photons’ for the pulses Plong and Ptrans in the frequency domain:

N(ω, b)long =
q

π

2 1

c

ωc

γv2

2
K2

1

(
ωb

γv

)
(2.20)

N(ω, b)trans =
q

π

2 1

c

ωc

γv2

2
(

1

γ2

)
K2

0

(
ωb

γv

)
. (2.21)

K1 and K0 are modified Bessel functions of the first and zeroth order. The frequency of the equivalent
photons is given by ω. For a given impact parameter the longitudinal pulse contains a spectrum of
equivalent photons9 up to the so called ’adiabatic cutoff energy’ given by Emaxγ =γ~c/b [15]. The
EPA however is valid only for projectile energies greater than a few GeV/u [117]. The equivalence of
ion-atom and photo-atom collisions is treated in detail in [52] and also in [15].

2.3.3 Kinematics

The ionization process in an ion-atom collision is given by the general reaction equation:

P q+ + T → P q+ + Tn+ + ne− (2.22)

in which Pq+ is the q-fold positively charged projectile ion, T the neutral target atom, Tn+ the n-fold
ionized recoil ion and n the number of emitted electrons e− to the continuum. Alone from momentum
and energy conservation considerations of the involved particles before and after the collisions given by
Eq. 2.23 and 2.24

#�p
(i)
P + #�p

(i)
T = #�p

(f)
P + #�p

(f)
T +

n∑
j=1

#�p
(f)
e,j (2.23)

E
(i)
P + E

(i)
T +

n∑
j=1

ε
(i)
j = E

(f)
P + E

(f)
T +

n∑
j=1

(E
(f)
e,j + ε

(f)
j ) (2.24)

the reaction process can be kinematically characterized. Here p denotes the initial (i) and final (f)
momentum vector for the target (T), the projectile (P) and the electron (e). Accordingly E is the
energy of the particle. The initial and final binding energy of the electron is given by ε. In equations
2.25 - 2.27 [102] the momenta of the recoiling ions are given for the ionization process.

py,T = −

(
mP vPϑP cos(Φ)P +

n∑
j=1

py,e,j

)
(2.25)

pz,T = −

(
mP vPϑP sin(Φ)P +

n∑
j=1

pz,e,j

)
(2.26)

px,T =
n∑
j=1

(
ε
(i)
j +Ee,j

vP
− px,e,j

)
(2.27)

9similar to white light consisting of the different frequencies in the visible light spectrum
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In these equations10 ϑP is the (polar) scattering angle of projectile and (Φ)P the azimuthal scattering

angle. However, in case of very swift (vp � ε
(i)
j + Ee,j) ion-atom collisions with very small projectile

scattering angles (ϑP � 1) these equations simplify to the vector equation:

#�p T ≈ −
n∑
j=1

#�p e,j . (2.28)

The momentum of the emitted electron(s) is therefore mainly compensated by the recoiling ion. This
was demonstrated for the single ionization of helium by impact of highly charged, relativistic (1 GeV/u)
U92+ projectiles [108] shown in Fig. 2.8. As in photoionization the momentum distribution of the ejected
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Figure 2.8: He1+ ion and electron momenta in relativistic collisions (vp = 120 a.u.) Single ionization of he-
lium atoms by ion impact in the reaction channel (taken from [108]) (1 GeV/u) U92++ He→U92++ He1++ e−.
The upper half of the histogram shows the electron momentum distribution and the lower half the momentum
distribution of the recoil ions. Bottom axis (p||): longitudinal momenta (in direction of the projectile beam
axis). Left axis (ptrans): Momenta transverse to the projectile beam axis.

electrons nearly completely mirrors the distribution of the recoiling ions. The reaction is therefore
accompanied by only a negligible change of the projectile momentum. In [35] Fischer points out that
the equivalence of relativistic ion impact ionization and photoionization can also be observed in the
longitudinal momentum change of the projectile. It can be shown that the momentum change of the
projectile in this direction11 is given by equation 2.29

∆px,p = pfx,p − pix,p = − 1

vp

IP +

n∑
j=1

Efe,j

 . (2.29)

For ions with velocities approaching the speed of light (vp→ c) the transferred momentum then corre-
sponds to that of a photon pγ with the energy Eγ .

pγ =
Eγ
c

Eγ = IP +

n∑
j=1

Efe,j (2.30)

The energy which is needed to ionize the atom (electron binding energy and electron kinetic energy) is
delivered by the projectile with only little momentum transfer. A complete derivation of the kinematics

10The x-axis is defined in direction of the projectile propagation. The y- and z-axis are defined perpendicular to the
x-axis.

11which equals the negative momentum transfer ∆px,p = -qx
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in ion-atom including additional terms which also treat the other reaction channels as electron capture
and projectile loss can be found in [79, 80, 121, 102, 139, 123, 35].

2.3.4 Classification of this collision system

The equivalent photon approximation was found to be valid for projectiles with an energy of at least
a few GeV/u. But also experiments at lower impact energies demonstrate only a little momentum
transfer of the projectile to the target system. The collision process itself can be characterized by the
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Figure 2.9: He1+ ion and electron momenta for various projectile energies and perturbations. Same
representation as in 2.8. The perturbations for the systems are a) η= 0.1; vp = 60 a.u. b) η= 2; vp = 12 a.u.
c) η= 4.4; vp = 12 a.u. (taken from [139]).

ratio between the projectile charge state and its velocity. This ratio is also known as the perturbation
η= (q/v) caused by the projectile. The perturbation therefore increases with higher projectile charge
state which is interpreted to be caused by the larger influence of the stronger Coulomb potential. η
also increases with decreasing projectile velocity which is commonly attributed to the shorter interac-
tion time. In Fig. 2.9 (a)-(c) [139] the electron and recoil ion momenta for helium single ionization
with several projectiles are depicted in the same way as in Fig. 2.8. The collision systems hereby
cover perturbations between η= 0.1 - 4.4, projectile charge states between q = 6 - 53 a.u. and impact
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velocities between v = 12 - 60 a.u. It can be seen that also in these slower collisions the dominating
interaction takes place between the emitted electron and the recoiling ion. With increasing perturba-
tion η, however, the electron distribution is shifted to positive longitudinal momenta and the recoil
ion distribution is shifted to negative values. This effect is ascribed to the post collision interaction
(PCI). In this interpretative approach the electrons are ’pulled’ by the Coulomb field of the passing
projectile while simultaneously the recoil ions are ’pushed’ in the opposite direction. The parameters
of the projectiles in the present work are given by η= 0.66, vp = 21.2. a.u. and q = 14+. These values
are thus located between the parameters of the experiments in Fig. 2.9. The single ionization in (11.37
MeV/u) S14++ He was studied in a bachelor thesis accompanying the present work by Gassert et al.
[36]. Figure 2.10 shows the electron and momentum distributions, again in the same representation as
in Fig. 2.8. It can be seen that also in these reactions the dominant interactions takes place between
the electrons and recoil ions. The momentum transfer of the projectiles is therefore also expected to
be negligible in this velocity regime.
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Figure 2.10: He1+ ion and electron momenta for this experiment. Same representation as in 2.8 for the
reaction channel (11.37 MeV/u) S14++ He→S14++ He1++ e− with η= 0.66 and vp = 21.2 a.u. (taken from
[36]).
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2.4 Rare gas dimers

2.4.1 Van-der-Waals bond

The formation of a dimer that consists of two neutral noble gas atoms is based on the Van-der-Waals
interaction. In rare gas atoms the valence shell is completely filled with electrons, which is also termed
the closed shell configuration. The absence of valence electrons thus prevents the formation of a
chemical bond (covalent or ionic bond) such as in a hydrogen or sodium chloride molecule. The
mechanism underlying the Van-der-Waals bond can be illustrated within a classical model. It is based
on the circumstance that an electric dipole moment in a neutral atom vanishes only in the time average.
The fluctuations in the charge distribution within the atom, however, lead to an instantaneous dipole
moment. This dipole moment in atom A induces another dipole moment in the second atom B. The
induced dipole moment in atom B, in turn, influences atom A. This mutual interaction generates a
non-zero dipole moment even in the time average. For an internuclear separation R which is greater
than the sum of the radii of the electron shells, the interaction potential is obtained by a multipole
expansion12 of the charge distribution:

E(R) = − C

R6
. (2.31)

The interaction potential hereby depends on the polarizability of both atoms which is expressed by the
constant C and decreases steeply with the internuclear distance R. In order to also take into account
regions with smaller internuclear distances the Lennard Jones potential (Eq. 2.32) is used to describe
the interaction whereby the parameters a and b are chosen to fit the experimental data. A detailed
description with a complete derivation of the formulas is found in the textbook [147].

ELJ(R) =
a

R12
− b

R6
. (2.32)

2.4.2 Neon dimer (Ne2)

The neon dimer is a diatomic system which exhibits properties of a molecule but which simultaneously
can be well approximated as the sum of two separate atoms. The dimers are well described by quantum
theoretical calculations that utilize molecular wavefunctions, as e.g. in [83]. But also calculations which
work with localized electrons while taking the molecular character into account were reported to show
good agreement with the experimental data [116]. The consideration of the molecular nature of the
dimer allows for instance to also address intra dimer decay processes such as the interatomic Coulombic
decay. The neon dimer, due to its weak Van-der-Waals interaction, has a binding energy of only 3 meV
with a mean internuclear distance of 3.4 Å [31, 9]. The electron orbitals in the dimers atoms have
only a negligible overlap region and the constituents are thus expected to be well separated. This
assumption is supported by the similar ionization potential of the dimer compared to that of a single
atom. But also more elaborate studies suggest that the treatment of the dimer as two separate atoms
is a good approximation. In experiments with synchrotron radiation the angular distributions of the
photoelectrons and the so-called ’ICD electrons’ were investigated with respect to the molecular frame.
The emitted electrons showed strong asymmetries in the Ne2+- Ne1+ break-up channel which was
attributed to a localized character of the core hole and the holes in the valence orbitals [55]. The states
of the dimers are thus often characterized in the limit of separated atoms (R→∞) by their dissociation
products. A number of computed ionization states of Ne2 which use such a nomenclature are tabulated
in [124]. In Fig. 2.11 calculated potential energy curves for the ground state and several ionized states
are displayed (taken from [62]). Very recently also the internuclear distance distribution of the ground
state neon dimer was experimentally verified [140]. This was done via a Coulomb explosion imaging
technique after the dimers were irradiated by short intense laser pulses. Figure 2.12 shows the kinetic
energy release distribution of this experiment, which directly translates into the internuclear distance
distribution [140].

12The first and second term of the multipole expansion correspond to the ionic particle and the permanent dipole
moment.
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Figure 2.11: Calculated potential energy curves for the neon dimer. Figure taken from [62], originally from
[124].
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Figure 2.12: Internuclear distance distribution of Ne2. Black line shows the experimental EKER of the
Ne1++Ne1+ break-up after irradiation with short, intense laser light. Red line is the EKER which corresponds
in the reflection approximation to the calculated internuclear distance distribution of Ne2 in the ground state
(from Fig. 2, panel (d) in [140]).

2.4.3 Helium dimer (He2)

For helium the consideration of two separated atoms is far less controversial due to the larger internu-
clear distances and the smaller binding energy. However the existence of the He2 was debated since
its prediction in 1928 [50] until the experimental proof in 1994 [145]. Only a few experiments on
helium dimers have been performed until now [5, 130, 129, 128, 48, 32]. The potential energy curve in
Fig. 2.13 (a) [59] shows a depth of approximately only 1 meV which is in the same order of magnitude
as the zero point energy. Very recently Grisenti et al. determined the mean internuclear distance to
be around <R>= 52 Å with a binding energy of approximately <Ebind>= 95 neV [103]. The helium
dimer is therefore the largest known diatomic molecule simultaneously with the smallest reported bind-
ing energy. The probability distribution of the internuclear distances of this extremely floppy system
is shown in Fig. 2.13 (b) [29] which extends to bond lengths in the dimension of macroscopic systems.
Calculated potential energy curves for the ground state and several ionized states of the He2 are shown
in Fig. 2.13 (taken from [44]).

a) b)

Figure 2.13: Potential energy curve and internuclear distribution for He2. a) Figure taken from [130].
Solid black line depicts the potential energy curve (from [59]). The dotted green curve shows indicates the
internuclear distance distribution Ψ2R2. b) Radial probability distribution of the internuclear distances for the
ground state helium dimer Ψ2R2 (from [29]). The unmodified LM2LM2 potential is compared to the modified
LM2LM2* potential which includes retardation effects. The mean internuclear separation was found to be
<R>= 52 Å [103].
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Figure 2.14: Calculated potential energy curves for several ionized states of the helium dimer. Figure
taken from [44], originally from [59, 6, 7, 85].
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2.4.4 Decay mechanisms in rare gas dimers

CE: direct Coulomb explosion

The first decay mechanism is the direct Coulomb explosion (CE). Here the projectile ionizes both atoms
of the dimer on an attosecond time scale in two subsequent steps. Afterwards the dimer fragments
due to the Coulomb repulsion between the two charged ions. Figure 2.15 shows a schematic drawing
of the CE decay process for the reaction channel

S14+ +Ne2
CE−−→ S14+ +Ne1+ +Ne1+ + 2e−. (2.33)

The CE process is the relevant channel in order to test a single P(b). Geometrically the impact
parameter b is connected to the angle θpro via the internuclear distance R (see Fig. 2.3). Thus in order
to draw conclusions about the impact parameter from θpro and R two things have to be ensured in the
experiment. First, the measured directions of the Coulomb exploding fragments must coincide with the
orientation of the dimer before the fragmentation. Second, the internuclear distance at the instant of
fragmentation must be known. Both requirements are met by the present collision system. Because of
the high relative velocity the interaction time between the projectile and the target is shorter than the
rotational and vibrational period of the dimer. The Coulomb explosion therefore occurs almost instantly
without preceding motion of the nuclei. Thus the orientation of the dimer before the fragmentation
can be obtained by extracting the direction of the fragmenting ions from the momentum vectors. This
approach is referred to as the axial recoil approximation. The bond length of the dimer is determined
from the kinetic energies EKER which the ions gain in the Coulomb potential between the two charges
q1 and q2 at the distance R via

EKER =
q1q2

4πε0R
. (2.34)

Hence in this method, termed the reflection approximation [24], the internuclear separation is mapped
into momentum space and vice versa. Each reaction process in a Van-der-Waals dimer can also be
illustrated in a correlation diagram where the potential energy of the system is plotted against the
internuclear separation. The principle of the CE process and the ’reflection approximation’ is schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 2.16. The projectile ionizes both atoms of the dimer almost instantaneously i.e. at
the distance initially populated by the dimer (panel a). This corresponds to a vertical transition from
the dimer ground state (panel b) to a dissociative potential energy curve (panel c). Each internuclear
distance of a dimer then corresponds to a value in the kinetic energy release (panel d). Due to the
small binding energy in a Van-der-Waals bound dimer the minimum energy required for this transition
ET is given by ET ≈ IP1+IP2+EKER. In this equation IP1 and IP2 are the ionization potentials of
the two target atoms in the limit R→∞. The dimers, however, accommodate a whole distribution
of distances P(R)=Ψ2R2 which is initially present in the target jet. In the CTMC simulation this is
accounted for by introducing a distribution P(R) as a parameter. In the experiment a range in the
kinetic energy release is regarded which corresponds to the distance distribution of the ground state
dimer. In addition to the direct Coulombic decay rare gas dimers also have been reported to decay after
the interaction of the projectile ion with only one of the dimers centers. The interatomic Coulombic
decay (ICD) [48, 45, 42] and the radiative charge transfer (RCT) [46, 47, 48, 45] which are discussed
in the next sections.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of the direct Coulomb explosion (CE). In the direct Coulomb explosion
process the projectile ion subsequently ionizes both atoms of the dimer. The ionization process is then followed
by the Coulomb explosion of the charged target ions.
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Figure 2.16: Reflection approximation. Calculated internuclear distance distribution (a) from [125]) is ’re-
flected’ (Eq. 2.34) at the potential energy curve for the Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up channel (c) to a kinetic energy
distribution (d) from [140]). b) Morse potential with parameters ε= 3.121 ·10−3 eV and σ= 5.177 a.u., resem-
bling the PEC of the neon dimer in its ground state.
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ICD: interatomic Coulombic decay

The second decay mechanisms is the interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD). The projectile interacts with
one atom of the dimer, leaving it in an ionized and excited state. The energy which is released in
the deexcitation process of the excited ion is transferred to the neighboring atom of the dimer. As a
consequence this neighboring atom is ionized and emits an electron of low energy. Both centers of the
dimer are then positively charged which leads to a Coulomb explosion. See Fig. 2.17 for a schematic
sequence of events of ICD in S14++ Ne2 collisions. After its prediction in 1997 by Cederbaum et
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Figure 2.17: Schematic illustration of interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD). The projectile ionizes one center
of the dimer leaving it in an excited state. This excited ionic site relaxes by transferring the excess energy to
the other neutral atom, where an electron (eICD) of low energy is emitted.

al. [67] ICD was verified in experiments with synchrotron light in neon rare gas clusters [118] and neon
dimers [132]. The latter scenario has since become a model system for which a clear and detailed
illustration for ICD is given in [132]. In the neon dimer the removal of an innervalence electron at
one site of the dimer leads to the excited Ne+(2s12p6) state while the other atom remains in the
neutral ground state Ne(2s22p6). An outervalence 2p-electron of the ion fills the innervalence 2s-
hole. The energy released in the course of this process is shared among the binding energy which is
needed to ionize an outervalence 2p-electron at the neutral atom, the kinetic energy Ee,ICD of this
emitted electron13, and the kinetic energy released in the Coulomb explosion EKER. The total energy
balance of the mechanism is as follows: In order to populate the bound Ne1+(2s−1)[2S1/2] + Ne[1S0]
state from the ground state Ne[1S0] + Ne[1S0] the ionization potential of the innervalence electron
IPNe,2s = 48.47 eV is needed. The difference in energy between the ground state and the dissociative
Ne1+(2p−1)[2P1/2,3/2] + Ne1+(2p−1)[2P1/2,3/2] state in the limit of separated atoms (R→∞) is two
times the ionization potential of a 2p-electron IPNe,2p = 21.56 eV. Thus in the transition from the
Ne1+(2s−1)[2S1/2] + Ne[1S0] state to the Ne1+(2p−1)[2P1/2,3/2] + Ne1+(2p−1)[2P1/2,3/2] state the
constant energy of 48.47 eV - 2 x 21.56 = 5.35 eV is released. This, however, is also the sum energy
Esum = EKER + Ee,ICD = 5.35 eV which is indicated by the intense diagonal structure in Fig. 2.18 a.
ICD can thus be identified by means of the constant sum energy which is readily accessible with
the COLTRIMS technique. The ICD channel described above is very fast with life-times less than
200 fs [109, 84, 58]. The Coulomb fragmentation therefore takes place without significant motion of
the nuclei. Accordingly the populated region in the EKER by ICD is similar to the kinetic energies
expected in the direct CE. In the neon dimer also ICD channels with higher final charge states were
observed after photon impact which are discussed e.g in [132, 133, 124, 96, 55, 56]. A detailed
investigation of ICD in the helium dimer can be found in [130, 128, 86, 87]. A vast spectrum of
ICD related processes has been extensively studied both theoretically and in experiment for various
rare gas dimer systems14. Experimentally these studies were dominantly performed at synchrotron
radiation facilities. Only recently it was observed by Titze et. al that ICD occurs in He2 also after ion
impact [48]. In Ne2 the same model ICD process, as previously discussed, was found by Kim et. al to
occur in ion-dimer collisions initiated by an electron transfer process from the dimer to the projectile
[42]. Figure 2.18 b shows the same intense diagonal as in the experiment in which the dimers are
irradiated by photons. The reaction channel for the displayed data in the right-hand panel is denoted
by (0.65 MeV) He1++ Ne2→He0+ 2Ne1++ e−. Moreover it is shown in chapters 6, 7, and in particular

13This electron is referred to as the ICD electron
14For recent review articles see [142, 141] and references therein. A comprehensive compilation of ICD related

publications is found under [3]
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in chapter 8 that ICD in ion-dimer collisions is a strong decay channel in a variety of collision systems.
Hereby ICD is initiated after the irradiation with ions of different type (He1+, He2+, S14+), velocity
(2 a.u. - 20 a.u.), reaction process (single capture, double capture, transfer ionization, projectile loss and
ionization), final target charge states and target gas (He2, Ne2 and Ar2).

Figure 2.18: EKER vs. Ee exhibits distinctive ICD diagonal. a) Kinetic energy release EKER in coincidence
with the electron energy Ee for γ+ Ne2→2Ne1++ e−γ + e−ICD collisions. Taken from [132]. b) Same as in ’a’
for (0.65 MeV) He1++ Ne2→He0+ 2Ne1++ e− electron capture collisions. Taken from [42].

Types of ICD

The detailed fragmentation route of ICD, however, depends on the studied reaction channel. In this
thesis predominantly three types of ICD are studied, termed ’virtual photon ICD’ (ICDvp), ’electron
transfer ICD’ (ICDet), and ’electron transfer mediated decay’ (ETMD). The decay mechanisms are
illustrated at the example of the Ne2 which fragments via the Ne2+(2s1p5)[3P]+Ne state to the
asymmetric Ne2++Ne1+ ion pair. It is noted that these types of ICD also occur in other channels
which differ in the specific reaction dynamics. Thus only the underlying principle is discussed. In
the following example the Ne2+(2s1p5)[3P]+Ne state is populated in collisions of the dimer with the
projectile ion.

ICDvp In this scenario one 2p electron of the excited site fills the 2s-hole. The emitted energy is
transferred to the neighboring neutral atom where the emission of a 2p-electron leads to the final
charge state Ne2++Ne1+ which Coulomb fragments. The energy is transferred by the exchange of a
virtual photon.

ICDet and ETMD In contrast to ICDcp in ICDet and ETMD are initiated by an electron transfer.
A 2p-electron from the neutral Ne atom is transferred to the doubly charged ion where a 2p-hole is
filled. The released excess energy is used to emit an electron at the site which was initially ionized by
the projectile ion (site ’A’) or at the neutral Ne atom (site ’B’). The first case is termed ICDet and the
latter scenario ETMD. Both mechanisms lead to the final ion pair Ne2++Ne1+ which also Coulomb
fragment.
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RCT: radiative charge transfer

Like ICD the radiative charge transfer is initiated by the interaction of the projectile ion with only one
center of the dimer. First, the projectile ionizes one site of the dimer i.e. the dimer ions Ne2+-Ne and
He2+-He are created. In a second step, due to polarization effects, the dimer ions start to contract.
At internuclear separations that are smaller than the initial bond length of the ground state dimer, a
charge transfer between the two sites becomes possible under the emission of a photon (step 3). In
a last step the charged target ions Coulomb explode. The RCT is schematically shown in Fig. 2.19,
again at the example of Eq.

S14+ +Ne2
RCT−−−→ S14+ +Ne1+ +Ne1+ + 2e−. (2.35)

Due to the preceding contraction of the dimer these events are located at higher kinetic energy releases
than the energies observed in the direct Coulomb explosion. RCT after ion impact was observed in the
neon dimer [45], in the helium dimer [48], and also in the argon dimer [46, 47].
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Figure 2.19: Schematic illustration of radiative charge transfer (RCT). The projectile doubly ionizes one
center of the dimer. The dimer-ion contracts due to polarization effects to small internuclear distances until
one electron from the neutral atomic site transfers to the ion. The hereafter singly charged ions Coulomb
fragment.
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2.5 Monte Carlo simulation for ion-dimer collisions

A simple and unambiguous mapping P(b)2↔N(θpro) is not possible. Here P(b) is the impact parameter
dependent ionization probability in an ion-atom collision. N(θpro) is the orientation dependent reaction
probability of the CE process in the ion-dimer collision. Consequently the P(b) cannot be directly
extracted from the experiment. The reason lies in the inability to prepare a collision in which the
projectile trajectory intersects the dimer axis at its center. However another method to verify the atomic
P(b) is to perform a computer experiment. This is done in a simple Monte-Carlo-type calculation [48]
in which the investigated ion-dimer collision system is simulated. First, the collision geometry is
randomly15 generated for a large number of events. For each of these geometries the P(b) of the
subsequent ion-atom collisions then define the probability for a particular fragmentation channel of
the ion-dimer collision. Finally the simulated angular distributions N(θpro)sim are compared to those
which are obtained in the experiment, given by N(θpro)exp. In this simulation the calculated P(b)
distributions are the only unknown input variables. A good agreement between the experiment and the
simulation is therefore taken as evidence for the validity of the used P(b) distributions.

2.5.1 Procedure

In the experiment each collision process involves a different constellation of projectiles and target atoms.
The geometry is hereby determined by the internuclear distance of the dimer, the orientation of the
dimer and the position of the projectile trajectory. The experimental parameters are simulated best by
assuming an isotropic dimer distribution in the target jet and a homogeneously distributed projectile ion
beam. The separation between the target atoms is generated according to the bond length distribution
of the ground state dimer. In the following approach, however, only two parameters (projectile position
and bond length) are randomly generated for each collision. The isotropic distribution of the dimer
orientation is taken account for by simulating an equal number of trajectories for a given interval
of the dimer orientation ∆cos(θpro) (see Fig. 2.3). The collision geometry is defined in a Cartesian
coordinate frame spanned by the projectile beam axis (x) and the plane perpendicular to it (y and
z). The center of the dimer is always located in the origin of the coordinate system. In detail the
N(cos(θpro)) distribution is generated stepwise in intervals of the dimer orientation ∆cos(θpro). Thus
for the first interval, e.g. 0.9< cos(θpro)< 1, the following steps are performed.
Step 1. In a first step the dimer is positioned in the previously mentioned coordinate frame. This is
done by determining the dimer bond length and the dimer orientation. The internuclear separation R is
randomly generated according to the bond length distribution of the ground state dimer P(R)=Ψ2R2.
The dimer orientation is usually unambiguously determined by a polar angle and an azimuthal angle.
The polar angle is already determined by cos(θpro). However the azimuth angle, which is defined in
the yz-plane, is set to one fix value due to the rotational symmetry of the collision process. In this
simulation the dimers are thus always generated in the xz-plane, only. The positions of the first target
atom rz1 and the second target atom rz2 = -rz1 in the z-direction are therefore unambiguously defined
by

rz1/2 = ±R
2
sin(θpro). (2.36)

Step 2. For the same collision event the position of the projectile is randomly generated in the yz-
plane (py,pz) in order to simulate a homogeneously distributed ion beam. This now defines the impact
parameters of the projectile to the two nuclei of the dimer by

b1/2 =

√(
pz − rz1/2

)2
+
(
py − ry1/2

)2
(2.37)

By substitution of rz1/2 by Eq. 2.36 and setting ry1/2 = 0 we obtain

b1/2 =

√(
pz ∓ R

2
sin(θpro)

)2

+ py2. (2.38)

15within the boundary conditions defined by the studied collision system
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Step 3. With given impact parameters b1 and b2 the reaction probabilities for the interactions of the
projectile with each atom P(b1) and P(b2) are calculated. The product P(b1) ·P(b2) is the reaction
probability for an event with the specific collision geometry generated in steps 1 and 2.
Step 4. Steps 1-3 are repeated N-times in order to reproduce the diverse collision constellations
present in the experiment. The sum

∑N
i=1 P(b1)P(b2) over all collision events N determines the

reaction probability for the chosen interval ∆cos(θpro). This procedure is repeated for each interval
in the dimer orientation ∆cos(θpro). Finally the distribution is normalized to the integral of the total
counts obtained in the experiment. In this way the intensity of a dimer fragementation process induced
by two subsequent interactions of the projectile with both nuclei of the dimer can be calculated in
dependence of the dimer axis’ orientation by

F (cos(θpro)) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
−∞

[Pa(b1) · Pb(b2) · P (R)]dzdydR. (2.39)

2.5.2 Coulomb explosion

For the direct CE process which occurs in the S14++ Ne2 and S14++ He2 collisions the Coulomb
explosion process is modeled by two separate interactions of the projectile with each of the dimers atoms.
In case of the symmetric Ne1++ Ne1+ breakup channel the used sum is

∑N
i=1 P1,Ne(b1)P1,Ne(b2).

The other CE fragmentation channels for the neon and helium dimer were treated accordingly and are
tabulated in table 2.1. The simulated curves are shown in Figs. 2.20 a and b.

Final charge state of CE PCE(b1,b2)

(i) Ne1+ +Ne1+ P1,Ne(b1)P1,Ne(b2)

(ii) Ne2+ +Ne1+ P2,Ne(b1)P1,Ne(b2)

(iii) Ne2+ +Ne2+ P2,Ne(b1)P2,Ne(b2)

(iv) Ne3+ +Ne1+ P3,Ne(b1)P1,Ne(b2)

(v) He1+ +He1+ P1,He(b1)P1,He(b2)

Table 2.1: Calculated reaction probabilities for the CE process PCE(b1,b2). The atomic P(b) are calculated
for S14++Ne and S14++He collisions at Eproj=11.37 MeV/u.

Figure 2.20: Simulated angular distributions N(θpro) for the CE process in S14++ He2 and S14++ Ne2 colli-
sions at Eproj = 11.37 MeV/u. a) Final ion charge states He1++ He1+ b) Final ion charge states Nen++ Nem+

(taken from [41])
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2.5.3 Simulation of initial ICD states

ICD is initiated by the interaction of the projectile with one center of the dimer. Thus in the simulation
the P(b) for the reaction which leaves the dimer in the initial ICD state has to be considered. The
ICD channels which are relevant for this simulation are tabulated with their initial excited states and
the final ion pair in table 2.2.

Decay channel Initial excitation Final state ion pair References
a Ne1+∗(2s1,2p6) Ne1++Ne1+ [132]
b Ne1+∗(2s2,2p4,3s1) Ne1++Ne1+ [133, 45]
c Ne1+∗(2s2,2p4,3d1) Ne1++Ne1+ [133, 45]
d Ne2+∗(2s1,2p5) Ne2++Ne1+ [56, 42]
e Ne2+∗(2s0,2p6) Ne2++Ne1+ [56, 42]

f16 Ne3+∗(2s1,2p4) Ne3++Ne1+ [42]
g He1+∗(1s0,nl1) He1++He1+ [130, 48]

Table 2.2: Relevant initial excitation states that have been reported to decay via ICD.

Ne1++ Ne1+ In the ICD route which was illustrated in section 2.4.4 the impact parameter dependence
of the 2s-electron ionization PICD1(b1) is included (see squares in Fig. 2.21 a). The fact that ICD
is triggered by the interaction of the projectile with only one center of the dimer implies that the
remaining atom must not be ionized by it. Otherwise the dimer would decay via CE. This, in turn,
means that for the second dimer atom only elastic scattering with the projectile or excitation by it
may occur. Figure 2.21 b illustrates the probability Pe(b) for the S14+ not to ionize a neon atom which
intuitively converges towards unity for large impact parameters. The sum which is calculated in the
simulation is therefore given by

∑N
i=1 PICD1(b1)Pe(b2). The term which accounts for the projectile

not to ionize the second atom is the same for the simulation of all other ICD channels and is omitted
in the following description. Also only the excitation of one atom in the dimer is discussed. The
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Figure 2.21: Calculated P(b) in (11.37 MeV/u) S14++ Ne collisions for a) ICD1, ICD2, ICD3:
The populated electronic configurations are denoted by Ne1+∗(2s12p6) (PICD1(b), solid black squares),
Ne1+∗(2s2,2p4,3s1) (PICD2(b), open black circles) and Ne1+∗(2s2,2p4,3d1) (PICD3(b), solid black triangles).
b) Elastic scattering and excitation: The solid black circles show the probability for elastic scattering and
excitation (no ionization). Bottom axis: Impact parameter. Left axis: Impact parameter dependent ionization
probability P(b). The black solid lines are functions fitted to the P(b). (from [41])

neon dimer was reported to decay through another type of ICD into the Ne1++ Ne1+ ion pair, termed
’shake-up ICD’ [133]. In this scenario the neon dimer is initially ionized by the removal of a 2p-electron
at one atomic site while simultaneously a second outer valence electron of the same atom is promoted
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into a satellite state. This excited dimer state then IC decays via the exchange of a virtual photon or
an electron. The ICD via virtual photon exchange, however, does not occur for dipole forbidden states.
The latter scenario (ICD via electron exchange) requires the contraction of the dimer which causes the
Coulomb explosion to start at smaller internuclear distance. These processes therefore occur at larger
EKER values than the regarded energy region, whereas those states that decay by the exchange of
the virtual photon also occur at the initial internuclear distance distribution. In the current model we
therefore only take into account the dipole allowed Ne1+∗(2s2,2p4,3s1) and Ne1+∗(2s2,2p4,3d1) states
(see circles and triangles in Fig. 2.21 a).

Ne2++ Ne1+ For the ICD routes that lead to the final ion charge pair Ne2++ Ne1+ the states that
were discussed in section 6.1.2 are modeled. The first one is the Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[1P] singlet state of
which 75% are expected to contribute to the angular distribution in the EKER region (see squares in
Fig. 2.22 a, labeled as PICD4(b)) of interest. The theoretical calculation, however, includes the singlet
as well as the triplet states which are assumed to be populated statistically. In addition to a factor
of 0.75 from the branching ratio, the singlet state is therefore also weighted by another factor of 0.25
due to its population probability. The second state Ne2+(2s0)[1S] is fully taken into account with the
probability distribution PICD5(b) indicated by the circles in Fig. 2.22 b.
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Figure 2.22: Calculated P(b) in (11.37 MeV/u) S14++ Ne collisions for a) ICD4, ICD5: The populated elec-
tronic configurations are denoted by Ne2+∗(2s1,2p5)[1P] (PICD4(b), solid black squares) and Ne2+∗(2s0,2p6)
(PICD5(b), open black circles). b) ICD6: The populated electronic configuration is denoted by Ne3+∗(2s1,2p4)
(PICD6(b), solid black squares). The black solid lines are functions fitted to the P(b). (from [41])

Ne3++ Ne1+ ICD was suggested to occur in ion+dimer collisions also for this particular breakup
channel [42]. Theoretical studies, however, are currently not available which is why in the simulation
the impact parameter dependent probability distribution PICD6(b) (see Fig. 2.22 b) is modeled. Ener-
getically ICD would be an allowed relaxation mechanism for the one sided, triply ionized Ne3+∗(2s1,2p4)
state.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

In this work S14++ Ne2 and S14++ He2 collisions are studied. The projectile ions are accelerated to a
velocity of v = 21.2 a.u., which corresponds to approximately 15 % of the speed of light. The projectile
beam is crossed with a gas jet that contains a dimer fraction of up to 2 %. The overlap region of the
projectile and target beam is termed the reaction zone and has a volume of only a few mm3. The ion
dimer collisions take place within this reaction zone. In the reactions with the fast projectile ions the rare
gas dimers fragment into their charged constituents i.e. the ions and electrons. The momentum vectors
#�p of these charged particles are measured with a technique commonly referred to as ’COLTRIMS1 setup’
or ’reaction microscope’. For ions and electrons of known mass the initial momenta are reconstructed
from the detected times-of-flight and positions. A peculiarity of the COLTRIMS method is that a
coincident 4π particle detection is possible for ions and electrons of each single event with only two
detectors. This is achieved by the application of weak electric and magnetic fields that ’bend’ the
trajectories onto the detectors for particles up to a certain kinetic energy and emission angle. Recent
reviews are found in [102, 139]. Crossed beam experiments are usually performed in ultrahigh vacuum
apparatuses. This reduces background events due to collisions with the particles in the air. In addition
the operation of the MCP detector system requires a pressure of less than 10−6 mbar. Thus at the
beginning of this chapter the vacuum apparatus is described. This is followed by the illustration of the
projectile and target beam preparation. The design of the momentum spectrometer, particle detectors
and the data acquisition electronics complete the ’hardware’ section of the experimental method. In
detail the ionization processes

S14+ +Ne2 → S14+ +Nen+ +Nem+ + (n+m)e−

S14+ +He2 → S14+ +He1+ +He1+ + 2e−
(3.1)

were studied, with (n,m) = [(1,1), (2,1), (2,2), (3,1)]. In addition further collisions of He1+ and He2+

projectiles with Ne2 and Ar2 were studied at lower projectile energies. In these slower collisions also
electron capture, projectile loss and transfer ionization processes occur. A detailed description of these
supplementary measurements can be found in [63, 45, 43, 42].

1Cold Target Recoil Ion Momentum Spectroscopy
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3.1 Ultrahigh vacuum

The experiment is performed in a ultrahigh vacuum. More specifically the projectile beam line and the
COLTRIMS setup are kept under vacuum. The COLTRIMS chamber consists of the preparation unit
for the target gas jet and the reaction chamber in which the projectile and target beam overlap2. Figure
3.1 shows a schematic view of the vacuum apparatus. Ultrahigh vacuum is desirable in the reaction
chamber (green area) in order to suppress reactions of the projectile beam with residual gas particles.
The preparation of the beams, however, is typically accompanied by an accumulation of particles which
leads to a rise in pressure (red areas). The experiment is thus designed in a way to allow the projectile
and target beam to enter the target chamber while at the same time maintaining the good vacuum
in it. This is achieved by two things. First the projectile and the target beams must not only enter
but also exit the target chamber. This prevents the continuous accumulation of particles. In addition
stray electrons which would occur in collisions with parts of the chamber are suppressed. Second the
openings through which the projectile beam and target gas jet enter and exit the target chamber have
low flow conductances.
In general the experimental setup is evacuated by turbomolecular pumps (turbo pumps) backed by
forepumps. The detailed vacuum components are discussed in the order specified by the path of the
projectile ion beam and afterwards by the path of the target gas jet. The projectile ions are created
and accelerated in the cyclotron. Afterwards they are transferred to the beam line which leads to the
experimental setup. Before the projectile beam enters the target chamber it passes a separately pumped
section of the beam line through apertures with holes of 1.5 cm in diameter. This section is termed a
differential pumping stage. The projectiles then enter the reaction chamber in which they are crossed
with the target gas jet. The reaction chamber itself is evacuated to pressures between 9 x 10−8 mbar
and 9 x 10−9 mbar by two turbo pumps and additionally by a LN2 cold trap3. Downstream the reaction
chamber the projectile beam is dumped after passing another differential pumping stage. This second
differential pumping stage is separated from the chamber and beam dump by apertures with holes of
also 1.5 cm in diameter.

reaction zone

ion beam line
  E-6/E-7 mbar

beam dump
  

E-8 mbar

ion beam dump
  E-6/E-7 mbar

differential pumping
  2.4xE-7 mbar

differential pumping
  2.6xE-7 mbar

target chamber
  E-8/E-9 mbar

2. source chamber
  E-7 mbar

1. source chamber
  E-5 mbar

projectile ions

target gas

skimmer

cooled gas reservoir with
    = 5mm nozzle 
(p =1.5-11 bar, T =12-150K)0 0

backing pump

aperture

cyclotron

turbomolecular
pump

pipe

cryopanel

LN2

mass spectrometer

ultra high vacuum

differential pumping

high vacuum

O=0.3mm 

O=1.5cm 

O

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the vacuum system (not true to scale). All chamber sections are evacuated
by turbopumps and backing pumps. In order to maintain the ultrahigh vacuum in the reaction chamber
the projectile beam and the target gas jet enter and exit the chamber through small orifices with low flow
conductances. The pressure was measured by hot cathode ionization vacuum gauges in all chamber sections.
An additional extractor gauge was installed in the reaction chamber.

2reaction zone
3A titan sublimation pump by ’Agilent technologies’ was mounted. However it was only operated as a cryopanel
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The target gas is expanded from a high pressure side into the 1. source chamber which leads to the
formation of an internally cold jet. The particles in this jet propagate at supersonic speed. A detailed
description is found in section 3.3. Only a fraction of the jet particles are extracted by a molecular
beam skimmer4 which measures 0.3 mm in diameter. The jet particles which pass the skimmer enter
a 2. source chamber which also serves as a differential pumping stage and finally reach the reaction
chamber through a second, equally sized skimmer. Similar to the projectile beam also the target gas
jet is dumped downstream in the so called ’jet dump’. The jet dump is a separately pumped vacuum
compartment that is connected to the reaction chamber by a 138 mm long conically shaped tube. It
has a diameter of 12 mm on the side facing the reaction chamber and widens to a diameter of 24 mm
towards the side of the beam dump. The pump specifications are found in table 3.1. All chambers were
monitored by hot cathode ionization vacuum gauges5. In the reaction chamber an additional extractor
gauge was mounted. Table 3.2 shows the chamber pressures for neon and helium jet operation as well
as for no jet operation. The ’jet curves’ which show the chamber pressures in dependence of the driving
pressure p0 of helium are shown in Fig. 3.2. The ’cooling curve’ which shows the chamber pressures
in dependence of the nozzle temperature T0 is shown in Fig. 3.3.

1. source 2. source target jet dump diff. pump.

chamber chamber chamber stages

pumping speed He [l/s] 1330 58 530 220 220

pumping speed N2 [l/s] 1450 67 680 210 210

model TPU1501P Hipace 80 2 x TW700 TMH260 2 x TMH260

company Pfeiffer Pfeiffer Leybold Pfeiffer Pfeiffer

Table 3.1: Pumping speeds of the turbomolecular pumps

p0 Tcryo Tnozzle pexp1* pexp2* ptarg.*** ∆pdump* targ. density

[bar] [K] [K] [mbar] [mbar] [mbar] [mbar] [part./cm−2]

Ne** 11 150 153 2.6·10−5 6.7·10−7 8.9·10−8 1.2·10−8 1·1010

He 1.5 13 16 1.1·10−5 4.4·10−7 9.1·10−9 1.8·10−8 2.5·1010

no jet - - - 1.5·10−7 3.5·10−7 3.3·10−8 1.2·10−8 -

Table 3.2: Applied driving pressures, temperatures and vacuum pressures. p0: driving pressure. Tcryo:
temperature at cryostat. Tnozzle: estimated temperature at nozzle. pexp1 and pexp2: pressures in source
chambers 1 and 2. ptarg.: pressure in target chamber. ∆pdump: partial target gas pressure rise in jet dump,
measured with a mass spectrometer. Targ. density: target density.
*The pressures have to be multiplied by a factor of 4.1 for neon and 5.9 for helium.
**During the measurement time for neon (approx. 28 h) driving pressures between 7 - 14 bar and temperatures
between 150 - 160 K were applied to optimize the event rate. For about 80 % of the data the values given above
were used.
***The cryopanel was not at LN2 temperature for the ’no jet’ pressure. Also the pressures are given at different
stages of the experiment with several modifications and venting procedures in between.

4funnel-shaped orifice by ’Beam Dynamics, Inc.’
5model ITR90/ITR200 by Leybold
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a)

Figure 3.2: Jet curves - chamber pressures vs. driving pressure for He. Helium pressures in chamber
in dependence of the driving pressure p0 with a 5µm nozzle at room temperature. With increasing p0 the
pressures in the target chamber and in the differential pumping stages essentially stay the same (see Fig. a).
In contrast the pressure in the source chambers (Fig. a) and in the jet dump (Fig. b) rise. The pressures in the
source chambers have to be multiplied by a factor of 5.9 for helium gas. The helium partial pressure in the
jet dump was measured with a mass spectrometer. For residual gas the measured values have to be multiplied
with a factor of 1.

Cryostat temperature T  [K]cryo

Figure 3.3: Cooling curve - chamber pressure vs. cryostat temperature for He. Helium pressures in
chamber in dependence of the cryostat temperature Tcryo. The actual nozzle temperature is estimated to be
approximately 3 K above the cryostat temperature.
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3.2 Highly charged projectile ion beam

The S14+ were delivered by the research facility ’GANIL’ in Caen, France, which uses cyclotron accel-
erators. The projectile energy was Eproj = 11.37 MeV/u which corresponds to a projectile velocity of
vproj = 21.2 a.u. In a cyclotron accelerator the ions are repeatedly accelerated between the same set
of electrodes. The moving particles are forced on circular trajectories by magnets due to the Lorentz
force. With increasing velocity the radius of the circular motion also increases up to a maximum value6.
The ions are then extracted from the cyclotron and injected into a transfer beamline.

3.2.1 Cyclotron

The classical cyclotron, proposed 1930 by E.O. Lawrence [28], utilizes a magnetic field to force the ions
on a curved trajectory within high frequency voltage cavities. These cavities are termed ’dees’. The ions
are repeatedly accelerated in the acceleration gap between these cavities, which act as electrodes. The
ions, however, only gain energy if they pass the acceleration gap at the right phase of the alternating
voltage. In the non relativistic regime γ= 17 this is achieved by adapting the frequency of the applied
AC voltage ωRF to the frequency of the cyclotron ωcycl. The isochronisms condition is therefore given
by:

ωRF = n · ωcycl. (3.2)

and n = 1. With n∈ [2, 3, 4,..] also integral multiples of the cyclotron frequency fulfill the isochronism
condition. By using these so called RF harmonics the energy range covered by the cyclotron is extended.
The cyclotron frequency ωcycl is determined by the gyration frequency ωgyr of a moving particle with
charge q and mass m in a magnetic field B

ωcycl = ωgyr =
qB

m
. (3.3)

According to equation 3.3 the gyration frequency ωgyr does not depend on the momentum of the
particle. The isochronism condition is therefore met by one frequency for different particle velocities.
In other words for non relativistic velocity regimes the required RF frequency remains the same even for
accelerated particles. In contrast to the RF frequency the radius of the ion trajectory does depend on
its momentum. If the particles gain higher momenta p the gyration radius ρ is increased proportionally
to

p = qBρ. (3.4)

A preaccelerated beam of ions is injected in the center of the cyclotron which gain energy in the
acceleration gaps. Due to the higher velocity the momentum increases and with that also the radius
of the spiral shaped trajectory. The ions move towards the outer part of the cyclotron where they
are extracted from the cyclotron and injected into the beam line. However, towards higher projectile
energies and consequently higher radii the gyration frequency is not constant due to the relativistic
mass increase γ(r)m0. The condition ωRF =ωcycl can then only be met by either modulating the
radiofrequency (synchrocyclotron) or the magnetic field (isochronous cylotron). The latter principle is
utilized in the cyclotrons employed for this experiment:

ωcycl =
qB(r)

γ(r)m0
. (3.5)

The increase of the magnetic fields though is accompanied by a defocussing of the beam. This instability
can be compensated by sector separated cyclotrons as used at GANIL where regions of high and low
magnetic fields alternate (see Thomas focussing [66], strong focussing principle). As mentioned above
in cyclotrons only a fraction of the phase in the RF voltage is used to accelerate the ions. The ions are
therefore bunched before the injection in order to maximize the number of ions in the gap during the
relevant phase of the voltage.

6which is 3 m at GANIL
7γ=1/

√
1− (v/c)2
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Figure 3.4: Schematic layout of the sector separated cyclotron ’css1’ at GANIL. Adapted from [2]

3.2.2 Experiment at beam line ’SME’ in ’Cave D1’

The measurement was carried out in cave D1 at the beamline for intermediate projectile energies SME.
Figure 3.5 shows a schematic layout of the cave. Figure 3.6 depicts the ion optical elements along the
beam line which bend, focus and collimate the beam. For this experiment the 36S14+ projectiles were
accelerated by one of the two main sector separated cyclotrons CSS1. The magnetic rigidity is given
by Bρ= 1.25123 Tm. The cyclotron frequency of 12.31 MHz corresponds to a bunch period of 81.2 ns.
The ion bunches with a bunch length of approximately 1 ns are collimated to 1-2 mm in diameter and
guided via ion optical elements to the target chamber. After the beam passes the reaction zone it is
dumped a couple of meters downstream the chamber. A (deteriorating) leak in the cooling system
of a bending dipole magnet caused fluctuations in the beam which is why the effective overlap in the
propagation direction of the target jet was bigger than the cross sectional area of the projectile beam.

Cave D1 Due to radiation safety the experimental chamber was mounted inside a cave whereas
parts of the data acquisition system were located in a control room. Due to the given time frame the
experiment was assembled in Frankfurt and transported to Caen. It had to be designed to fit through
all doors from where it was assembled and all entrances at the research facility. The dimensions of
the cave door were 2250 mm in height and 1000 mm in width8. The chamber was then elevated via
car jacks to match the beam line height of 1.75 m. The chamber with the large Helmholtz coils
(magnetic field of the spectrometer) and the differential pumping stages had to fit into a 1795.5 mm
wide gap of the beamline with a ISO-K flange standard (DIN 28404, ISO 1609). Several predefined
beam focus positions were available. However, the adjustment of a new focus position customized for
this experiment was not performed for time reasons. The distance between the focus point of the beam
and the reaction zone was only a few cm and thus negligible for this measurement. All voltages and
frequencies of the used pumps and electronics were compliant with those supplied by GANIL. Only the
design of the power jacks slightly differed which was taken account for with suitable adapters. The gas
exhaust, water cooling and electricity were located close to the experiment (see Fig.3.5). Also a panel
with several dozen BNC/LEMO connectors and a few SHV ports was located in close proximity. This
panel was connected to the control room. The radiation within the cave was not found to apparently
affect the electronic control system of the vacuum pumps9 nor did it cause background counts on the
detectors.

8With sufficient lead time also the ceiling could have been removed in order to move the experiment into the cave
with a crane.

9The electronic control components were directly connected to the turbo pump.
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Remote adjustment During the beam time the experiment had to be controlled remotely from a
room at a distance of approximately 50 m. Critical parameters as the chamber pressures and cryostat
temperature were thus monitored by a couple of cameras and computers. Sufficient direct RJ45
connections (network ports) between the cave and the control room were present that allowed to set
up a separate computer system detached from the GANIL network. In addition also the data acquisition
electronics was split. The decoupling and amplification modules were located inside the cave whereas
the constant fraction discriminators, power supplies and data acquisition computer were in the control
room. This way the detector and spectrometer parameters could be adjusted during beam operation.
Only the power supply for the Helmholtz coils were located inside the cave.

Target gas and liquid helium The target gas bottle was positioned inside the cave close to the
experiment in order to ensure a short gas line. This reduced impurities in the target gas which was
crucial in order not to clog the small 5µm nozzle. The liquid helium which was needed to operate the
flow cryostat was supplied in dewars by a nearby university. The liquid helium also had to be positioned
in close proximity to the setup. During beam operation a real time adjustment of the pressures and
temperatures was not possible. The changing of any settings within the cave required a lengthy10

procedure from blocking the beam, opening the concrete door and entering the cave through a double
door system.

Relativistic projectile velocity The total energy E = Ekin + E0 of a particle is given by

E = γm0c
2 =

m0c
2√

1− v2

c2

. (3.6)

In this equation c is the speed of light, m0 the rest mass of the particle and v the velocity. This formula
is transposed in order to retrieve the relativistic projectile velocity for a particle of mass m0, kinetic
energy Ekin and rest energy E0 = m0c2.

v2 = c2 − m2
0c

6

(Ekin +m0c2)2
(3.7)

10few minutes
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Figure 3.6: Beam line components of cave D1 at S.M.E. (middle energy cave). ME: middle energy, FH:
horizontal slits, FV: vertical slits, CF: faraday cup, Q: magnetic lense, VI: valve, PR: beam profiler, DCVE:
vertical steerer, DCHO: horizontal steerer, D: dipole magnet. From [1]
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3.3 Dimer target

The ion-atom or ion-molecule reactions are realized by crossing the projectile beam with a gaseous target
beam. The two beams form a locally confined overlap region, the so called reaction zone, in which the
collisions occur. Hereby a sufficiently dense and replenishing target source facilitates the experiment
by reducing the time of data acquisition and avoiding the inconvenient change of ’spent’ targets. The
first and foremost target attribute, however, is a cold internal temperature which is required for the
formation of Van der Waals dimers. According to the Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution law11 the mean
kinetic energy is proportional to the temperature. At room temperature the mean kinetic energy of
the particles is 39 meV. The formation of weakly bound dimers like He2 (Ebind≈ 100 neV) and Ne2
(Ebind≈ 3 meV) is thus very improbable, see Fig. 3.7. In addition low mean kinetic energies correspond
to low initial momenta pi of the particles which is a prerequisite for high-resolution momentum transfer
measurements. For final particle momenta pf the momentum transfer is given by ∆p = pf - pi.
In COLTRIMS experiments these conditions have been shown to be well satisfied in precooled supersonic
gas jets [102, 137, 62, 44, 48]. The target gas is cooled by a liquid helium flow cryostat12 to T0 = 12 K
for helium and T0 = 150 K for neon13. Afterwards the gas is expanded though a small nozzle from a
high pressure region of several bar into the evacuated source chamber by which the temperature is
further lowered. The jet passes through two skimmers and is dumped.
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Figure 3.7: Calculated Boltzmann energy distribution for room temperature. According to the
Maxwell−Boltzmann distribution law the mean kinetic energy for a gas at room temperature is
<E>T=300≈ 39 meV. The mean binding energies of Ne2 (Ebind≈ 3 meV) and He2 (Ebind≈ 100 neV) are
indicated by arrows. With k being the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and E the energy the
Maxwell−Boltzmann law is given by I(E)MB= 2√

π
(kBT)−3/2

√
Ee−E/(kBT ) [20]. Note the logarithmic scale.

3.3.1 Supersonic gas expansion (Continuum free-jet expansion)

The supersonic target gas jet was described by David R. Miller [23] as follows: ’The nozzle, or free-
jet, molecular beam is a neutral beam extracted from an underexpanded, supersonic, continuum jet
expansion from a high-pressure gas source into a low-pressure ambient background’. In this work helium
and neon gas is maintained in a reservoir at a low temperature T0 and high pressure p0 which is called
the stagnation state. The gas is then expanded through a dnozzle = 5µm nozzle into the vacuum of

11With kB being the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and E the energy the Maxwell−Boltzmann law is given
by I(E)MB= 2√

π
(kBT)−3/2

√
Ee−E/(kBT ) [20]. The mean kinetic energy is therefore <E>= 3/2 kBT.

12Model RC110 UHV Continuous Cryostat from Kelvin Technology
13The nozzle is mounted approximately 20 cm downstream from the diode-based temperature sensor. Although the

connecting copper gas line is shielded against heat radiation the nozzle temperature is estimated to be higher by about
3 K.
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the source chamber pb. If the ratio p0/pb exceeds a value of 2, the gas particles travel at velocities
greater than the speed of sound (supersonic). Figure 3.8 shows a schematic view of the supersonic gas
expansion. The expansion can be divided into a central region, termed the ’zone of silence’ and the
surrounding boundary regions , the so called ’shock waves’. The shock waves exhibit large gradients
in pressure, density, velocity and temperature whereas the zone of silence is an isentropic14, collision
free region. During the expansion the enthalpy, which is the sum of the inner or thermal energy
(3/2 kBT0) and the volume work (kBT0), is transformed into kinetic energy of the particles. The
average propagation velocity of the jet particles is thus derived by

5

2
kBT0 =

3

2
kBT0 + kBT0 =

1

2
mv2 → vavg =

√
5kBT0
m

. (3.8)

The particles in the jet show a velocity distribution around vavg. The ratio between vavg and its spread
in velocity ∆v = ([8ln2]kBTjet/m)1/2 [69] is characterized by the speed ratio S

S =
2
√
ln2 vavg
∆v

. (3.9)

For a given T0 the speed ratio is also a measure for the actual jet temperature Tjet≈ (5/2)(T0/S2).
An internally cold portion of the expanding gas is extracted by a funnel-shaped skimmer (∅= 0.3 mm)

Figure 3.8: Schematic view of the supersonic gas expansion [23].

which is immersed into the zone of silence15. The geometry of the reaction zone is defined by a second
skimmer of the same size and the diameter of the projectile beam (see Fig. 3.9). The target density
per unit area [73] is estimated by

ρ = n∆x = c
pdump
v

(3.10)

to 1·1010 particles/cm2 for neon and 2.5·1010 particles/cm2 for helium. Sdump and pdump are the
pumping speed and pressure in the jet dump, v the jet velocity, n the particles per volume unit, ∆x
the length of the target volume probed by the projectile and c is given by c = 4 Sdump/(π kT ∆x).

3.3.2 Dimerization

The conditions necessary for the formation of the helium and neon dimers are given in the supersonic
expansion of the precooled target gas. It is assumed that the dimers form in the early stages of the gas
expansion. Within the distance of a few nozzle diameters only around ten three body collisions [69, 23]
occur due to which the atoms bind. The dimer formation e.g. for argon dimers can be explained
in a two step mechanism. In the first step two of the three particles collide and form the so called
’virtual orbiting intermediate state’. The excess energy of the metastable dimer is carried away in
a collision with a third particle which stabilizes the system. Dimerization is extremely improbable if

14the entropy of the system remains constant
15the length of the zone of silence is determined by l = 2

3
dnozzle

√
p0
pd
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Figure 3.9: Schematic view of the target jet preparation (not true to scale). The target gas is cooled to
low temperatures (approx. 13 K for helium and 150 K for neon). In a supersonic gas expansion (from a high
pressure side of p0 = 1.5 - 11 bar to vacuum) the target is further cooled and reaches internal temperatures in
the mK regime. The geometry of the nozzle, skimmer and the position of the projectile beam define a reaction
zone of 1.1 mm in diameter perpendicular to the jet axis. The projectile beam was collimated to approximately
2 mm in diameter but due to problems with a bending magnet during the experiment which led to a projectile
drift the effective size of the reaction zone along the jet axis was 4 mm. The calculated particle density in the
jet was 1·1010 particles/cm2 for neon and 2.5·1010 particles/cm2 for helium.

the thermal energy exceeds the binding energy of the dimer, which is why the target gas is cooled to
cryogenic temperatures. In addition to the temperature T0 also the driving pressure p0, the ambient
pressure in the source chamber pb, the nozzle diameter dnozzle and geometry influence the cluster
formation in an intricate manner. A particular set of parameters typically leads to different cluster sizes
distributed around an average value <N>. For rare gases a parameter Γ∗ = (p0Kd

0.8
0 )/(T 2.29

0 ) was
introduced [94] to characterize the cluster size. The constant K is 3.85 for helium and 185 for neon,
T0 the temperature in [K], dnozzle the nozzle diameter in [µm] and p0 the driving pressure in [mbar].
The goal is hence to obtain an optimal set of parameters which maximizes the dimer contributions
in the target source while simultaneously suppressing larger cluster sizes. The parameters chosen in
this work are based on previous experiments of He2, Ne2 and Ar2 with the COLTRIMS technique
[137, 62, 44, 140, 48] and studies by Bruch et al., Kariotis et al. and Buck et al. [69, 107, 14]. The
nozzle size of 5µm was chosen to enable the efficient production of He2. For this nozzle size Fig.
3.10 shows the measured helium dimer and trimer contributions. The dashed (red) line indicates the
cluster yield for T0 = 13 K and the solid (red) line for a deviating temperature T0 = 16 K. Thus a small
but uncontrolled contribution by He3 to the target particles cannot be entirely excluded. According to
Hiyama and Kamimura [25], however, the shape of the He3 internuclear distance distribution closely
resembles that of the He2 for small internuclear separations. The data analysis was hence restricted
to these regions of small internuclear separations. Similar measurements for Ne2 which are created in
the gas expansion through a 5µm nozzle were not available. The used parameters for the neon jet
correspond to Γ∗≈ 78. According to Fig. 3.11 [49] the value is close to an average cluster size of
N = 2, given that the distribution can be interpolated to smaller Γ∗ values. Also small contributions by
neon trimers are not expected to significantly bias the measurement since also the Ne3 reveal a similar
shape in the internuclear distance distribution as the Ne2 [140]. In both experiments (He2 and Ne2)
no statistically significant three ion break-ups were detected. It is noted though that an absolutely
certain determination of the occurring cluster sizes in the target jet with mass spectroscopic methods
is not possible. This is due to the fact that the detected ion signals can arise from the dissociation
of larger clusters, whereby a neutral fragment which does not contribute to the momentum balance
remains undetected. The unambiguous mass selection of clusters, especially for small particles, has
been reported to be possible via nano diffraction gratings [145].
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Figure 3.10: Helium dimer and trimer fractions as a function of the driving pressure and nozzle tem-
perature x2,3(p0,T0) [69]. For an applied pressure of 1.5 bar at a 5µm nozzle the dashed (red) line shows
the fractions for T0 = 13 K and the solid (red) line shows the fractions for an estimated maximal temperature
deviation of T0 = 16 K.

Figure 3.11: Relation average N versus Γ*.[49]. For a given set of driving pressure p0, nozzle diameter d0

and target gas temperature T0 a parameter Γ* can be determined which is related to an average cluster size
N as shown in this graph.
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3.4 COLTRIMS spectrometer

The projectile beam and target jet, which are described in the previous sections, are intersected at an
angle of 90 degrees. The region in which the beams overlap is termed the reaction zone. Here the
collisions occur in which the dimers fragment into their charged constituents, i.e. ions and electrons.
A homogeneous and weak electric field is applied in order to accelerate the ions and electrons towards
two position and time sensitive detectors located at opposite ends of the spectrometer. In addition to
the electric field a homogeneous magnetic field is applied in order to collect also fast electrons with
a 4π solid angle. With this setup the times-of-flight and impact positions of the particles can be
determined. From the measured times and positions the initial momentum vectors of the ions and
electrons of each collision event can be reconstructed in coincidence. First, the detectors are described
which determine the impact time and position of single, charged particles. This section is followed
by the characterization of the electric and magnetic fields. Finally the arrangement of the used data
acquisition electronics and computer equipment is presented. Similar spectrometer setups were utilized
in previous experiments with rare gas dimer targets [137, 62, 44, 140, 48].

3.4.1 Detector

Large area multi channel plate detectors with delay line readout provide the impact time and position
of single charged particles with a time resolution of approximately 1 ns and a position resolution of
well below 100µm [90]. The working principle of a single particle detector is as follows: An ion or
an electron is accelerated towards a pair of multi channel plates (’MCP’)[51]. With sufficient impact
energy the particle initiates an electron avalanche. Thus an electron cloud multiplied by a factor of
at least 1 x 107 leaves the back of the MCP stack. The leaving electron cloud produces a voltage
pulse that is capacitively decoupled. The decoupled signal defines the time of particle impact tf . In
detail each MCP has a round active detection area of 75 mm in diameter and measures 1.5 mm in
thickness. Glass capillaries with a pore size of 25µm which are tilted by 8◦ with respect to the MCP
surface normal are distributed at intervals of 32µm throughout the MCP. A stack of two MCPs in the
v-shaped ’chevron’ configuration thus serves as an electron multiplier for each detector which enhances
the signal induced by a single particle. The MCP which faces the reaction zone is termed the ’front’
MCP. The second MCP is termed the ’back’ MCP. For the ion detector a voltage of -2045 V is applied
at the front MCP in order to accelerate the ions towards the detector. A voltage of +523 V is applied to
the back MCP in order to generate the electron avalanche. For the electron detector the front MCP is
set to a positive potential of +2654 V and the back MCP is grounded (0 V). This way the particles are
accelerated towards the MCPs according to their charges and gain the kinetic energy which is required
to trigger the timing signal.
The electron cloud is collected by a delay line anode which is located next to the back MCP in order
to determine the impact position of the particle on the channel plate. The delay line anode consists of
a helical wound up wire pair. The electron cloud is picked up by the positively charged16 wire, termed
the ’signal’ wire. The second wire runs parallel to the signal wire but is put on a less positive voltage
and is termed the ’reference’ wire. From the relative time delay of the electric signals at both ends of
the wires the position of the charge cloud on the wire pair can be determined in one dimension. By
interpolating the center-of-gravity of the charge cloud spread over several windings a spatial resolution
well below the pitch distance is achieved[93]. By taking a second delay line rotated in the surface plane
with respect to the first delay line a two dimensional position readout is achieved. An additional third
delay line is used in both detectors which increases the redundancy to acquire signals for otherwise
incomplete datasets. This reduces ’dead time’ effects for multi-hit particle detection. ’Dead time’
is a term used to describe the reduced detection efficiency for particles that successively impact the
detector [92]. The anodes are arranged in hexagonal geometry. Figure 3.13 shows a schematic view of
the spectrometer. The detectors are arranged with their surfaces parallel to the plane spanned by the
projectile beam (x-axis) and target jet (y-axis). The centers of the MCPs, together with the reaction
zone, define the spectrometer axis (z-axis).

16The wires are set to a positive potential with respect to the voltage applied to the back MCP
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Detector deadtime The dead time is the minimum time intervall between two consecutive hits that
can be detected. In this case the detector dead time is about 13 ns for two particles with impact
positions within a distance of less then 5 mm. This can be seen in Fig. 3.12 where the difference of the
times-of-flight ∆tof is plotted against the distance ∆r between the impact positions of two particles.
In panel a the raw data shows the same detection deficiency at the bottom left corner as for the
data with condition on momentum conservation in panel b. In other words the detector dead time for
these detectors have a significant impact on double or multi-hit events with simultaneously small ∆tof
and ∆r. However for homonuclear dimers fragmenting in a Coulomb explosion either ∆tof or ∆r is
maximal. As we can see in panel b the events at ∆r> 30 mm which stem from dimer fragmentations
with 3 eV<KER< 9 eV are not affected by the detector dead time.
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Figure 3.12: Detector deadtime: ∆r vs. ∆tof. The distance between two ions on the detector
∆r =

√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 is plotted against the difference in their time-of-flights ∆tof = tof2-tof1. a)

raw data. b) data with conditions on momentum conservation as described in Fig. 5.8. For two ions that hit
the detector within a distance ∆r< 5 mm the detection dead-time is ∆tof< 13 ns. The data is shown for the
reaction channel (11.37 MeV/u) S14++ Ne2→Ne++ Ne+.

3.4.2 Electric- and magnetic field configuration

In a COLTRIMS spectrometer electric fields are applied to enable a 4π particle detection for ions and
electrons with two detectors. For illustration purposes the spectrometer is divided into two branches.
One part that extends from the reaction zone towards the ion detector (’ion side’) and the other part
that extends towards the electron detector (’electron side’). Likewise also the homogeneous extrac-
tion field, which is positioned around the reaction zone, is divided into two sections and discussed
separately for the ion and electron side. It is noted, however, that depending on the emission angle
ions are emitted also into the electron side and electrons into the ion side of the spectrometer. The
homogeneous electric field of the extraction region is generated by an array of copper plates which
are set on successively increasing electric potential. The field vector is parallel to the spectrometer
axis and the direction of the field is chosen in order to accelerate ions towards the ion detector and
electrons towards the electron detector. On the ion side the particles are accelerated by an electric
field Ea1 with a length of sa1,i. The ions are then again accelerated in a second field which is induced
by the MCP of the ion detector. In this so-called ’post acceleration’ field Ea2,i of a length sa2,i the
particles gain the kinetic energy which is required to trigger the electron avalanche and thus enables
the particle detection. The different electric fields are separated by a finely woven stainless steel mesh17

(1. mesh in Fig. 3.13). The electrons are accelerated in the opposite direction by the same electric
field Ea1. The acceleration region on the electron side with a length of sa1,e is followed by a field free

17Wire diameter dwire = 20µm, mesh opening dmesh = 140µm, transmission rate T = 78 %
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Figure 3.13: Spectrometer and coordinate system (schematic view). Drift- (sd) and acceleration (sa) regions
for the electrons (e) and ions (i). The electric field regions are separated by fine steel grids (dmesh = 140µm,
dwire = 20µm, transmission T = 78 %). The projectile beam (x-axis), target jet (y-axis) and spectrometer axis
(time-of-flight or z-axis) are pairwise orthogonal. A set of angles (ϑi,e,ϕi,e) is introduced for the ion and
electron detector in order to calibrate the spectrometer. Another polar angle θpro is defined for the results
section.

drift region with a length of sd,e. Field free sections are generated by applying the same potential to
adjacent plates. After traversing the drift region the electrons are then again accelerated on a short
distance sa2,e towards the detector. The field free section is separated from the acceleration regions
by further stainless steel meshes (2. mesh and 3. mesh). The electron drift region is chosen twice as
long as the length of the acceleration field denoted by equation sd,e = 2 · sa1,e. This configuration18

of acceleration and drift regions focuses the spread in the electron times-of-flight which is caused by
the spacial widening of the reaction zone. This geometry thus improves the resolution of the electron
momentum component in direction of the spectrometer axis.

In the studied ion-dimer collision the momentum transfer by the projectile ion is almost negligible.
Thus, in principle, the momenta of the emitted electrons are therefore completely compensated by the
recoiling ions. For the same momentum p, however, the electrons obtain much higher kinetic energies
due to their small masses. Consequently if the same extraction field is applied for ions and electrons a
4π detection can be achieved only for low kinetic electron energies. In order to also collect electrons
of higher energy within a 4π solid angle a magnetic field is applied. A set of Helmholtz coils which
is positioned outside the reaction chamber generates a homogeneous magnetic field across the entire
spectrometer. The orientation of the field vector is parallel to the spectrometer axis (z) which, due
to the Lorentz force, induces a gyration motion of the particles in the xy-plane. The time of one full
rotation is given by the gyration period Pgyr (see equation 3.3). According to equation 3.3 the gyration
period does not depend on the magnitude and orientation of the momentum vector. As a consequence
all electrons return to the same position in the xy-plane after one full rotation19, independent of their
initial energy and direction of emission. Thus by applying a magnetic field also electrons of higher ki-
netic energy are guided onto the detector. The maximum electron momentum which can be collected
with a 4π solid angle is determined by the field strength B. Two additional sets of Helmholtz coils
induce correction fields in the other two dimensions (x and y) e.g. in order to compensate the local
terrestrial magnetic field.
The adequate choice of the field intensities and spectrometer dimensions depends on the investigated

18also known as the Wiley-Mclaren geometry [144]
19and integral multiples of it given by n ·Pgyr, with n∈ (1, 2 3 ,...)
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collision and fragmentation process. In this particular experiment the primary goal is to detect the
Coulomb fragmenting ions of a dimer and the emitted electrons. For the ions a 4π collection angle is
desirable in order to observe orientation effects in the fragmentation process. For this purpose three
aspects are considered. First, for the Coulomb explosion process (CE) the largest expected kinetic
energies for a given ion charge pair Rgn+ / Rgm+ can be estimated by EKER,max = n ·m / Rmin. In
this formula Rmin denotes the minimum internuclear separation that is populated in the equilibrium
bond length distribution of the dimer. Second, the dimers have an initial momentum in y-direction due
to the jet velocity which has to be taken into account. Third electrons are emitted also towards the ion
detector. A given combination of E and sa1,i also limits the detection of high energy electrons that are
emitted towards the ion detector20. Therefore when determining the parameters Ea1 and sa1,i also the
maximum electron energy for which a 4π detection is desired has to be considered. In this experiment
the length of the ion side was chosen to be sa1,i = 9 cm. For the Ne2 and He2 experiments two different
electric fields ENe2 = 24.5 V/cm and EHe2 = 15.3 V/cm were applied. After the electric field and the
dimensions on the ion side are set an adequate combination for sa1,e, sd,e and B is chosen. Also the
electron time-of-flight distribution should not have its main contribution exactly at integral multiples
of Pgyr in order to avoid poor momentum resolution in the detector plane. In this experiment the
dimensions on the electron side were sa1,e = 6 cm and sd,e = 12 cm. Magnetic fields of BHe2 = 12.1 G
and BNe2 = 15.2 G were applied.

3.4.3 Coordinate system

As shown in Fig. 3.13 the projectile beam (x-axis), target jet (y-axis) and spectrometer axis (time-of-
flight or z-axis) are pairwise orthogonal. In order to calibrate the spectrometer a set of angles (ϑi,ϕi)
is introduced for the ion detector and another set for the electron detector (ϑe,ϕe).

Polar angle with respect to the z-axis: ϑi,e = (0◦, 180◦) (z-axis)
ϑi,e = (90◦) (xy-plane)

Azimuthal angle in the xy-plane: ϕi,e = (0◦, 180◦, 360◦) (x-axis)
ϕi,e = (90◦, 270◦) (y-axis)

Note that in the simulation (section 2.5) and the discussion of the results (chapters 6 and 7) another
polar angle θpro is defined with respect to the projectile beam axis.

20As an example: An electron with the energy of 100 eV is emitted along the z-axis towards the ion detector. If the
acceleration region is sa1,i = 10 cm the electrons only gain enough energy to be accelerated towards the electron detector
in an electric field of Ea1> 10 eV/cm
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3.5 Data acquisition electronics

The MCP detector with position readout is part of a detector system which is commercially available21.
In addition to the MCPs and the delay line anode the detector system includes fast electronic modules
which convert the analogue signals to data that can be analyzed with a computer. Thus in this section
the components which are required to process analogous electronic signals into accurate, digital timing
signals are briefly summarized.

3.5.1 Signal processing

The coincidence scheme of the data acquisition electronics is shown in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Coincidence scheme of data acquisition electronics.

Signal decoupling and amplification

The pulses from the MCP (leaving electron cloud) and the delay lines (collected electron charge)
are capacitively decoupled from the high voltage. The decoupled signals are then amplified (in fast
differential amplifiers, FA) and transmitted through BNC and LEMO type coax cables from the cave
to the control room.

Constant fraction discrimination

In the control room which is a couple of dozen meters from the cave the amplified detector signals and
the bunch marker signal22 are processed through ’constant-fraction-discriminator’ modules (CFD). The
electron avalanche that takes place in the MCP is a statistical process. Therefore the pulse heights of
the MCP and anode signals are also statistically distributed. The pulse width and rise time, however,
are not altered significantly. Thus a constant fraction (or ratio) of the rise time can be used in order
to obtain an accurate trigger time which is independent of the pulse height. The output of the CFD
module is compliant to the nuclear instrumentation standard (NIM).

Time-to-digital converter

In the time-to-digital converter (TDC) the time information of all signals is digitized with respect to
the trigger signal. The HPTDC823 has a time resolution of 25 ps and records all incoming signals in a
variable time range (in this experiment ± 8µs) before and after the trigger signal.

21manufactured by Roentdek GmbH
22sine oscillation
23cronologic GmbH & Co. KG
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Data acquisition software ’COBOLD’

With the acquisition and analysis software ’COBOLD’ the time information for all TDC channels is
saved event-by-event to the hard disk in list mode files (LMF). The software includes time-to-position
reconstruction capabilities and further tools for online and offline data analysis.

3.5.2 Timing structure

Figure 3.15 shows a schematic of the timing structure of a typical collision system. The bottom red
axis displays the ’real time’ of the collision process. Here t0 = 0 ns denotes the instant of ionization.
The electron times-of-flight (etof) are in the order of a few ten ns and the ion times-of-flight (rtof) are
in the order of a few µs. In this measurement the data acquisition is triggered by the MCP signal of
each ion. The trigger signal defines an internal time zero in the TDC which is used as a reference for
the other signals. The internal time line of the TDC is displayed by the top, black bar. Due to delays
in the electronic modules and cables the times-of-flight have constant time offsets which are indicated
by the green and orange bars.

Figure 3.15: Schematic time line of electronic signals.

Bunchmarker

In addition to the MCP and delay line signals of the detector a so-called bunch marker signal is recorded.
The bunch marker (bm) signal is a sine oscillation with a period of 81.23 ns which is synchronized with
the cyclotron24. Thus in contrast to the ion and electron time-of-flight the bm has a constant time
shift with respect to the time at which the reaction occurs. Knowing the instant of ionization, however,
is a prerequisite in order to determine the electron and ion times-of-flight. The bm is also processed
with a CFD module. Every electron MCP signal opens a gate with the range of a few bunch periods
in order to suppress unnecessary bunch marker signals which do not coincide with this gate.

24For this experiment at a frequency of 12.31 Mhz.
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Chapter 4

Data analysis: Times and positions

In the experiment the times of impact tMCP , the positions of impact Pxy and a reference signal from
the ion beam are obtained. From these times and positions the times-of-flight ’tof’ and flight distances
’s’ are determined which are required for the momentum reconstruction. The timing signals of the
multi channel plates, delay lines, and bunch marker signals are saved in list mode files (’.lmf’). In the
lmf file format the number of hits and the time relative to the trigger signal is saved event-by-event for
all channels. The C++ based program ’lmf2root’1 and the data analysis framework ’root’2 are used to
process the timing signals. Also the impact positions of the particles on the detector are calculated by
lmf2root. Additionally it contains subroutines that calibrate the detector and reconstruct events from
incomplete datasets. The reconstructed positions and impact times, together with the bunch marker
signal, are again saved event-by-event in a sequence of tuples in another file format (’.root’). These
files contain the position and times which are needed to calculate the momenta of the particles.

1www.atom.unifrankfurt.de/czasch/default files/software/ or www.roentdek.de
2root.cern.ch
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4.1 Time-of-flight

4.1.1 Electron time-of-flight

The time-of-flight is calculated for each event as the time difference between the instant of particle
impact te,MCP and the instant of collision t0:

tofe = tMCP,e − t0.

Usually t0 is not a directly accessible observable. Thus the bunch marker signal tbm, which is synchro-
nized to the cyclotron, serves as a time reference to obtain t0. Each detected bunch marker signal has
the same time offset ∆t with respect to the ion bunch that induces the ionization process:

tbm = t0 + ∆t.

In principle, the electron time-of-flight can then be calculated with

tofe = te,MCP − tbm + ∆t.

In the experiment, however, multiple bunch marker signals are acquired, whereby successively detected
bunch marker signals differ by one cyclotron period Tcycl. The calculated time-of-flight therefore also
varies for each event, depending on the assigned bunch marker signal. In order to introduce only one
time offset for all events in the data analysis the ’modulo’ operation is utilized:

tofe = mod(te,MCP − tbm, Tcycl) + ∆tofe.

The modulo function3 always assigns the bunch marker signal to te,MCP which is detected closest in
time. This way only a single ∆tofe can be used to calculate the electron time-of-flight for all events.
A raw electron time-of-flight distribution is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Raw electron time-of-flight. The electrons were produced in the reaction (11.37 MeV/u)
S14++Ne2 with an extraction field of 24.49 V/cm.

The time offset ∆tofe is determined by exploiting the gyration motion of the electrons which are created
in the reaction zone. Due to the magnetic field they are forced on circular trajectories. However, all
electrons return to the initial position in the xy-plane after each full rotation. This behavior can be
observed in Fig. 4.2 in which the electron time-of-flight is plotted against its x-position. The histogram
periodically exhibits regions in which the electron intensity is concentrated around xe = 0 mm. The
accumulation of events corresponds to the electrons returning to the initial point in the xy-plane and
are referred to as ’nodes’. The first node correlates to one full rotation period and is thus located at

n · Pgyr = n · 2πme

eB
(4.1)

3When a number ’a’ is divided by another number ’b’ the modulo operation finds the remainder
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with n = 1. After two full rotations the time-of-flight is given by the second node with n = 2. Corre-
spondingly the time-of-flight of the 0th node coincides with the instant of ionization t0 = 0 ns. The
time offset ∆tofe is chosen in order to correctly position the nodes. In the wiggle-run the electric field
is varied in order to position the electron times-of-flight around these nodes.
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Figure 4.2: Electron time-of-flight vs. electron x-position (’wiggle-run’) from the reaction channel
(11.37 MeV/u) S14++N2 with a period of gyration of Tgyr = 23.5 ns. This is equivalent to a magnetic field of
B = 15.2 G.

4.1.2 Ion time-of-flight

The absolute ion time-of-flight can be calculated by

tofi = (ti,MCP − te,MCP ) + tofe + ∆tofi. (4.2)

In this equation ti,MCP and te,MCP denote the instants of particle detection, tofe the previously deter-
mined electron time-of-flight and ∆tofi an additional time-of-flight offset. This time offset is required
in the data analysis because the MCP signals from the electron and ion detector are processed through
different routes. This means that a time delay in the order of a few ns can be caused by different cable
lengths 4 and electronic modules. If photons are emitted in the collision process the detected signal
can be used to obtain the correct time-offset. The photons which are detected, per definition, must be
located at tofγ = 0 ns. The time offset is thus chosen accordingly. If no photons are detected another
method can be applied to obtain the correct time-of-flight offset. This requires the knowledge of the
applied fields and correct assignment of a mass-to-charge ratio in the time-of-flight distribution (see
section 4.2). Figure 4.3 shows a raw time-of-flight distribution of the first detected ion in S14++Ne2
collisions.

Equation 4.2 implicates that an electron has to be detected in coincidence with a recoiling ion to
retrieve the ion time-of-flight. This originates from the fact that the ion time-of-flight distribution is
broader than the time difference between two projectile bunches. The unambiguous assignment of a
bunch marker is therefore not possible without an electron.

Sometimes ions from one collision can also be detected in coincidence with electrons from a dif-
ferent event which are caused by another projectile bunch. In this case the calculated time-of-flight
is then reduced by multiples of the bunch period. In the ion time-of-flight distribution these ’false’
coincidences generate peaks at time intervals of 81.2 ns which appear towards shorter times-of-flight.

4The experimental setup and the control room were separated by a few dozen meters.
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Figure 4.3: Raw time-of-flight distribution of the 1.ion created in the reaction (11.37 MeV/u) S14++Ne2.
Multiple peaks that stem from ionized target (neon) particles are visible. On a logarithmic scale also multiple
peaks from ionized residual gas particles can be observed. The ion time-of-flight can be assigned to a specific
mass-to-charge ratio. For assignment of the peaks see table 4.1.

4.2 Ion Identification

Ions with a mass ’m’ and a charge ’q’ will have a specific time-of-flight in a spectrometer with given
geometry and extraction fields. The time-of-flight of ions which are extracted by two consecutive
acceleration regions (with lengths s1, s2 and electric fields E1, E2) can be calculated by equation:

t = t1 + t2 =

√
m

q

(√
2s1
E1
−
√

2E1s1
E2

+

√
2E1s1 + 2E2s2

E2

)
. (4.3)

The times-of-flight in the two acceleration regions are given by t1 and t2. This equation is derived in
appendix A for ions which have no initial momentum in the time-of-flight direction. For those ions,
however, which do possess an initial momentum in ’tof’ direction the times-of-flights will be distributed
around the calculated values. This equation can then be transformed to retrieve m/q:

m

q
=

t2(√
2s1
E1
−
√
2E1s1
E2

+
√
2E1s1+2E2s2

E2

)2 . (4.4)

This way a defined mass-to-charge ratio can be assigned to each peak in the time-of-flight distribution
(see Fig. 4.3). Peaks at m/q = 20, 10, 20/3, 5, 4 [u/a.u.] are clearly visible and stem from single to
five fold ionization of the 20Ne isotope. Due to the cold target jet and small momentum transfers in
monomer ionization these peaks have a narrow time-of-flight distribution. The slightly broader peaks
at m/q = 18, 28, 32 [u/a.u.] are attributed to ionized monomers from the warm residual gas which also
contains H2O+, N+

2 and O+
2 . Ion pairs that are created in the fragmentation of a dimer or molecule

exhibit a broad time-of-flight distribution due to the Coulomb explosion. Table 4.1 lists mass-to-charge
ratios that are observed in the time-of-flight distribution.
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m
q [ u

a.u. ] particle mass m [u] charge q [a.u.]

1 H+ 1 1

2 H+
2 2 1

2 He2+ 4 2

4 He+ 4 1

4 Ne5+ 20 5

5 Ne4+ 20 4

6.6 Ne3+ 20 3

7.3 22Ne3+ 22 3

10 Ne2+ 20 2

11 22Ne2+ 22 2

14 N+ 14 1

16 O+ 16 1

17 OH+ 17 1

18 H2O+ 18 1

20 Ne+ 20 1

22 22Ne+ 22 1

28 N+
2 28 1

32 O+
2 32 1

40 Ne+2 40 1

40 Ar+ 40 1

Table 4.1: Mass-to-charge ratio m
q

[ u
a.u.

] for different elements and charge states.

4.2.1 Fit function

The assignment of a mass-to-charge ratio to a specific time-of-flight in equation 4.4 can be used to
derive a fit function y(t)√

m

q

[( u

a.u.

)0.5]
=

(t+ t0) · (10−9)(√
2s1
E1
−
√
2E1s1
E2

+
√
2E1s1+2E2s2

E2

) · √1.60 · 10−19√
1.66 · 10−27

[
ns · C0.5(
m2

V · kg
)0.5

]
. (4.5)

In this function the electric fields E1, E2 and the length of the second acceleration region s2 fixed input
variables. The length of the first acceleration region s1 and the time-of-flight offset ∆tofi are output
values. This fit function can be applied if a sufficient number of data pairs (

√
m/q / tofi) is available.

With this fit function a time-of-flight offset ∆tofi can be obtained, even without the detection of
a photon peak. Also a consistent acceleration region sa1,i is determined for particles with different
mass-to-charge ratios. This is especially desirable for an experiment with many fragmentation channels
at different m/q.
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4.3 Ion-ion-coincidence

In ion+dimer collisions the dimers fragment into ion pairs of different final charge states. The reaction
channels can be distinguished by coincidently measuring the times-of-flight of both fragment ions.
Figure 4.4 shows the time-of-flight of the first5 ion versus the time-of-flight of the second ion. In
a Coulomb explosion the momenta of the fragmenting ions is conserved thus #   �pi,1 = - #   �pi,2. From this
follows for the momentum components in z-direction pi,1,z = - pi,2,z and also vi,1,z = - vi,2,z. For a given
spectrometer geometry and field intensities the times-of-flight of the two ions thus correlate which leads
to unique structures in the coincidence histogram. This correlation in the ion time-of-flight is illustrated
for the fragmentation of a neon dimer with the final ion pair Ne++ Ne+. If the dimer is oriented parallel
to the detector plane the times-of-flight for the first and second ion are identical. In Fig. 4.4 these
events are located at tofi,1 = tofi,2 = 3890 ns. If the molecular axis is oriented perpendicular to the
detector surface the difference in the times-of-flight is large with tofi,1 = 3411 ns and tofi,2 = 4434 ns.
All other molecular orientations lead to time-of-flight pairs which are distributed along a line connecting
the two points previously mentioned. Similar structures can be seen for various fragmentation channels
Fig. 4.4 on a logarithmic intensity scale.
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Figure 4.4: Raw time-of-flight coincidence map of the 1. and 2. ion created in the reaction
(11.37 MeV/u) S14++Ne2 with an extraction field of 24.49 V/cm: Due to momentum conservation 2 ions
which stem from the fragmentation of a diatomic molecule correlate in their times-of-flight. For a given extrac-
tion field and spectrometer geometry this leads to a specific signature (nearly diagonal lines) in this histogram
which is dependent on the particles masses, charges and the kinetic energy released in the fragmentation. The
small ratio of dimers to monomers (<2 %) in the target jet and the high residual gas pressure generate a huge
background of random coincidences. Events from dimer break-ups can only be observed on a logarithmic scale.
The lines can be attributed to specific break-up channels in a similar manner to the particle identification in
figure 4.3 (p.57).

5’First ion’ refers to the ion that is detected first.
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4.4 Impact position

4.4.1 Electron position

The positions of impact are reconstructed by ’lmf2root’ from the time signals of the delay line wires.
The basic principle of the position reconstruction for one dimension is as follows: The electron clouds
that are emitted from the MCP are collected by the anode wire. The signal then spreads towards both
ends of the delay line. The impact position of the electron cloud can be obtained from the time delay
of the signals at both ends of the wire. For a time delay of zero, the cloud charge was collected at
the center of the wire. Details can be found in [114, 137]. Figure 4.5 (a) displays the ’raw’ impact
positions of the electrons on the detector. Panels (b) and (c) show the x and y position of the electron
versus its time-of-flight. An accumulation of electrons at ye = 0 mm can be observed in panel (a) which
is caused by collisions of the ions with residual gas targets along the projectile trajectory. The same
structure is seen in 4.5 (b) at tofe = 35 ns. These structures disappear in Fig. 4.6 which shows the same
data but with conditions on momentum conservation as described in section 5.3. In addition the nodes
which correspond to the initial position of the electrons in the xy-plane can be clearly seen in panels
(b) and (c) of Fig. 4.6. In the calibration process the nodes are therefore positioned at xe,0 = 0 mm
and ye,0 = 0 mm.

Figure 4.5: Electron time-of-flights and positions. Raw histograms for the first measured electron: a)
xy-position on the detector, b) x-position versus time-of-flight and c) y-position versus time-of-flight.

Figure 4.6: Electron time-of-flights and positions with momentum conditions. Same histograms as in
Fig. 4.5 with conditions on momentum conservation as described in figure 5.8. By exploiting momentum
conservation of the Coulomb fragmentation random coincidences are suppressed very efficiently. Additionally
the positions and the times-of-flights of the electrons used to calculate the momentum distributions can be
seen.
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4.4.2 Ion position

The ion positions are also reconstructed by the program ’lmf2root’. Figure 4.7 (a) shows the ’raw’
impact positions of the ions on the detector. The local spot of high intensity at the center of the
detector originates from ionized monomers. The ions that are created in collisions with the residual
gas particles are distributed along the projectile trajectory at yi = 0 mm. At the edge of the detector
image artifacts are visible that are generated in the reconstruction process. These structures, however,
are negligible because the events of the investigated reactions are located closer to the center of
the detector. This can be verified in panel (d) which shows the same representation of the detector
image with conditions on momentum conservation as described in Fig. 5.8. The Coulomb fragmenting
ions are distributed circularly in the detector plane. The center of the distribution is positioned at
xi,0 = 0 mm and yi,0 = 0 mm in order to simplify the momentum reconstruction. The ’raw’ positions of
the ions in x-direction versus the time-of-flight is shown in panel (b) and with applied conditions on
the momentum conservation in panel (e). The corresponding histograms are shown in panels (c) and
(f) for the y-direction.
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Figure 4.7: Ion positions and times-of-flights (Ne1++ Ne1+). The left column shows raw histograms for
the first ion: a) xy-position on the detector b) x-position versus time-of-flight and c) y-position versus time-of-
flight. The same histograms are shown in the right column (d,e,f) with conditions on momentum conservation
as described in figure 5.8. By exploiting momentum conservation of the Coulomb fragmentation random
coincidences are suppressed very efficiently. Additionally the positions and the times-of-flights of the ions used
to calculate the momentum distributions can be seen.
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Chapter 5

Data analysis: Momenta

In the COLTRIMS technique the momentum vectors are calculated from the times-of-flight and im-
pact positions with the classical equations of motion. First the ion momenta are reconstructed and
calibrated in section 5.1. The same is done for the electrons in section 5.2. Finally the events from the
investigated reaction channels are extracted by suppressing events from background which is illustrated
in section 5.3.

For the ion momentum reconstruction only one extraction field is considered which simplifies the
calculation. Instead the acceleration region in front of the detector is taken into account for by a time
offset. A detailed derivation of the used equations is found in [137]. The electron momenta in the
detector plane were calculated with equations which are derived in [70, 81, 62]. In the time-of-flight
direction the equations for the ’Wiley-McLaren’ configuration are described in [122, 137, 54, 48].
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5.1 Ion momentum

5.1.1 Reconstruction

The single ion momenta are calculated with:

pi,x =
mixi
ti

(5.1)

pi,y =
miyi
ti

(5.2)

pi,z =
sa1,imi

ti
− Eqiti

2
(5.3)

In these equations mi is the mass of the ion, xi and yi are the flight distances in the detector plane, ti
is the ion time-of-flight, sa1,i the acceleration region on the ion side, E is the extraction field intensity,
and qi is the charge of the ion. From these single ion momentum components also the relative ion
momenta #�p rel and the kinetic energy release EKER in a Coulomb fragmentation are calculated.

The relative ion momenta are given by: #�p rel = 0.5 ( #�p 1 - #�p 2). In this formula, however, the value of
the relative ion momentum is inaccurate because the position of the collision cannot be determined more
accurately than the size of the reaction volume. By choosing different factors c1 = m2t1/(m1t2+m2t1)
and c2 = m1t2/(m1t2+m2t1) in

#�p rel = c1
#�p 1 − c2 #�p 2 (5.4)

these effects are canceled out. A detailed derivation is found in [137].

The kinetic energy release is calculated via:

EKER =
|prel|2

2µ
µ =

m1m2

m1 +m2
. (5.5)

Here, m1 and m2 the masses of the first and second ion, respectively. Correspondingly t1 and t2 are
the times-of-flight of the first and second ion. The subscript index ’i’ which distinguishes the ion from
the electron is omitted. The reconstructed relative ion momenta for the Ne1++ Ne1+ are displayed in
Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Calculated relative ion momenta. Ion momentum distributions for the reaction channel (11.37
MeV/u) S14++Ne2→ Ne++Ne+ calculated from the times-of-flight and positions shown in Fig. 4.7. These
events satisfy momentum conservation as described in Fig. 5.8. a) prel,xy b) prel,zy c) prel,xz.
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5.1.2 Calibration

In this section the momentum calibration of the spectrometer is described. Conceptually this process
can be subdivided into two parts. In the ’absolute calibration’ the reconstructed momenta are com-
pared and matched to a known reference standard. In the ’relative calibration’ the three momentum
components are calibrated in relation to each other. The calibration process, however, is highly itera-
tive and the following strategy is pursued to determine a set of parameters. First the pz momenta are
(absolutely) calibrated by comparison of a measured EKER with a reference from the literature. The
electric field, the time offset and the acceleration region are fine tuned to achieve this calibration (see
equation 5.3). In a further step the momentum components px and py are adjusted. The momentum
reconstruction in x and y direction is modified by adjusting the absolute flight distances xi and yi (see
equations 5.1 and 5.2). This is done by determining the positions offsets and then by comparing the
absolute magnitude of the momentum distribution px to that of py. Finally the momentum components
in the detector plane px and py are calibrated with respect to pz.

E-field The intensity of the electric field E is determined first because principally this procedure is
independent of the remaining parameters. E is roughly known by the voltages that is applied across the
spectrometer. However a more precise knowledge of the applied field can be obtained by measuring the
kinetic energy release EKER of N2 molecules that fragment into N++ N+ in the time-of-flight direction.
This was done for two field values indicated by the blue and red lines in Fig. 5.21. The measured EKER
distribution is then compared to the measurement by Lundqvist et al. after electron impact [74], which
is indicated by the black line. If the fragment ions are emitted along the spectrometer axis the major
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Figure 5.2: Absolute energy calibration. For an absolute energy calibration of the ions we compare the kinetic
energy release of the reaction (11.37 MeV/u) S14++N2→N++ N+ to the EKER distribution from [74].

contribution to EKER is given by prel,z. Thus the strength of the electric field E is one of several
parameters that influences the reconstructed kinetic energy release EKER (see equation 5.5). The
applied E-field, however, is the only parameter that determines the widths of the energy distribution
and consequently the relative peak positions to each other. The EKER distribution for the time-of-
flight direction are extracted by selecting only those fragmenting molecules which are oriented within
a small cone around the z-axis.

1The blue and red lines include all molecular orientations for purposes of an absolute energy calibration
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Time-of-flight offsets A time offset ∆tofi was introduced in section 4.1.2 in order to find the
absolute time-of-flight with respect to the instant of ionization. However, the momenta are calculated
under the assumption of only one extraction region. The second acceleration region2 is taken account
for by another time-of-flight offset δtofi. This offset can be estimated for a particle of a given mass-to-
charge ratio by equation A.3 if the length of the ’post acceleration region’ sa2,i and the field strength

Ea2,i are known. It is noted that this time offset scales with
√
m/q and thus varies for different final

charge states.

Acceleration region The length of the first extraction field sa1,i can be estimated by measuring the
dimensions of the spectrometer. The position of the reaction zone, however, cannot be determined with
an accuracy better than a few mm. Thus in order to obtain the precise length of the acceleration region
the ion-ion coincidence, as described in section 4.3, is exploited. In a Coulomb fragmentation process
the time-of-flight of the second ion correlates to the time-of-flight of the first ion due to momentum
conservation. This leads to the unique diagonal structures shown in Fig. 4.4. These patterns can be
reproduced by calculating the t2 (time-of-flight of the second ion) for a given t1 (time-of-flight of the
first ion) via

t′2 =
m1sa1,i
q2t′1E

− q1t
′
1

2q2
+

√
2m2sa1,i
q2E

+

(
m1sa1,i
q2t′1E

− q1t
′
1

2q2

)2

.

In this equation sa1,i is the length of the acceleration region on the ion side and E the intensity of the
electric field. The mass and charge of the first detected ion are given by m1 and q1. Correspondingly
the mass and charge of the second detected ion are given by m2 and q2. Since this equation was
originally derived for one acceleration region (e.g. in [137]) t1’ and t2’ have to be corrected by the time
offset obtained in the previous step: t′2 = t2 − δti and t′1 = t1 − δti. These calculated time-of-flight
pairs (t1’ / t2’) are then compared to the experimental distribution. The length of the acceleration
region is the only variable parameter in the formula and is used to match the calculated curve to the
structure in the experiment. The value for sa1,i which leads to the best agreement is assumed to be the

exact length of the acceleration region. If a sufficient number of data pairs
√
m/q and ti is available

a fit function based on equation 4.5 can be applied.

Position offset The ion momenta created in the Coulomb explosion are located on a spherical
shell. The position image of the ion detector represents a two dimensional projection of this sphere.
The events are therefore distributed within a circular shaped area. In the analysis the distribution is
shifted for each fragmentation channel so that its center coincides with the origin of the coordinate
system. This can be checked by exploiting the component wise momentum conservation in a Coulomb
fragmentation. Due to px,1 = - px,2 the sum momentum is zero:

px,1 + px,2 =
m1x1
t1

+
m2x2
t2

= 0 a.u. (5.6)

It follows that a position offset δx also leads to a shift in the sum momentum:

∆psum,x =
m1(x1 + δx)

t1
+
m2(x2 + δx)

t2
=
m1δx

t1
+
m2δx

t2
(5.7)

In Fig. 5.8 (a) the events are distributed along diagonals defined by px,2 = - px,1 + ∆psum,x. The
events will be distributed along a diagonal which intersects the origin of the coordinate system for
∆psum,x = 0 a.u. which is only given for δx = 0 mm. The same applies for the y-direction.

Relative momentum calibration

The momentum components px, py and pz can also be calibrated with respect to each other by
exploiting the Coulomb explosion in the ’radiation charge transfer’ and ’interatomic Coulombic decay’.
The ion momenta of these fragmentation channels are located on a spherical shell. The radius of

2Between the 1. mesh and the mcp of the ion detector.
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this momentum shell is related to the kinetic energy release EKER via equation 5.5. The EKER
distribution, however, does not depend on the molecular orientation because the ’RCT’ and ’ICD’
processes are initiated by the interaction of the projectile with only one center of the dimer. The
orientation of the dimer is uniquely determined by two angles. The azimuthal angle is defined in the
detector plane (xy-plane).

ϕp,xy = arctan (px/py) (5.8)

The polar angle is defined with respect to the time-of-flight axis (z-axis).

ϑp,z = arctan (sqrt(p2x + p2y)/pz) (5.9)

The angles are depicted in Fig. 3.13. The momenta can thus be calibrated by means of the histograms
EKER vs. ϕxy and EKER vs. ϑp,z.

Correction px vs. py Due to the reconstruction routine which is implemented in ’lmf2root’ the de-
tector image and also the corresponding image in momentum space is by definition round for a ’HEX’
anode. Inhomogeneities in the applied extraction fields, however, can lead to a 1-dimensional focusing.
In such a case the image of an isotropic3 momentum sphere shows a slightly elliptic behavior instead
of a circular distribution. This can be checked and corrected with the histogram in Fig. 5.3 (a) which
shows the EKER in dependence of ϕxy. Only the px and py momentum components contribute to the
azimuthal angle. If px = py then the events are distributed along one EKER and the isotropic process
is imaged correctly onto the detector. If py > px the EKER values are larger at ϕxy =± 90◦. If px> py
the EKER values are larger at ϕxy =± 180◦ and ϕxy = 0◦. Correspondingly smaller reconstructed px
and py values lead to smaller energies EKER. In this work a slight deviation of approximately 2%
between the x- and y-direction was corrected.
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Figure 5.3: Relative momentum calibration (Ne1++ Ne1+). Processes where the EKER distribution does
not depend on the orientation of the molecular axis can be used to check and calibrate the ion momentum
vector components relative to one another. The ion momenta created in a Coulomb explosion are located on
a spherical shell with the kinetic energy release being its radius. In the center of the shell the ions have no
momentum and energy. As a consequence the kinetic energy of for the angles shown in Fig. a) and b) has
to be distributed along a constant line. a) The EKER of the ions is shown versus the azimuth angle ’1. ion
ϕ(x,y)’ in the xy-plane. With this histogram the relative momenta in the x- and y direction can be checked and
corrected. The angle was calculated from the position coordinates of the first ion. b) The EKER of the ions is
shown versus the polar angle ’ion cosϑ(prel,z)’ with respect to the z-axis. With this histogram the ion momenta
in x- and y-direction can be calibrated relative to the momenta in z-direction. The angle was calculated from
the relative ion momenta.

3In this section an ’isotropic’ distribution refers to a momentum sphere in which the EKER is independent of the
dimer orientation. In the results section ’isotropy’ refers to the independence of the intensity with respect to the dimer
orientation.
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Calibration px and py vs. pz An overestimation of the px and py momentum components leads to
a larger EKER for cos(ϑz) = 0. An underestimation of px and py lead to smaller EKER values. The
px, py and pz components are calibrated to each other if the EKER is independent of the cos(ϑz).

5.1.3 Corrections

Ideally the sum of the ion momentum components add up to zero in the Coulomb fragmentation. Figure
5.4 (a), however, shows a slight curvature for which the origin is unknown. A possible explanation is
that the bending is caused by a not fully homogeneous extraction field. It is noted that in the initial
design of the spectrometer the sizes of the entrance and exit region for the projectile ions were intended
to be large. A round area with a radius of about 1.25 cm was constructed to avoid the production
of stray electrons by a potential ion beam halo. In the experiment inhomogeneities were found to
be caused by the potential of the large MCP holder plates trough these openings. The spectrometer
was thus reconstructed during the beam time by adding a copper shield in front of the MCP holder
and by reducing the beam entrance and exit openings to a rectangular shaped area of approximately
1.5 cm x 1 cm in size. These measures were performed without preceding simulation and might not have
entirely solved the problem. In the Ne++ Ne+ fragmentation channel the ion momenta in x-direction
were corrected according to a fit function (see equation 5.10).

fcorr(x) = −0.49656 + 0.0012x + 0.000632292x2 (5.10)

The fit function is indicated as a red line in Fig. 5.4. Panel (b) shows the corrected sum momen-
tum distribution. Also the other final ion charge states showed such a behavior which was treated
correspondingly.
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Figure 5.4: Ion momentum correction. a) The ion sum momentum in x direction psum,x=p1,x+p2,x is plotted
against the momentum component in x direction px for the 1. ion. Due to momentum conservation the events
should be distributed around psum,x = 0 a.u. A fit function (red dashed line) was used to correct the momenta
in x-direction (b).
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5.2 Electron momentum

5.2.1 Reconstruction

In the detector plane the electrons are extracted by the electric field and additionally follow a cyclotron
path in the magnetic field. The electron momenta are calculated from

pe,x =
−xa− by
a2 + b2

(5.11)

pe,y =
xb− ay
a2 + b2

. (5.12)

The factors a,b, and ω are given by the equations

a =
1− cos(ωte)

ω
b =

sin(ωte)

ω
ω =

e

me
B. (5.13)

In these equations x and y denote the electron position on the detector, B the magnetic field, e the
electron charge, me the electron mass and te the electron time-of-flight. In the time-of-flight direction
the electron momenta are reconstructed by

pe,z = ve,zme. (5.14)

The velocity component for the ’Wiley-Mclaren’ configuration in z-direction ve,z is obtained by an
iterative algorithm (schmidt) from the equation:

v3e,z +

(
1

2
ate −

sa1,e + sd,e
te

)
· v2e,z + 2asa1,eve,z + a2sa1,ete −

1

2

as2d,e
te
− 2

(sa1,e + sd,e) · sa1,ea
te

= 0.

(5.15)

In this equation a is the acceleration caused by the electric field, sa1,e the length of the extraction
region and sd,e the length of the drift region. The calculated momentum distributions are depicted in
Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Calculated electron momenta. Momentum distribution from 1. measured electrons, calculated
from the times-of-flight and positions shown in figure 4.6. a) pe,xy b) pe,zy c) pe,xz.

5.2.2 Calibration

Time zero and electric field The instant of ionization is obtained by the ’wiggle run’ in section
4.1.1 with an accuracy of 1-2 ns. The E-field is already determined by the spectrometer calibration on
the ’ion side’.
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Spectrometer dimensions The lengths of the acceleration- and drift regions4 are determined in the
data analysis by the pz,e distribution. Physically the electron momenta in the z-direction are distributed
around pe,z = 0 a.u. due to the rotational symmetry of the collision system. Thus the correct lengths
of the extraction fields and times-of-flight can be obtained by finding the set of parameters for which
the experimental distributions is symmetrically centered around pe,z = 0 a.u.

B-field The intensity of the magnetic field is approximately known by the current that is applied
to the Helmholtz coils. A more precise value for the magnetic field is determined by the gyration
period Pgyr which is given in section 4.1.1. The magnetic field is given by equation 5.16. In this work
magnetic fields of 15.2 G (Ne2 experiment) and 12.1 G (He2 experiment) were applied.

B =
2πme

ePgyr
. (5.16)

Position offset The offsets are found by positioning the nodes in the ’wiggle run’ to the center of
the detector at xe,x = 0 mm and xe,y = 0 mm. This can be seen for the x-direction in Fig. 4.6 (b) and
in panel (c) for the y-direction.

Relative and absolute momentum calibration The interatomic Coulombic decay in neon dimers
bears two attributes that are helpful for calibrating electron momenta in experiment with ionic projec-
tiles. First the unique signature of ICD, the ICD diagonal, allows for a precise absolute momentum
calibration. The calibration is limited only by the energy resolution due to the discrete nature of the
well known sum energy which is Esum = EKER + Ee = 5.35 eV in Ne2 [132, 54] and Esum = 16.2 eV
in He2 [130]. Secondly the low energy ICD electron is emitted isotropically. Likewise the Coulomb
explosion of the ions, the momenta of the electrons are distributed on a spherical shell. Each energy
value of the electron corresponds to the radius of this shell. This spherical structure can be utilized to
calibrate the momentum components with respect to each other. In analogy to the ion calibration an
azimuthal angle ϕe,xy and a polar angle cos(ϑe,z) are defined. The sum energy Esum are shown in Fig.
5.6 for the Ne2 experiment. The momenta are calibrated if the sum energy is constant Esum = 5.35 eV
in both histograms.

Figure 5.6: Relative and absolute electron momentum calibration. For interatomic Coulombic decay the
sum energy is Esum = EKER + Ee = 5.35 eV and does not depend on the orientation of the molecular axis.
In analogy to Fig. 5.3 (p.66) the sum energy is used to calibrate the electron momentum vector components
relative to one another. If the ion energies are calibrated the absolute electron energy calibration can also be
done. The sum energy has to be distributed along a constant line for the angles shown in Fig. a) and b). The
events from the jet spot (monomers) were suppressed for the histograms. a) The sum energy is shown versus
the azimuth angle in the xy-plane. With this histogram the relative electron momenta in the x- and y direction
can be calibrated. b) The sum energy is shown versus the polar angle with respect to the z-axis. With this
histogram the electron momenta in x- and y-direction can be calibrated relative to the momenta in z-direction.

4and if required slight corrections in the electron time offset
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5.3 Background suppression

5.3.1 Number of hits

In this experiment the target contains a fraction of less than 2 % rare gas dimers. Most of the
background, which are in this case ions produced in monomer fragmentations, can be suppressed by
demanding at least two detected ions. In the Ne1++ Ne1+ fragmentation channel the number of events
is reduced by one order of magnitude by this condition. Also at least one detected electron is required
in order to assign the correct bunch marker signal.

5.3.2 Momentum conservation

The remaining ion pairs are further processed based on the momentum conservation #�p i,1 + #�p i,2 = #�o
in the Coulomb fragmentation process. Only those events are selected which have small ion sum mo-
menta psum,x, psum,y and psum,z. In Fig. 5.7 the momentum of the first ion is plotted against the
momentum of the second ion. Panel (a) shows the histogram for the sum momentum in x-direction.
Panels (b) and (c) show the corresponding plots for the y- and z-directions, respectively. If the sum

Figure 5.7: Momentum conservation pi,1 vs. pi,2 for i∈(x,y,z). Raw data. Momentum components p1,x,
p1,y, p1,z of the 1. ion are plotted against the momentum components of the 2. ion p2,x, p2,y, p2,z for the
Ne++ Ne+ break up.

momentum in x-direction is constrained to |psum,x|< 11 a.u. a large number of random two ion co-
incidence events is filtered out. In addition the sum momenta are constrained in the y-direction to
|psum,y|< 24 a.u. and in the z-direction to |psum,z|< 11 a.u. Panel (a) in Fig. 5.8 shows the events
which are located between the white diagonals in panels (b) and (c). Panel (b) shows the events which
are located between the diagonals in panels (a) and (c). Panel (c) shows the events which are located
between the diagonals in panels (a) and (b).

Figure 5.8: Momentum conservation pi,1 vs. pi,2 for i∈(x,y,z). With momentum conservation. Same as
in Fig. 5.7 but only for events which are located between the white diagonals in each of the other two panels.
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These conditions reduce the background by another two orders of magnitude. In Fig. 5.9 the ki-
netic energy release is shown against the sum momentum psum. In this representation of the data the
investigated events are located within the red solid circle. The applied ’sum momentum condition’ is
indicated by the black solid line.
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Figure 5.9: EKER vs. psum. Kinetic energy release is plotted against the sum momentum psum for the
Ne++ Ne+ break-up in (11.37 MeV/u) S14++Ne2 collisions. The black horizontal line indicates the condi-
tions applied to the sum momenta described in Fig. 5.8. Real events from dimer breakups are located within
the red circle.

5.3.3 Monomer suppression and ’energy dependent maximum radius’

A significant amount of background events remains despite the application of the two conditions
’number of hits’ and ’momentum conservation’. In two-ion-coincidences these events are attributed
to two coincidently detected monomer ions. These so called ’random coincidences’ are located at
px = py = 0 a.u. which is shown for the Ne1++ Ne1+ break up in Fig. 5.1 and for the He1++ He1+

channel in Fig. 5.10. However it is not necessary to suppress all random coincidences that are visible in

Figure 5.10: Ion relative momentum distributions for the He++ He+ breakup with conditions on the kinetic
energy release 5.6 eV<KER< 11.5 eV. a) prel,x vs. prel,y b) prel,z vs. prel,y c) prel,x vs. prel,z

the px vs. py distribution. The high intensity region in momentum space corresponds to a spot in the
position image of the detector. The spot can be roughly approximated by a circular area in the plane
of the detector. The size of this spot is characterized by its radius rxy = sqrt(x2i+y2i ). In Fig. 5.11 the
kinetic energy release EKER is shown versus the radius rxy for all Ne2 fragmentations. Those events
which are located between the two yellow lines are suppressed. In so doing an unnecessary suppression
of events from the investigated reaction is avoided.
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Another property of the Coulomb fragmentation can be exploited to further suppress unwanted events.
In a Coulomb explosion with given kinetic energy release EKER the largest expected flight distance in
the xy-plane can be calculated for a particle of given mass and charge.

rxy,max = vmax · ti =
p

m
· tmax,i (5.17)

The momentum of an ion p can be approximated with the relative ion momentum p≈ prel =
√

2µEKER
whereby the reduced mass for a homonuclear dimer is given by µ= m/2. The maximum radius can
thus be calculated by

rxy,max =

√
EKER
m

· tmax,i (5.18)

The ions which exhibit the maximum deflection are created in fragmentations of dimers which are
oriented parallel to the detector plane. Thus the corresponding time-of-flight tmax,i can be calculated
via equation A.4 with the parameters which were extracted in the calibration section. The black lines
in Fig. 5.11 indicate the calculated functions rxy,max(EKER) for each fragmentation channel. In
particular for the Ne2++ Ne2+ fragmentation only those events are assessed in data analysis which are
located between the black lines. This reduces significant random coincidences in the EKER region of
interest. The same representation is shown for the He1++ He1+ break up in Fig. 5.12.

Figure 5.11: EKER vs. rxy (Ne2). In this histogram the distance rxy =
√
x2ion + y2ion between the ion

position and P0(x=0,y=0) is plotted against the kinetic energy release in (11.37 MeV/u) S14++Ne2 collisions.
The first ion is shown on the top half, the second ion on the bottom half. For asymmetric break-up channels
the ion with the higher charge is the first ion. The upper scale shows the calculated internuclear distance.
The black line shows the maximum rxy,max as a function of the kinetic energy release rxy,max(EKER). Events
with rxy >rxy,max(EKER) and events in the region between the yellow lines are suppressed. a) Ne++Ne+ b)
Ne2++Ne+ c) Ne3++Ne+ d) Ne2++Ne2+.
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Figure 5.12: EKER vs. rxy (He2). Same as Fig. 5.11 for (11.37 MeV/u) S14++ He2 collisions in the
He1++ He1+ break-up channel.
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Chapter 6

Results on neon dimers

In this chapter the results on S14++ Ne2 collisions are presented for a projectile impact energy of
Ep = 11.37 MeV/u. In the following discussion the fragmentation channels with final ion charge states
Nen++ Nem+ with (n, m) = [(1, 1); (2, 1); (2, 2); (3, 1)] were considered. The results are organized
along a similar pattern for each final charge state. First, the momentum distributions of the ion pairs
are discussed. From these ion and electron momenta the energies are calculated by which the decay
mechanisms can be unraveled. Then the orientation distributions of the fragmenting dimers are shown.
This angular information is then further interpreted and quantitatively assessed for the CE and ICD
process. In a final step the data is compared to a Monte Carlo simulation in order to test the predicted
impact parameter dependent ionization probabilities P(b).

Important note The results of this chapter were published by the author in the following article.
(2014) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A 89, p.022704 [41]
This chapter is a more detailed version of the publication, containing the same results. Thus throughout
this chapter original figures, sentences and excerpts from the publication are adopted word for word.
For reasons of clearness and in order to enhance the flow of reading the used passages are not put in
quotation marks. In physics this is recognized practice of quotation and was explicitly approved by the
authorized board of examiners1 for this thesis. The American Physical Society allows the usage of the
publication or portions of the publication in the authors dissertation2.

1in German: Promotionsausschuss
2see ’https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html#thesis’
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6.0.4 Coordinate system

Relative ion momenta In the investigated reaction channels the dimers always fragment in a
Coulomb explosion whereby the measured momentum distribution can be characterized by a ’spherical
shell’. The inner radius of this shell is determined by the minimum kinetic energy release EKER which
corresponds to the largest internuclear distance Rmax at the instant of ionization. The outer radius of
the shell is determined by the maximum EKER and consequently by the smallest internuclear distance
Rmin. If the reaction process is isotropic with respect to the dimer orientation the events are distributed
homogeneously over the surface of the momentum sphere. However if the probability of the fragmen-
tation process depends on the dimer orientation the events are distributed with different intensity over
the surface of the sphere. Thus for each reaction channel the size and structure of the momentum
shell is determined by the distance distribution at the instant of fragmentation and the orientation
dependence of the process. If only 2 components of the 3D vector are displayed in a histogram a
homogeneously populated momentum sphere is ’projected’ onto a plane. In such a representation the
events are then located on an area of circular shape. The momentum components are defined along
the axis of a Cartesian coordinate system (see Fig. 3.13): prel,x is collinear to the projectile beam axis,
prel,y is collinear to the propagating target gas jet, and prel,z is collinear to the spectrometer axis.

Dimer axis orientation The orientation of the dimer axis at the instant of fragmentation is given
by the polar angle of the relative momentum vector #�p rel with respect to its x-component prel,x. This
angle θpro(prel,x) is thus defined with respect to the projectile beam axis. Orientations parallel to the
projectile beam axis are at θpro = 0◦ and θpro = 180◦ (cos(θpro) =± 1). Orientations perpendicular to
the projectile beam are given by θpro = 90◦ and θpro = 270◦ (cos(θpro) = 0).
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6.1 Measured data and fragmentation processes

6.1.1 Ne1++ Ne1+

Momentum distributions In Fig. 6.1 the relative ion momenta are depicted for Ne2 which fragment
into Ne1++ Ne1+. Panel (a) shows the relative momentum components in the x- and y-direction. In
this histogram a circular distribution can be observed with a radius of approximately 100 a.u. Within
this structure another ring-shaped distribution with a radius of approximately 70 a.u. can be seen.
These events originate from several fragmentation processes which are identified in the next section.
The high intensity spot at the center is caused by random coincidences of the monomers. Panels (b)
and (c) show the so-called ’spatial’ momentum components versus the momenta in the ’time-of-flight’
direction. In these histograms only semicircular momentum distributions with positive prel,z values can
be seen. This effect is observable in symmetric3 Coulomb fragmentations of homonuclear dimers. In
such a break-up channel the ion that is positioned closer to the detector at the instant of the Coulomb
explosion will always be detected before the other ion. As we define prel,z = 0.5 (pz1 - pz2) where
the subscript refers to the ion which hits the detector first only one half of the momentum sphere is
populated by definition. Events that Coulomb explode at the equilibrium distance of the neon dimer
(Re = 3.4 Å) correspond to a relative ion momentum of prel = 75.3 a.u.

Figure 6.1: Relative ion momentum distributions for the Ne1++ Ne1+ breakup with background suppres-
sion as described in section 5.3. a) prel,x vs. prel,y b) prel,z vs. prel,y c) prel,x vs. prel,z. Events that Coulomb
explode at the equilibrium distance of a neon dimer of about Re = 3.4 Å would be located at prel = 75.3 a.u.

Energy distributions The kinetic energy release (EKER) distribution for the fragmenting Ne1++ Ne1+

ion pair is plotted in Fig. 6.2 (a). All fragmentation processes that were discussed in section 2.4.4 con-
tribute to the two main intensity maxima. The peaks are located at ≈ 4.5 eV and ≈ 7 eV. Particularly in
ion-Ne2 collisions the dimer has been reported [45, 42] to decay into this final charge state via Coulomb
explosion (CE), interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) and radiative charge transfer (RCT) denoted by
equation 6.1.

CE−−−→ S14+
P + 2Ne1+ + 2e−

S14+
P +Ne2

RCT−−−→ S14+
P + 2Ne1+ + 2e−

ICD−−−→ S14+
P + 2Ne1+ + 2e−

(6.1)

On the basis of the released kinetic energy the events can, to a certain extend, be assigned to a frag-
mentation mechanism. The EKER is directly connected to the internuclear distance at the instant of
fragmentation. This separation, however, depends on the dynamics of the nuclei which is character-
istic for each fragmentation channel. The starting point for this approach is the initial distribution
of internuclear distances which is populated in the gas target. If both atoms are ionized on a time

3the two ions have the same charge state
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scale which is considerably shorter than the vibrational period of the dimer-ion, the EKER distribution
directly mirrors the wave function of the dimer (as shown in Fig. 2.16). If motion of the nuclei pre-
cedes the Coulomb fragmentation the distance between the ions changes. According to Eq. 2.34 the
EKER distribution then deviates from the one which corresponds to the initial bond length distribution.

For the CE process a rough time frame is classically estimated by ∆t = s/v≈ 0.5 a.u. which corre-
sponds to approximately 12 as. Here the projectile velocity is approximated by vp = 20 a.u. and an
upper limit of the dimer bond length of s = 10 a.u. was assumed. The reaction process is thus much
faster than the vibrational period of the nuclei. The sequential ionization processes by two separate
interactions of the projectile with each of the dimers atoms is therefore expected to take place at
internuclear distances which are initially populated in the target jet. In Fig. 6.2 (a) the solid red line
indicates the kinetic energies which correspond to the bond length distribution of the ground state
neon dimer. CE events are therefore restricted to EKER< 6 eV.

The events in the right peak in panel a dominantly originate from RCT processes. In the reflection
approximation these processes take place at small internuclear distances R< 5 a.u. which is required
for the electrons to change sites. The energy that is released in this electron transfer process is emitted
radiatively [56]. Since the Coulomb fragmentation takes place at internuclear distances R≈ 1.9 Å, RCT
populates regions in the kinetic energy release of EKER> 5.5 eV. Hence the CE and the RCT decay
mechanisms are almost unambiguously separable in the EKER alone.

However, the separation of the fragmentation pathways by means of the EKER alone is only pos-
sible if the populated regions in the internuclear distances do not overlap. This is not the case for ICD,
described in section 2.4.4. The ICD lifetime of the Ne+2 (2s−1) was stated to be (150± 50) fs [58]. Also
only negligible contraction of the dimer precedes the Coulomb fragmentation. The dimer thus Coulomb
explodes almost at the equilibrium internuclear distance and consequently is indistinguishable from the
CE process in the EKER. The occurrence of ICD is indicated in the electron energy distribution. As
was shown already in previous publications [45, 42] ICD produces an enhanced electron yield at low
energies after ion impact. Fig. 6.2 (b) shows the electron energy distribution for the investigated reac-
tion channel. At larger energies the distribution shows a decay behavior which is typical for ion-atom
collisions and which can be approximated by an exponential function. In addition a peak is located
at Ee< 4 eV which sits on top of the continuous distribution. In the coincident EKER - Ee histogram,
which is shown in panel (c), these additional low energy electrons can be unambiguously identified to
originate from ICD. The diagonal line is characteristic for the decay process and can be described by
the constant sum energy of the kinetic energy release and the energy of the emitted ’ICD-electron’ by
Esum = EKER + Ee,ICD = 5.35 eV [62]. CE and ICD therefore contribute to the left peak whereas the
right peak can be attributed to events from RCT.

Figure 6.2: Energy distributions for Ne1++Ne1+ break-up. a) Kinetic energy release distribution EKER. b)
Electron energy distribution Ee. c) Kinetic energy release in coincidence with the electron energy EKER vs Ee.
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Angular distributions In the following section the relation between the ionization probability and the
dimer orientation is investigated. A process in which the intensity N of the reaction does not depend
on the dimer orientation θpro is termed isotropic. In such a case N[cos(θpro)] is constant. However if
the ionization probability does depend on the dimer orientation N[(cos(θpro)] shows different intensities
for different angles.

Figure 6.3 a shows the dimer orientation cos(θpro) versus the kinetic energy release EKER whereby
the events are distributed around EKER = 4.5 eV and EKER = 7.5 eV. In this histogram an isotropic
process exhibits the same intensity4 for all angles θpro of a given EKER (horizontal line in the his-
togram). It can be seen that for EKER = 4.5 eV more intensity is found at cos(θpro) =± 1. This effect
can also be observed in panel b which shows the polar representation5 for 2.78 eV<EKER< 5.75 eV.
In the preceding section it was shown that dominantly the CE and ICD processes contribute to this
EKER region. For the sum of CE and ICD the intensity is therefore slightly higher for dimers which are
oriented parallel to the projectile beam axis than for dimers perpendicular to it. For these processes a
more detailed assessment of the angular distributions is found in sections 6.2 and 6.3. Panel c shows
the orientation for 5.6 eV<EKER< 11.5 eV which appears almost isotropic but with minimally more
events in the perpendicular orientation than in the parallel orientation. This energy range was shown
to be mainly populated by RCT.
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Figure 6.3: Angular distributions for the Ne1++ Ne1+ breakup. a) Kinetic energy release EKER versus the
orientation of the relative momentum vector p with respect to the projectile beam axis cos(θpro). Cos(θpro) = 0
denotes the orientation of the dimer axis perpendicular to the projectile beam axis and cos(θpro) =± 1 denotes
the orientation of the dimer axis parallel to the projectile beam axis. b) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for
2.78 eV<EKER< 5.75 eV. c) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for 5.6 eV<EKER< 11.5 eV.

4The same intensity is indicated by the same color.
5In these polar coordinates a circle illustrates an isotropic angular distribution.
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6.1.2 Ne2++ Ne1+

Momentum distributions Figure 6.4 shows the relative ion momentum distributions for the Ne2++
Ne1+ break-up with the same coordinates as in Fig. 6.1. Panel a shows a circular shaped momentum
distribution with values up to prel,xy =± 150 a.u. A second, ring-like structure is observable with a
radius of approximately 100 a.u. In contrast to the larger structure at ± 150 a.u. this ring shows a
significantly higher intensity for prel,x =± 100 a.u. than for prel,x = 0 a.u. Panels b and c show the
projections of the momentum sphere in the zy- and xz-planes. Due to the different charges the ions are
distinguishable in the time-of-flight and thus allow to plot the complete momentum sphere. The same
accumulation of events at prel,x =± 100 a.u. which is observed in panel a is also found in panel c. At
first glance the appearance of the momentum distributions is quite simple. However the neon dimer
has been shown to relax into the asymmetric Ne2++ Ne1+ final state by a variety of fragmentation
mechanisms [62]. The relevant channels are presented in the next section.

Figure 6.4: Relative ion momentum distributions for the Ne2++Ne1+ breakup with background suppres-
sion as described in section 5.3. a) prel,x vs. prel,y b) prel,z vs. prel,y c) prel,x vs. prel,z. Events that Coulomb
explode at the equilibrium distance of a neon dimer of about Re = 3.4 Å would be located at approximately
prel = 106.5 a.u.

Energy distributions Figure 6.5 (a) shows the kinetic energy release for the Ne2++ Ne1+ break-up.
In this histogram a rich peak structure is observable. The main peak is located around EKER = 9 eV.
This is the expected region in the kinetic energy which is also populated by the CE process. For the
Ne2++ Ne1+ final charge state the CE process is denoted by Eq. 6.2.

S14+
p +Ne2

CE−−→ S14+
p +Ne2+ +Ne1+ + 3e− (6.2)

Figure 6.5: Energy distributions for Ne2++ Ne1+ break-up. a) Kinetic energy release distribution EKER. b)
Electron energy distribution Ee. c) Kinetic energy release in coincidence with the electron energy EKER vs. Ee.
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The red line in panel a indicates the calculated energies which correspond to the bond length distribution
of the ground state neon dimer. Apart from the CE process, however, also other fragmentation channels
can be observed. Similar to the symmetric Ne1++ Ne1+ fragmentation channel the electron energy
distribution in panel b exhibits a significant peak at low values. These electrons can be assigned to the
diagonal structure in the coincident EKER vs. Ee histogram which is shown in panel c. It can thus be
demonstrated that ICD is also a contributing reaction channel in this final charge state. A detailed
analysis of the occurring relaxation pathways was performed in synchrotron radiation experiments where
the neon dimers were 1s photoionized followed by Auger decay [55, 56, 54, 62]. These fragmentation
channels were also extensively studied from the theoretical side [110, 111, 96]. In particular those
decay mechanisms were investigated which lead to the asymmetric Ne2++Ne1+ final charge state.
In appendix C the observed fragmentation channels are tabulated with their initial and final states
(table C.1). The corresponding events are labeled in the 2D energy distribution which is shown in
Fig. C.2. In this chapter the focus is put on those relaxation processes with kinetic energy releases
which overlap with the EKER distribution of the CE. According to Kreidi et. al [56] mainly two initial
states contribute to these regions.
The first state is the Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[1P] which decays via ’virtual photon ICD’ (ICDvp) (see section
2.4.4):

S14+
P +Ne2

(25%)−−−−→ Ne2+(2s−12p−1)[1P ] +Ne+ 2e−
ICDvp(75%)−−−−−−−−→ Ne2+ +Ne1+ + 3e− (6.3)

In this scenario the projectile doubly ionizes one site of the dimer where a 2s-electron and a 2p-electron
are emitted. This doubly charged state Ne2+∗(2s12p5) features a singlet state Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[1P] and
a triplet state Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[3P]. The triplet state, however, decays via charge transfer (CT) which
leads to the symmetric Ne1++ Ne1+ final charge state [56]. It therefore does not contribute to the
considered asymmetric final charge state. In ion-atom collisions the triplet is assumed to be statistically
populated three times as much as the singlet from which follows a singlet-to-triplet-ratio of 1:3. From
the populated singlet state Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[1P], in turn, 75 % were reported to decay via ICDvp. In
this decay process one 2p electron of the excited site fills the 2s-hole. The emitted energy is trans-
ferred to the neighboring neutral atom where the emission of a 2p-electron leads to the final charge
state Ne2++ Ne1+. The sum energy for the ICDvp process is Esum = EKER+ Ee = 11.1 eV and can
be clearly seen along the dashed, black diagonal in panel c of Fig. 6.5. With a lifetime of approx. 80 fs
this ICD process is fast and occurs at similar EKER as the CE process. The ICDvp decay mechanism
is also probable for larger distances due to the virtual photon exchange. A contraction of the dimer is
therefore not required for the reaction to take place. Equation 6.3 denotes the ICDvp process whereby
the ’25%’ over the first arrow indicates that the Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[3P] is assumed to be statistically pop-
ulated three times as much as the Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[1P]. The ’75%’ denotes the branching ratio of the
decaying state via ICDvp. The remaining 25 % of the Ne2+∗(2s12p5)[1P] states decay via ’electron
transfer ICD’ (ICDet) and ’electron transfer mediated decay’ (ETMD) (see section 2.4.4). In contrast
to ICDvp the decay routes of the competing ICDet and ETMD are initiated by an electron transfer for
which the probability depends on the overlap of the two neon atoms. The intensity for these processes
thus decreases exponentially with the internuclear distances. Consequently ICDet and ETMD occur
mainly at higher EKER and do not overlap with the CE process.

The second state that contributes to the relevant EKER region is initiated by the one-sided double
ionization leading to Ne2+(2s0)[1S]- Ne as indicated in Eq. 6.4.

S14+
p +Ne2 −→ Ne2+(2s0)[1S] +Ne+ 2e−

ICD5−−−−→ Ne2+ +Ne1+ + 3e− (6.4)

The last step labeled ’ICD5’, however, denotes multiple decay routes which are described in the fol-
lowing. For this purpose the doubly charged nucleus is labeled ’A’ and the initially neutral atom of
the dimer is labeled ’B’. ICDet and ETMD are also possible fragmentation pathways for this initial
state, whereas ICDvp is energetically forbidden6. In ICDet which commences from Ne2+(2s0)[1S]- Ne
a 2p-electron from the neutral neon atom ’B’ is transferred to the ion ’A’ by filling a 2s-hole. The

6It is therefore no competing channel
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Figure 6.6: Possible reaction pathways for the Ne2+(2s1p5)+ Ne state. The CE process and the fast ICDvp
overlap in the EKER.

excess energy which is released in this process is used to emit a 2p electron at the same site (’A’).
Site ’A’ is therefore still doubly charged but with one 2p-hole and one 2s-hole instead of two 2s-holes.
The ions of the final state Ne2+(2s12p5)[3P]+Ne1+(2p5)[2P] are then driven apart by Coulomb re-
pulsion. The released sum energy for this process is Esum = EKER+ Ee = 12.4 eV. In ETMD from the
Ne2+(2s0)[1S] state also a 2p-electron from the neighboring neutral atom (site ’B’) is transferred to
the ion by filling a 2s-hole. The difference between ETMD and ICDet is that in ETMD the released
energy is used to emit a 2p-electron at site ’B’. The final state which Coulomb explodes is given by
Ne2+(2p4)[3P0,1,2]+Ne1+(2s1)[2S1/2] with a sum energy Esum = 10.8 eV.

Besides these two dominating decay processes from the initial Ne2+(2s0)[1S]+ Ne state further pro-
cesses have been shown to occur, termed 3-step processes. In these processes the Ne2+(2s0)[1S]+ Ne
state has been reported to transition to the excited states7 Ne1+∗(2s12p5)[1P]3d+ Ne1+(2p5)[2P] and
Ne1+∗(2p4)[1S]3d+Ne1+(2s1)[2S] via charge transfer and excitation. Depending on whether the elec-
tronic excitation is at site ’A’ or site ’B’ this step is referred to as, ICD-like CT (excitation is at site
’A’) and ETMD-like CT (excitation is at site ’B’). Depending on the vacancy that is filled (2p or
2s-hole at site ’A’ or site ’B’) and depending on the site (’A’ or ’B’) from which the electron is emitted
the intermediate satellite state deexcites through autoionization, resonant ICD via electron transfer or
resonant ICD via the exchange of a virtual photon. The decay channels of the Ne2+(2s0)[1S]+ Ne
channels contribute to the relevant EKER region which can be seen in Fig. C.2 in which the events
from ICDet and ETMD are labeled as ’E’ and ’F’, respectively. The 3-step processes are denoted by
βn and γn. As was mentioned above the complete characterization of the Ne2 fragmentation into the
asymmetric Ne2++ Ne1+ final charge state, including all relevant states, potential energy curves and
illustrative sequence of events can be found in [56, 62, 96, 124].

7also known as satellite states
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Figure 6.7: Possible reaction pathways for the Ne2+(2s0)+ Ne state. The EKER of all occurring fragmen-
tation channels overlap with the EKER of the CE.

Angular distributions Figure 6.8 a shows the angular distribution versus the kinetic energy release
for the Ne2++ Ne1+ break-up. The events are continuously distributed between cos(θpro) =± 1 if
integrated over all populated EKER regions. For 5.76 eV<EKER< 11.5 eV a significant accumulation
of events is observable at cos(θpro) =± 1. This pronounced anisotropy is also observable in the polar
representation which is plotted for this energy range in panel b. In this EKER region the ionization
probability is thus higher for dimers which are oriented parallel to the projectile trajectory. The angular
distribution for higher kinetic energies is shown in panel c. Here the polar plot for the energy range
11.5 eV<EKER< 20 eV exhibits a much more isotropic behavior. However a slight tendency towards
more dimers that are oriented perpendicular to the projectile beam axis is observed.
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Figure 6.8: Angular distributions for the Ne2++ Ne1+ breakup. a) Kinetic energy release EKER versus the
orientation of the momentum vector prel with respect to the projectile beam axis cos(θpro). Cos(θpro) = 0
denotes the orientation of the dimer axis perpendicular to the projectile beam axis and cos(θpro) =± 1 denotes
the orientation of the dimer axis parallel to the projectile beam axis. b) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for
5.76 eV<EKER< 11.5 eV. c) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for 11.5 eV<EKER< 20 eV.
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6.1.3 Ne3++ Ne1+

Momentum distributions Figure 6.9 shows the relative ion momenta for the asymmetric Ne3++ Ne1+

break-up channel. Momenta of up to ± 130 a.u. are observable. In panel b a spot of higher intensity
can be seen at (prel,z = -40 a.u., prel,y = 0 a.u.) which is attributed to background events of which the
exact origin is not known. These events are suppressed in the following analysis. In all three projections
of the momentum distribution only one spherical, isotropic structure is observable without any other
intensity maxima.

Figure 6.9: Relative ion momentum distributions for the Ne3++ Ne1+ breakup with background suppres-
sion as described in section 5.3. a) prel,x vs. prel,y b) prel,z vs. prel,y c) prel,x vs. prel,z. Events that Coulomb
explode at the equilibrium distance of a neon dimer of about Re = 3.4 Å would be located at prel = 130.4 a.u.

Energy distributions The kinetic energy release for the Ne3++ Ne1+ is shown in Fig. 6.10 a. Only one
peak at an energy of EKER = 13 eV can be seen. The calculated energy distribution that corresponds
to the initial distance distribution of the ground state neon dimer for q1·q2 = 3 a.u. is given by the red
line and is in good agreement with the measured data. The decay mechanisms can thus be expected
to be fast without considerable motion of the nuclei which is a characteristic for the CE process. The
electron energy distribution and the coincident EKER vs. Ee histogram (Figures 6.10 b and c), however,
exhibit an enhanced yield for low energy electrons which indicates that potentially a fast and efficient
ICD-like process occurs. This was already proposed earlier for ionization but also for transfer ionization
and double capture processes which increasingly occur at smaller projectile velocities [42]. In addition
to the increased intensity of low energy electrons also the accumulation of events at a sum energy
around Esum≈ 18 eV suggested the existence of ICD. So far no theoretical ICD calculations concerning
this particular final charge state has been found in the literature. Similar to intermolecular Coulombic
decay [134] or ICD in the argon dimer [57] a variety of possible states and decay routes and with that a
multitude of characteristic, discrete sum energies is assumed to exist which cannot be resolved in this
work.

Figure 6.10: Energy distributions for Ne3++Ne1+ break-up. a) EKER b) Ee c) EKER vs Ee
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Angular distributions In Fig. 6.11 a the dimer orientation is plotted differentially against the kinetic
energy release. Panel b shows the 1D polar representation of the data for 5 eV<EKER< 25 eV. It can
be seen in both figures that the events are nearly isotropically distributed for all dimer orientations.
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Figure 6.11: Angular distributions for the Ne3++ Ne1+ breakup. a) Kinetic energy release EKER versus
the orientation of the momentum vector prel with respect to the projectile beam axis cos(θpro). Cos(θpro) = 0
denotes the orientation of the dimer axis perpendicular to the projectile beam axis and cos(θpro) =± 1 denotes
the orientation of the dimer axis parallel to the projectile beam axis. b) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for
5 eV<EKER< 25 eV.
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6.1.4 Ne2++ Ne2+

Momentum distributions Figure 6.12 shows the relative momentum distributions for the Ne2++ Ne2+

break-up. In panel a the momenta reach values from -150 a.u to 150 a.u. in both directions. The dis-
tribution exhibits a higher density of detected events along prel,y = 0 a.u. and prel,x =± 150 a.u. In
panels b and c one of the axis is defined by the relative momentum in the ’time-of-flight’ direction.
Similar to the symmetric Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up only positive prel,z values are reconstructed.

Figure 6.12: Relative ion momentum distributions for the Ne2++ Ne2+ breakup with background suppres-
sion as described in section 5.3. a) prel,x vs. prel,y b) prel,z vs. prel,y c) prel,x vs. prel,z. Events that Coulomb
explode at the equilibrium distance of a neon dimer of about Re = 3.4 Å would be located at prel = 150.6 a.u.

Energy distributions The kinetic energy release is depicted in Fig. 6.13 a. Only one significant peak
can be observed at approximately EKER = 18 eV. Again the red line indicates the kinetic energy release
distribution within the reflection approximation (q1·q2 = 4 a.u.) for the internuclear distribution of the
ground state neon dimer. Also in the Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up channel a good agreement between the
predicted and experimentally measured distributions is observable. The electron energy distribution
shows a typical decay behavior with less intensity towards higher electron energies. In relation to the
previously described final charge states the electron distribution does not exhibit an additional peak at
low energies which can be unambiguously interpreted to be caused by ICD or ICD-like events. Due to
low statistics in this fragmentation channel the 2D histogram in which the EKER is plotted against Ee
is considered to be of low reliability.

Figure 6.13: Energy distributions for Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up. a) Kinetic energy release distribution EKER. b)
Electron energy distribution Ee. c) Kinetic energy release in coincidence with the electron energy EKER vs. Ee.
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Angular distributions The angular distribution of the dimer axis is shown in coincidence with the
EKER for the Ne2++ Ne2+ final charge state in Fig. 6.14 a. The events are dominantly located at
approximately EKER = 18 eV. In contrast to the asymmetric Ne3++ Ne1+ channel, which also has
the final charge state of q1+ q2 = 4 a.u., the dimer fragmentation is strongly preferred for orientations
parallel to the projectile beam axis. Accordingly the polar histogram in 6.14 b features two pronounced
lobes for the directions marked by 0◦ and 180◦.
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Figure 6.14: Angular distributions for the Ne2++ Ne2+ breakup. a) Kinetic energy release EKER versus
the orientation of the momentum vector prel with respect to the projectile beam axis cos(θpro). Cos(θpro) = 0
denotes the orientation of the dimer axis perpendicular to the projectile beam axis and cos(θpro) =± 1 denotes
the orientation of the dimer axis parallel to the projectile beam axis. b) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for
11 eV<EKER< 23 eV.
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6.2 Angular distributions for the CE process

The intensity of each reaction channel features a dependency on the orientation of the dimer axis which
is directly related to the atomic P(b). The direct Coulomb explosion process (CE) is the only fragmen-
tation mechanism in which the projectile interacts independently with both atoms of the dimer. In this
way even single, atomic P(b) can be verified if the two subsequent collisions exhibit the same degree
of ionization. As was shown by the red lines in Figs. 6.2 a, 6.5 a, 6.10 a, and 6.13 a the CE populates
regions in the EKER which correspond to the bond length distribution of Ne2

8.

However, merely the Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up was found to exhibit only CE processes in the relevant
EKER region. In the remaining final states also events that originate from ICD have similar kinetic
energies as the CE process. Therefore in order to assess the angular distribution for the CE alone,
events from ICD have to be suppressed by gating on the electrons measured in coincidence. Although
the two decay mechanisms are not separable by the EKER, events from CE can be distinguished due
to the characteristic energy pattern of ICD. The behavior of the electrons is well known, especially for
the ICD process described in section 2.4.4 which has been extensively investigated experimentally and
theoretically. In particular it is well established that the emitted ICD electron in this system always is
of low energy with Ee,ICD < 3 eV. Thus only CE processes are obtained by selecting events in which
all electrons have higher energies than the ICD electron. In the Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up also potential
ICD electrons from shake-up states [133] are sorted out by choosing an energy threshold of 7.5 eV for
both electrons. In order to obtain CE in the Ne2++ Ne1+ channel the same electron energy threshold
was applied.

In Fig. 6.15 the CE angular distributions are shown for the ion charge states (n, m) = [(1, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2)].
The distributions show considerably more intensity for dimer orientations parallel to the projectile axis
(0 ◦, 180◦) than for dimers which are oriented perpendicular to the projectiles. This anisotropy is
already significant for the lowest final charge state Ne1++ Ne1+ whereby the degree of anisotropy
increases with the degree of ionization (Ne2++ Ne1+ and Ne2++ Ne2+). Similar effects were observed
for covalent molecules in which a strong orientation dependence of the molecule was found for high
degrees of ionization [138, 17, 16]. For example Wohrer and Watson [61] developed a simple geomet-

a) c)b)

beam axis

q

dimer
projectile ion

Figure 6.15: Angular distributions for the CE process (from [41]). Angular distributions of the dimer
axis from the direct Coulomb explosion are shown for S14++ Ne2 collisions at a projectile impact energy of
11.37 MeV/u. An isotropic distribution (no angular dependence) corresponds to a circle with its center in
the origin. Only the EKER region was taken into account that corresponds to the range of the internuclear
distance populated by the ground state neon dimer. a) Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up channel with electron energies
Ee> 7.5 eV. b) Ne2++ Ne1+ break-up channel with electron energies Ee> 7.5 eV. c) Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up
channel.

8For the same internuclear distance distribution the EKER distributions are shifted towards higher values with
increasing final charge state. This is a direct consequence from the reflection approximation.
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rical model in order to investigate orientation effects in O2 molecules. In their approach the molecules
were approximated as the compound of two separate atoms. They found significantly larger reaction
cross sections for molecules which are oriented parallel to the projectile trajectory than for molecules
which are oriented perpendicular if the radius of the ionized electron shell is smaller than the inter-
nuclear distance. Another intuitive illustration was given for the occurrence of orientation effects in
later theoretical [149] and also experimental [12] works. Siegmann et al. and Kaliman et al. interpreted
anisotropies in the angular dependent cross section to be affected by the ratio between the impact
parameter which dominantly contribute to the ionization process beff and the internuclear separation
R. Strong orientation was considered possible if the following criterion was fulfilled:

beff ≤ R. (6.5)

For a defined R the occurrence of anisotropies in the angular distribution is thus directly attributed
to the impact parameter dependent ionization probabilities of the two subsequent ion-atom collisions.
Equation 6.5, however, does not only constitute the condition which is required for the appearance
of an anisotropy. It also implicates that the intensity of the anisotropy depends on the ratio between
beff and R. A smaller beff -to-R ratio therefore leads to a stronger ionization probability for molecules
oriented parallel to the projectile beam.

This model is applied to the findings displayed in Fig. 6.15. Higher degrees of ionization have a
smaller beff -to-R ratio which leads to a stronger anisotropy. The atomic P(b) in S14+ Ne collisions
peak at impact parameters b with smaller values than the bond lengths R (see Fig. 2.22 b). The con-
dition for anisotropy is therefore fulfilled. The maximum of the single ionization probability P1,Ne is
located approximately at b = 1.5 a.u. This leads to an increase of measured counts for dimers that
are oriented along the projectile trajectory. The tail of the P(b) distribution, however, also extends to
large impact parameters of about 14 a.u. Hence depending on the collision geometry a considerable
probability is also given for dimer orientations perpendicular to the projectile trajectory. This can be
observed in panel a which still shows substantial contributions of isotropic character. In comparison
to single ionization, however, the double ionization probability P2,Ne(b) is much more localized. The
distribution peaks for closer collisions around b = 0.6 a.u. and is almost negligible for impact parame-
ters b> 4 a.u. Consequently even for central9 ion-dimer collisions the probability for the projectile to
doubly ionize both atoms is small for perpendicular oriented dimers. This explains the very narrow
angular distributions of the Ne2++ Ne2+ along the projectile trajectory with very little contributions
for other emission angles (panel c). Thus by this line of argumentation the observation of a greater
anisotropy for the symmetric Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up than for the symmetric Ne1++ Ne1+ is explained.
Also the intermediate asymmetric final charge state Ne2++ Ne1+ can be correspondingly interpreted.
The intensity of the anisotropy in panel b is located between that of the other break-up channels. This
is caused by the combination of the contributing impact parameters depicted in P1,Ne(b) and P2,Ne(b).

9Apart from the internuclear distance and the orientation of the dimer the collision geometry is mainly defined by
the centrality of the ion impact. In this work the centrality is defined as the distance of the projectile to the center of
the connecting line between the two dimer atoms. If this distance is zero the ion-dimer collision is considered ’central’.
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6.3 Angular distributions for CE+ ICD

The correlation between the impact parameter and the orientation dependence of the cross section
was illustrated for events that are produced in the CE fragmentation channel. However in order to
discriminate CE from ICD events a gate on the electron energy was introduced suppressing those events
with Ee< 7.5 eV for all detected electrons. As a consequence also a significant amount of electrons
with low energies is not considered which are created in the CE process. Although electrons of low
energy can be expected to be preferentially produced in distant collisions a direct attribution of an
impact parameter to an electron energy is not possible. The filtering of these events thus introduces an
uncontrolled suppression of involved impact parameters and for this reason an unclear influence on the
angular distributions. Therefore the detailed comparison of the experiment to theoretical calculations
is done for the summed angular distributions of the CE and ICD process which are located in the same
EKER region. The simulation of CE and ICD were described in section 2.5.

6.3.1 Comparison to theory: Testing of P(b)s

The experimental angular distributions are depicted by the circles in Fig. 6.16. Only those regions of
the EKER were taken into account which correspond to the initial bond length distribution of the
neon dimer. In these histograms a horizontal line corresponds to an isotropic distribution. A crude
measure for the strength of an isotropy can thus be given by comparing the value of highest intensity
to that of lowest intensity10. All channels, with the exception of the distribution for the Ne3++ Ne1+,
exhibit an anisotropic character in the orientation of the dimer. Similar to the previously discussed CE
process the strength of the anisotropy increases for higher final charge states. The experimental angular
distributions, however, show a more isotropic behavior than the blue, dashed curves which indicate the
predictions for the pure CE process. The discrepancy is ascribed to the contributions of ICD. As was
described in section 2.5.3 ICD is initiated by ionizing one center of the dimer while simultaneously the
other atom may not be ionized. According to Figs. 2.21 a and 2.22 the probability for target ionization
is predicted to be higher for close collisions than for distant collisions. In contrast the probability to not
ionize the target is high for large impact parameters which can be seen in Fig. 2.21 b. Depending on
the dimer size and the involved impact parameters a comparably higher probability for ICD is therefore
given if the projectile trajectory is close to one atom while the distance to the second atom is large.

Figure 6.16: Angular distributions for CE + ICD (from [41]). Angular distributions of the dimer axis inte-
grated over all electron energies for S14++Ne2 collisions at a projectile impact energy of 11.37 MeV/u. An
isotropic distribution (no angular dependence) corresponds to a straight horizontal line in this histogram. Only
the EKER region was taken into account that corresponds to the range of the internuclear distance popu-
lated by the ground state neon dimer. a) Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up channel b) Ne2++ Ne1+ break-up channel c)
Ne3++ Ne1+ break-up channel d) Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up channel. For the CE process the dashed, blue lines
are generated in a Monte Carlo simulation (see text) using the P(b) as shown in Fig. 2.5 b. In addition to CE
the contributions of ICD are also modeled in the simulation (dotted red curves and dash-dotted green curves).
In panels a) to c) the solid black curves are the sums of the other curves. The integral over each solid black
curve is normalized to the number of counts in the experiment.

10As an example, in panel a the counts at cos(θpro) =± 1 are compared to those at cos(θpro) = 0
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Geometrically such a situation is given for dimers that are oriented perpendicular to the ion trajectory.
This effect can be observed for the calculated angular distributions of ICD which are given by the red
and green lines. The simulated lines exhibit a curvature inverse to the ones calculated for the CE
process. By adding up the contributions of the simulated CE and ICD processes (black curves) the
experimental distributions are reasonably reproduced. In panels a - c the black lines are normalized to
the integral counts obtained for each channel. Good agreement between theory and experiment is also
observed for the Ne2++ Ne2+ channel in which ICD does not contribute to the angular distribution11.
In this final charge state, however, a discrepancy between the theoretical prediction and the experi-
ment is observed which is largest at cos(θpro) =± 1. For these dimers that are oriented parallel to the
projectile trajectory the experiment underestimates the Monte Carlo simulation.

Such an effect could be explained by the reduced collection angle for electrons of higher energies
of the spectrometer. The geometry and parameters of the spectrometer determine a threshold in the
electron energy12 up to which detection is possible in a 4π solid angle. In ion-atom collisions the
electron energy distribution of doubly ionized Ne2+ shows a less steep decay behavior towards higher
energies than the singly ionized Ne1+ [42]. Consequently in the Ne2++ Ne2+ break-up relatively more
electrons of high energy are missing. The P2,Ne(b), however, was predicted to peak at small b which
leads to a higher probability for this CE process if the dimers are oriented along the projectile beam
axis. The missing electrons would therefore preferably contribute to events at cos(θpro) =± 1. Unfor-
tunately, an impact parameter cannot be unambiguously assigned to a specific electron energy which
is required for this explanatory approach.

6.3.2 Consistency check via cross sections

In order to check the reliability of the results of section 6.3.1 the simulated relative cross sections of the
breakup channels (n,m)=[(2,1),(3,1),(2,2)] in relation to the (n,m)=(1,1) charge state are compared
to the experimental data. In this section the data was acquired in a 2-ion-1-electron coincidence, since
due to the electron detection efficiency13 a coincidence of all particles would be strongly suppressed.
The integral counts in the experiment are therefore enhanced for higher states of ionization because the
probability to detect a 2-ion-1-electron coincidence is higher if more electrons are emitted. Another,
less severe bias is introduced by the charge state dependency for the recoil ion detection [72]. An
ion of higher charge state gains more energy in the electric field of the MCP which is applied to
accelerate the ions. These two effects were taken into account in the correction of the experimental
integrals (see table 6.1). The corrected ratios from the experiment are then compared to the ratios
from the simulation which is shown in table 6.2. Row three represents the discrepancy. By definition
the quotient for the Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up is unity which represents perfect agreement. For the final
charge states Ne2++ Ne1+ and Ne2++ Ne2+ the ratio is < 2 which is reasonable. The experimental

Nen++ Nem+ Nuncorr charge state factor ne Nexp ratio=
N(n,m)

N(1,1)

Ne1++ Ne1+ 21385 4.98 1/2 53275 1

Ne2++ Ne1+ 5815 4.11 1/3 7983 0.15

Ne3++ Ne1+ 2699 3.40 1/4 2297 0.043

Ne2++ Ne2+ 510 3.88 1/4 495 0.009

Table 6.1: Correction factors for detected number of events. The experiment counts are multiplied by
correction factors due to the charge state dependent detection efficiency of the ions [72] and the different
number of electrons which are created in the reactions. The last column displays the (corrected) experimental
ratios for the counts of each final charge state in relation to the Ne1++ Ne1+ breakup channel.

11In this channel thus the blue curve is normalized to the experimental data
12In this experiment all electrons with Ee< 60 eV were detected with a full solid angle.
13estimated to be approx. 0.4
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ratios for these channels, however, are expected to slightly underestimate the correct values due to
the reduced collection angle for high energy electrons. The same electron energy threshold leads to
the detection of less double ionization events than counts from single ionization. A larger deviation is
observed for the Ne3++ Ne1+ channel which might originate from a branching ratio of several decay
mechanisms. Similar to the Ne2++ Ne1+ channel in such a scenario only a fraction of the triply ionized
states would decay into the investigated final state. However, no unambiguous investigations on ICD
or potential branching ratios leading to this final charge state was found in the literature.

N(Ne1++Ne1+)
N(Ne1++Ne1+)

N(Ne2++Ne1+)
N(Ne1++Ne1+)

N(Ne3++Ne1+)
N(Ne1++Ne1+)

N(Ne2++Ne2+)
N(Ne1++Ne1+)

simulation 1 0.197 0.200 0.015

experiment 1 0.150 0.043 0.009

ratio
(
simulation
experiment

)
1 1.313 4.651 1.667

Table 6.2: Comparison theoretical and experimental relative cross sections (from [41]). First row: simu-
lated cross sections of the ionization channels divided by the cross section of the Ne1++Ne1+ break-up. Second
row: corresponding experimental values corrected by the charge state dependent detection efficiency for the
recoil ions and the number of electrons which are created in the reaction process. Third row: quotient from
the first and second row.
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Chapter 7

Results on helium dimers

In this chapter the results on the collision system

S14+
p +He2 → S14+

p +He1+ +He1+ + 2e− (7.1)

at a projectile impact energy of 11.37 MeV/u are discussed along the same line as in the preceding
chapter for Ne2: momenta → energies → angles. In this experiment only fragmentations with the
final ion charge pair He1++ He1+ were observed. The basic principles underlying the fragmentation
mechanisms are the same in this reaction channel as in the corresponding reaction channel for the
neon dimer. However slight differences in the ionization dynamics allow to test the P(b) also for single
ionization in S14+

p + He collisions.

Important note The results of this chapter were published by the author in the following article.
(2014) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A 89, p.022704 [41]
This section is a more detailed version of the publication, containing the same results. Thus throughout
this section original figures, sentences and excerpts from the publication are adopted word for word.
For reasons of clearness and in order to enhance the flow of reading the used passages are not put in
quotation marks. In physics this is recognized practice of quotation and was explicitly approved by the
authorized board of examiners1 for this thesis. The American Physical Society allows the usage of the
publication or portions of the publication in the authors dissertation2.

1in German: Promotionsausschuss
2see ’https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html#thesis’
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7.1 Momentum distributions

The relative momenta of the Coulomb exploding He1++ He1+ ion pairs is shown in Fig. 7.1. In the
xy-plane (panel a) a circular shaped momentum distribution extends to relative momenta of about
50 atomic units. The same momentum distribution again transfers into semicircular distributions in
the yz- and xz-planes which are shown in panels b and c due to the indistinguishability of the ions.
Other than in the Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up channel two additional regions of higher intensity can be
clearly distinguished in the xy-plane. These are centered around prel,y = 0 a.u. and located at approxi-
mately prel,x =± 20 a.u. In the z-direction these momenta are also centered around prel,z = 0 a.u. The
fragmentation processes are further identified by means of the ion and electron energies.

Figure 7.1: Relative ion momentum distributions for the He1++ He1+ breakup with background suppres-
sion as described in section 5.3. a) prel,x vs. prel,y b) prel,z vs. prel,y c) prel,x vs. prel,z.

7.2 Energy distributions

The kinetic energy release distribution of the fragmenting He1++ He1+ ion pair is shown in Fig. 7.2 a.
The corresponding (calculated) internuclear distances are plotted on the upper axis. A broad maximum
is located around EKER = 3 eV and a second peak can be observed at 8 eV<EKER< 9 eV with an
additional shoulder which extends to approximately EKER = 11 eV. Three different reaction pathways
contribute to these maxima which were reported to also occur in the helium dimer after electron transfer
and transfer ionization reactions [48]. The reaction channels are denoted by the equations in 7.2.

CE−−−→ S14+
P + 2He1+ + 2e−

S14+
P +He2

RCT−−−→ S14+
P + 2He1+ + 2e−

ICD−−−→ S14+
P + 2He1+ + 2e−

(7.2)

In the first process, the direct Coulomb explosion (CE), the projectile singly ionizes both centers of the
dimer in two independent interactions. Similar to the CE process in the neon dimer, the time between
the two interactions is in the subfemtosecond regime. The Coulomb repulsion thus takes place at the
initial internuclear distance without significant motion of the nuclei. In this experimental setup the
applied driving pressure and nozzle temperature leads to an additional contribution of helium trimers
(He3) [69]. For small internuclear separations, however, the shape of the He2 distribution was predicted
to almost coincide with the pairwise He3 distance distribution [25]. For He2 and He3 therefore only
internuclear distances in the range RHe ∈ [5 a.u., 10 a.u.] are considered. These bond lengths are se-
lected by gating of the corresponding kinetic energy release of approximately 2.72 eV<EKER< 5.44 eV.

In the second fragmentation, the radiative charge transfer (RCT), the projectile doubly ionizes one cen-
ter of the dimer. Due to polarization the dimer contracts to internuclear distances of about R = 3.0 a.u.
(corresponds to EKER = 9.1 eV) [48] where the electron exchange between the doubly ionized helium
ion and the neutral helium atom takes place. As in the Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up channel RCT and CE are
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Figure 7.2: Energy distributions for He++ He+ break-up. a) Kinetic energy release distribution EKER. b)
Electron energy distribution Ee. c) Kinetic energy release in coincidence with the electron energy EKER vs Ee.

unambiguously distinguishable in the kinetic energy release alone since the probability of the ground
state He2 wave function is negligibly small for internuclear distances below 5 a.u.

The third fragmentation process is the interatomic Coulombic decay which also occurs in the helium
dimer [130, 48, 32]. However the nuclear dynamics of ICD in the He1++ He1+ fragmentation channel
differs significantly from that in the neon dimer. In the Ne1++ Ne1+ break-up channel ICD involves only
a small shrinking of the dimer. In the helium dimer, due to the 1/R6 dependency of the ICD rate [112],
the dimer mainly contracts to internuclear distances of also less than 5 a.u. [48, 130, 32]. Thus only a
small fraction of events decays via ICD in the considered energy interval of 2.72 eV<EKER< 5.44 eV.
In summary CE contributes only to the lefthand maximum in Fig. 7.2 a (up to approx. R = 5 a.u.)
whereas RCT is located in the shoulder of the righthand maximum in regions of the EKER which
correspond to R≈ 3 a.u. ICD, while contributing to a small part to the lefthand peak, is mainly located
in the righthand maximum. This is a crucial difference to ICD in the Ne1++ Ne1+ fragmentation where
ICD contributes almost exclusively to the lefthand peak in the corresponding histogram (see Fig. 6.2 a).
It is hence possible to extract, to a large extend, events from the direct Coulomb explosion (CE) only,
which is a prerequisite to test the P(b).

As was shown in the preceding chapter a further analysis of the occurring fragmentation channels can be
done by assessing the electron energies. The electron energy distribution for the He1++ He1+ break-up
is shown in Fig. 7.2 b. The characteristic decay pattern for ion-atom collisions towards higher electron
energies is seen. On top of this distribution an additional peak between Ee = 5 eV and Ee = 10 eV can
be observed. The origin of this peak is better identified in the coincidence histogram of the kinetic
energy release and the electron energy, see Fig. 7.2 c. The intensity maximum seen in the electron
energy distribution is located at values of the kinetic energy release around EKER = 8.5 eV. Again, this
enhanced production of electrons can be attributed to ICD. The energy balance of ICD in the helium
dimer is as follows.

• In the first step one side of the helium dimer is singly ionized (IPHe,1s = 24.59 eV) and simultaneously
the second electron of the same atom is excited with an excitation energy of EPHe1+(n) = 54.42 eV -

13.6 eV · 4
n2 . For n = 2 the excess energy is EPHe1+(2) = 40.82 eV.

• In order to ionize the second helium atom again the single ionization energy of IPHe,1s = 24.59 eV
is required. The remaining energy is shared among the electron energy and the kinetic energy release
Esum(n=2) = Ee + EKER = 40.82 eV - 24.59 eV = 16.23 eV.

• For higher excited states n = 3, 4, ... the excitation energy increases and with it the sum energy
Esum(n=3) = 23.8 eV, Esum(n=4) = 26.4 eV and so on.
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Due to energy conservation events from ICD therefore have to be located along the black diago-
nals in Fig. 7.2 c. The intensity maximum is thus assigned ICD in the helium dimer from the initial
state He1+∗(n=2).

7.3 Angular distributions

Figure 7.3 a shows the kinetic energy release versus the orientation of the relative momentum vector
#�p rel of the He1++ He1+ break-up channel with respect to the projectile beam axis. For kinetic energy
releases 8 eV<EKER< 10 eV the distribution of events is flat between cos(θpro) = -1 and cos(θpro) = 1.
For EKER< 8 eV a less intense but still flat distribution can be seen. In addition two intensity maxima
can be observed at cos(θpro) =± 1 for EKER< 4 eV. Already this 2D histogram shows, at least for the
smaller EKER-values, that the intensity of the fragmentation process strongly depends on the angle
θpro. This anisotropy is illustrated more intuitively in a polar representation system. The angles are
plotted in a polar coordinate system for 0 eV<EKER< 6 eV in panel b and for 6 eV<EKER< 11 eV
in panel c. In the polar plots 0◦ and 180◦ denote dimer orientations parallel to the projectile beam axis.
90◦ and 270◦ corresponds to perpendicular orientations. In panel b fragmentation obviously occurs
almost exclusively for dimers orientated along the projectile beam axis whereas the events in panel c
are distributed more isotropically.
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Figure 7.3: Angular distributions for the He1++ He1+ breakup. a) Kinetic energy release EKER versus the
orientation of the momentum vector prel with respect to the projectile beam axis cos(θpro). Cos(θpro) = 0
denotes the orientation of the dimer axis perpendicular to the projectile beam axis and cos(θpro) =± 1 denotes
the orientation of the dimer axis parallel to the projectile beam axis. b) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for
0 eV<EKER< 6 eV. c) Polar representation of cos(θpro) for 6 eV<EKER< 11 eV.

7.4 Comparison to theory: Testing of P1,He(b)

In order to test the impact parameter dependent single ionization probability P1,He(b) in S14++ He
collisions at impact energies of Ep = 11.37 MeV/u (solid triangles in Fig. 7.4 a) we select those events
which are created in CE fragmentation events. The chosen range in the kinetic energy release
EKER ∈ [2.72 eV, 5.44 eV] corresponds to RHe ∈ [5 a.u., 10 a.u.] (red section of the dashed line in
Fig. 7.4 a). The lower energy limit is chosen such to suppress effects by the uncontrolled He3 con-
tribution in the target jet. By the upper energy limit ICD and RCT are excluded from the analysis.
Additionally in order to further minimize effects caused by interatomic Coulomb decay those events with
a sum energy Esum = 16.2± 2.5 eV were suppressed. The remaining contribution of ICD is estimated
to be far less than 13 %. For these energy ranges the cos(θpro) distribution is given by the open circles
in Fig. 7.4 b. In contrast to the Ne1++ Ne1+ fragmentation in the helium dimers a strong anisotropy is
already observable in the He1++ He1+ break-up. First, this is attributed to the smaller size and more
tightly bound He atom than the Ne atom. The properties of the radial electron density probability and
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the binding energy have an influence on the P1,He(b) distribution which is thus shifted towards smaller
b than the corresponding single ionization probability in the neon atom P1,Ne(b). Simultaneously the
distribution of the internuclear distances is more extended in the helium dimer than in the neon dimer.
For the same degree of ionization this leads to a smaller beff -to-R ratio in collisions of the S14+ pro-
jectiles with He2 than with Ne2. Due to the smaller beff -to-R ratio the orientation effect can thus be
expected to be more pronounced in the He1++ He1+ than in the Ne1++ Ne1+ dissociation channel. In
the Monte Carlo simulation the same regions in the internuclear distances were taken into account that
correspond to the analyzed kinetic energies EKER. With the P1,He(b) (Fig. 7.4 a) distribution which is
utilized as an input variable the solid black curve in Fig. 7.4 b is calculated. Excellent agreement with
the experimental data can be observed. Within this proposed testing method the P(b) can thus be
confirmed to be accurate.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison to theory for He++ He+ breakup (from [41]). a) Calculated impact parame-
ter dependent ionization probability for single ionization P1,He(b) (solid triangles) in the collision system
S14++ He at a projectile energy of 11.37 MeV/u. The black solid line is a function fitted to the P(b), which
was obtained in an effective single particle approximation. Black, bottom axis: Impact parameter. Black, left
axis: Impact parameter dependent ionization probability P(b). The long-dashed line indicates the distribution
of the internuclear distance in the ground state helium dimer. The red colored section of the long-dashed
line was used in the simulation. Red, top axis: Internuclear distance R. Red, right axis: Internuclear dis-
tance distribution |ΨHe2 |

2 r2 [29]. b) The angular distributions of the dimer axis for CE are shown. An
isotropic distribution (no angular dependence) corresponds to a straight horizontal line in this histogram.
For the He1++ He1+ break-up channel only the EKER region was taken into account that corresponds to
the range of the internuclear distance RHe ∈ [5 a.u., 10 a.u.]. In addition those events with a sum energy of
Esum,He2 = EKER + Ee,ICD = 16.2 eV± 2.5 eV (which is characteristic for ICD in the helium dimer) are sup-
pressed for at least one measured electron. The solid blue line is generated in a Monte Carlo simulation (see
text) using the P(b) as shown in Fig. 2.5 b and normalized to the integral of the experimental histogram.
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Chapter 8

ICD in ion-dimer collisions

Interatomic Coulombic decay is a relaxation pathway that is enabled if an excited atom is located in a
chemical environment. Particularly in collisions of dimers with ionic projectiles this results in a different
electron emission pattern when compared to ion-atom collisions. In detail ICD produces a significant
surplus of low energy electrons. In the first section this behavior is discussed in view of the fact that
low energy electrons cause radiation damage to living tissue. In the second part it is shown that ICD
occurs in multiple ion-dimer reactions. Hereby the investigated collision systems vary in the chosen
projectile, target system, final charge state and reaction mechanisms.

Important note The results of this chapter and the descriptions of the setup were published by the
author in the following articles.
(2011) H.K. Kim et al., Proc. Nat. Acad. of Sci. USA, 108, p.11821 [45]
(2012) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A , 85, p.022707 [43]
(2013) H.K. Kim et al., Physical Review A , 88, p.042707 [42]
This section is a more detailed version of the publications, containing the same results. Thus throughout
this chapter original figures, sentences and excerpts from these publications are adopted word for word.
For reasons of clearness and in order to enhance the flow of reading the used passages are not put in
quotation marks. In physics this is recognized practice of quotation and was explicitly approved by the
authorized board of examiners1 for this thesis. Both publishers of the above cited papers, the American
Physical Society and the Academy of Sciences allow the usage of the publications or portions of the
publications in the authors dissertation2.

1in German: Promotionsausschuss
2see ’https://journals.aps.org/copyrightFAQ.html#thesis’ and ’http://www.pnas.org/site/aboutpnas/rightperm.xhtml’
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8.1 Enhanced production of low energy electrons

In ionization processes the energy of the impinging projecile is shared among the energy which is needed
to overcome the binding potential, the emitted electrons’ kinetic energy and the recoiling ion. In the
case of photoionization the energy of the projectile can be selected which is why the amount of energy
that is brought into the system can be controlled. Thus the energy of the emitted photo-electron
has a discrete energy value which is given by Ee = Eγ - EIP . In contrast ion-atom collisions accom-
modate different energy transfers for each ionization event. As a consequence the energy spectrum
of the emitted electrons reveals a continuous distribution. A typical electron energy distribution is
indicated by the black squares (solid line) in Fig. 8.1 a for the ion-atom collision which is given by
He+ + Ne→He+ + Ne+ + e−. The projectile energy of the He+ projectile ion was Ep = 0.65 MeV.
This continuous electron energy distribution was not expected to change significantly in case the tar-
get atom is located in the vicinity of another neutral atom or molecule. However, due to ICD the
energy distribution changes in ion-dimer collisions. The open circles (dotted line) in Fig. 8.1 a show
that a dramatic increase of the electron yield is observable at low energies for (0.65 MeV) He+ + Ne2
collisions. A similar change in the energy pattern was already shown in collisions of projectiles at an
energy of Ep = 11.37 MeV/u with Ne2 and He2 in Figs. 6.2 b, 6.5 b and 7.2 b. Correspondingly the
electrons can also be unambiguously identified to originate from ICD via the coincident Ee vs. EKER
histogram in Fig.8.1 b. The additional production of low energy electrons, however, is much higher for
the (0.1625 MeV/u) He1+ ions than for the (11.37 MeV/u) S14+ projectiles (see section 8.2).

Figure 8.1: a) Electron energy distribution created by 0.65 MeV He+ ions impinging on neon atoms
(solid line, solid squares) and neon dimers (Ne2) (dotted line, open circles). Taken from [45]. The
two curves are normalized to the same number of target atoms. b) EKER vs. Ee exhibits distinctive ICD
diagonal. Taken from [45]. Kinetic energy release EKER in coincidence with the electron energy Ee for
(0.65 MeV) He1++ Ne2→He1++ 2Ne1++ 2e− collisions.

These findings might be of particular interest to radiobiology since ICD could significantly contribute
to radiation damage caused by secondary electrons. A simple scenario as follows is conceivable:

1) Living tissue is irradiated by alpha particles. Radiation damage to tissue, caused by ions, is highest
at the so called Bragg peak. It is the part of the ion path that is employed in heavy ion cancer therapy
in order to destroy tumor cells [22]. The Bragg peak typically is confined to a narrow spatial region in
which also the stopping power is at its maximum. Thus this is the region along the pathway of the ion
through matter where the energy deposited per path length (dE/dx) is maximal. As a consequence the
highest density of ionization and therefore the highest density of radiation damage by ionizing collisions
is found at the Bragg maximum.

2) Recently the understanding that damage to cell tissue originates from primary ionization events
or ionizing secondary radiation was complemented by the investigations of Sanche et al. Electrons of
low energy were found to be responsible for damages in biomolecules including DNA (an overview of
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the field is given in [68]). Sanche and coworkers determined the yields for single strand and double
strand breaks in plasmid DNA films after irradiation with electrons in the energy range of 3 - 30 eV
[13] and 0 - 4 eV [30]. They found significant DNA damages at energies below the ionization and elec-
tronic excitation thresholds, which was attributed to dissociative electron attachment: The low energy
electron attaches to a DNA subunit (i.e., nucleobase, phosphate deoxyribose backbone, or structural
water) leading to the formation of a transient anion. A bond cleavage is induced by the decaying
transient anion and hence results in a strand break.

3) The current experiment suggests that ICD, as an additional source of low energy electrons, might
be a significant mechanisms that leads to tissue damage caused by alpha radiation in the Bragg peak.
It can be seen that the contribution of low energy ICD electrons is dramatic. The problem of this
approach is, of course, that neon dimers are not present in living tissue. Unlike neon, however, water
is an integral component of many biological systems. An important missing link to this scenario is
discussed in the next step.

5) The experiment was performed at an incident projectile energy of 162.5 keV/u. This energy is
close to the maximum of the calculated and, where available, experimentally confirmed stopping power
of liquid water for alpha particles [106, 100, 4] and therefore corresponds to the peak of the Bragg
curve. The question to be answered is whether the alpha particles at this energy3 also induce ICD
in water clusters with the same intensity. Such an experiment is not yet documented in literature.
Other observations, however, show the feasibility of the reaction. ICD was reported to occur in water
dimers and larger clusters after irradiation with synchrotron light with typical ICD-electron energies
below 10 eV [134, 75]. If ICD is principally possible in a system, it will most likely be initiated also by
ion impact (see next section). In this particular case this hypothesis is supported by the fact that small
water clusters have equally small binding energies and intermolecular distances as Ne2.

It is noted that such a scenario counteracts the recently discovered protective role of a solvation
shell to biomolecules [11]. The nanosolvated anions, however, were irradiated by neutral Ne and Na
atoms at a collision energy of only 50 keV. A more detailed understanding of the interplay of these two
effects can only be gained in future studies using more complex and possibly aqueous environments.
For instance upcoming experiments which search for ICD in water-adenine dimers could shed more
light on the role of ICD in radiation damage. However, the total contribution of interatomic Coulombic
decay to damage caused by ionizing radiation is yet unknown and remains to be investigated in the
future.

3which are expected to cause most ionization events in water
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8.2 ICD in various ion-dimer collisions

8.2.1 Collision systems

This chapter gives a comprehensive overview of the observation of ICD in over a dozen ion-dimer
collision reactions. It is a slightly extended and partially reworded version of [42]. The systems under
investigation differ in the selected projectile (species, charge state and velocity), target system (He2,
Ne2, Ar2), final charge state (Rgn+/Rgm+ with (n, m) = [(1,1), (2,1), (3,1)]), and reaction mechanism
(ionization, charge transfer, transfer ionization, projectile loss). An overview of the reaction channels
studied is given in table 8.1. Here the projectile energy, initial and final projectile charge state, the
final charge state of the recoil ion pair, the ratio of electrons originating from ICD to other elec-
trons, and the experimental configuration is given. In channels a - c He1+ projectiles at energies from
0.125 MeV/u - 0.1625 MeV/u were utilized to induce Ne1+-Ne1+ breakups by different mechanisms of
electron removal. These include at least one ionization, single capture and projectile loss processes.
In d - f S14+ projectiles at an energy of 11.37 MeV/u were used to ionize the neon dimer leading to
Ne1+/Ne1+, Ne2+/Ne1+ and Ne3+/Ne1+ ion pairs. The same final ion charge states were mea-
sured for neon dimer fragmentation with single (g - i) and double electron capture (j - k) events into
(0.15 MeV/u) He2+ projectiles 4. Finally in l - n analogous processes to g - i were observed in argon
dimers. Channel o denotes the ICD process in the helium dimer also discussed in section 7.

Channel Energy Projectilei Projectilef Recoil ion pair Ratio Configuration
[MeV/u]

a) 0.1625 He1+ He1+ Ne1+/Ne1+ 0.57 II)

b) 0.125 He1+ He2+ Ne1+/Ne1+ 0.09 I)

c) 0.1625 He1+ He0 Ne1+/Ne1+ 1.18 II)

d) 11.37 S14+ S14+ Ne1+/Ne1+ 0.12 V)

e) 11.37 S14+ S14+ Ne2+/Ne1+ 0.06 V)

f) 11.37 S14+ S14+ Ne3+/Ne1+ 0.09 V)

g) 0.15 He2+ He1+ Ne1+/Ne1+ 0.38 III)

h) 0.15 He2+ He1+ Ne2+/Ne1+ 0.18 III)

i) 0.15 He2+ He1+ Ne3+/Ne1+ 0.21 III)

j) 0.15 He2+ He0 Ne2+/Ne1+ 0.61 III)

k) 0.15 He2+ He0 Ne3+/Ne1+ 0.27 III)

l) 0.15 He2+ He1+ Ar1+/Ar1+ 0.56 IV)

m) 0.15 He2+ He1+ Ar2+/Ar1+ 0.24 IV)

n) 0.15 He2+ He1+ Ar3+/Ar1+ 0.24 IV)

o) 11.37 S14+ S14+ He1++He1+ - VI)

Table 8.1: Observation of ICD in multiple ion+dimer collisions. Partly taken from [42]. The studied collision
systems and fragmentation channels are given for the used projectiles and target gases. In addition the ratio
of ICD electrons to continuous electrons as described in Fig. 8.4 is given. 5 6

8.2.2 Experimental parameters

The experiments with the very fast S14+ projectiles were performed at GANIL as described in section 3.
The slower helium projectile ions were delivered by a ’Van de Graaff’ accelerator at the Institut für
Kernphysik of the Goethe-Universität as described in [45] for the ionization experiment and as described

4The Ne1+/Ne1+ channel for double capture is not discussed, since no ICD electron can be emitted.
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in [42, 43] for the experiments with a change in the projectile charge state. For the ionization channel
(a) without charge exchange the projectile could not be detected and a pulsed ion beam was used to
measure the times of flight (see Fig. 8.2). For the channels where the projectile changed its charge
state (b,c and g-n) a continuous ion beam was used and the projectile was charge state analyzed by an
electrostatic deflector and detected on a third position sensitive detector. This delivered a stop signal
for the time-of-flight measurement (see Fig. 8.3). Additional parameters were varied for the different
experiments as shown in table 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Ionization: A pulsed beam was used to measure the times-of-flight.
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Figure 8.3: Electron capture: A third PSD was used to measure the times-of-flight.

Configuration Energy Projectile Target E-field B-field T0 p0 d
[MeV/u] [V/cm] [G] [K] [bar] [µm]

I) 0.125 He1+ Ne2 29.02 14.06 150 6 30
II) 0.1625 He1+ Ne2 6.14 7.65 180 6 30
III) 0.150 He2+ Ne2 22.6 13.85 150 10 30
IV) 0.150 He2+ Ar2 22.6 13.85 300 1.5 30
V) 11.37 S14+ Ne2 24.49 15.2 150 11 5
VI) 11.37 S14+ He2 15.3 12.1 16 1.5 5

Table 8.2: The configuration for the extraction fields and the parameters for the target gas jet are given for
each projectile and target gas whereby T0 is the temperature of the precooled gas, p0 the driving pressure and
d the diameter of the nozzle. Partly from [42].

8.2.3 Electron energy distributions

Figures 8.4 a - n show the electron energy distributions integrated over all EKER i.e. all fragmentation
pathways (CE, ICD, and RCT) are considered. These spectra show the contribution of ICD to the
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total production of electrons in the collision. The narrow peak at low energies in Fig. 8.4 c corresponds
to the diagonal line in Fig. 2.18 b and hence is created by ICD while the other channels produce a
broad exponentially decaying energy spectrum well-known for ion and electron impact ionization. To
estimate more quantitatively the fraction of ICD electrons we have fitted the two spectral features and
find a ratio of ICD electrons to all other electrons of Ne,ICD to Ne,cont. All collision systems which
we studied show electron energy distributions with similar shapes (as depicted in Fig. 8.4) which can
be qualitatively decomposed into two parts. The first part are the electrons which are created in an
initial interaction with the projectile and which are spread continuously over the whole electron energy
range. Other than in photoionization experiments with a discrete photoelectron energy this behavior is
typical for ion induced ionization due to the continuous momentum and energy transfer. The second
part is an additional peak structure at low energies on top of the continuous distribution which results
from the secondary ICD electrons. A rough estimation of the fraction for the ICD electrons (eICD)
to the continuous electrons (econt) is given by the ratio Ne,ICD/Ne,cont. Ne,cont and Ne,ICD were
extracted by integrating the areas of two functions fitted to the peak (black short-dashed line) and
to the exponentially decaying continuous distribution (blue long-dashed line) for the displayed electron
energy range. The obtained ratios are given in table 8.1.

8.2.4 Assignment of ICD in the neon dimer

As mentioned above, the neon dimer is considered a model system for ICD. Numerous theoretical and
experimental works [110, 132, 120, 111, 127, 131, 115, 96, 55, 78, 56, 54] have been performed. Exper-
imentally ICD like mechanisms which lead to the fragmentation channels Ne1+/Ne1+ and Ne2+/Ne1+

have been identified after irradiation by synchrotron light. These are also found in nearly all collision
systems studied here. In addition we find fragmentation into Ne3+/Ne1+, which was up to now not
mentioned in the literature.

Ne1+/Ne1+

The above described ’model ICD mechanism’ is the main contributor to the low energy electrons seen in
Fig. 8.4 a - 2d and Fig. 8.4 g with the neon dimer fragmenting into Ne1+/Ne1+. It can thus be seen that
ICD prominently appears in all relevant channels in ion/dimer collisions. These include pure ionization
(a), projectile electron loss (b) and electron transfer (c), the latter is triggered by a He1+ projectile.
Qualitatively this behavior is unchanged for the single electron transfer process to the doubly charged
projectile He2+ given by (g). The only collision system studied in this work which does not exhibit ICD
is the double electron transfer to the He2+ projectiles with Ne1+/Ne1+ breakup for reasons of charge
conservation. We note that the additional low energy electron contribution for fast (v = 21.2 a.u.),
highly charged S14+ projectiles (d) is clearly visible but substantially reduced compared to (a).

Ne2+/Ne1+

The low energy electrons in the breakup channels given by Ne2+/Ne1+ ion pairs are attributed pre-
dominantly to two ICD mechanisms which were suggested by Santra et al. [110, 111] and Demekhin et
al. [96] and observed by Kreidi et al. [55, 56] in relaxation processes from the Auger decay final state
Ne2+(2s−12p−1)[1P]/Ne[1S] following 1s photoionization. In the first scenario, a 2p-electron from the
doubly charged ion fills the 2s-hole where the excitation energy is transferred to the neighbor by a virtual
photon. There a 2p-electron is removed leading to the dimer state Ne2+(2p−2)[1D]/Ne1+(2p−)[2P].
This process termed ’direct ICD’ exhibits a sum energy of Esum = EKER + Ee = 11.1 eV and occurs at
distances around the equilibrium bond length of the neutral neon dimer. In the second scenario, an
electron of the neutral atom fills the 2s-hole of the doubly charged ion where simultaneously a second
2p-electron of the same site is ionized by the released excess energy. This ’electron exchange’ ICD,
which ends in the final state Ne2+(2p−2)[1P]/Ne1+(2p−)[2P], has been reported to depend strongly
on the spatial overlap of the wave functions [131]. This is why it is opened only for small internuclear
distances, hence leading to greater kinetic energy releases. For this relaxation pathway the sum energy
is Esum = 14.3 eV. In Fig. 8.5 (here shown for channel (h) but also visible in (e) and (j)) the sum
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Figure 8.4: Ee shows enhanced low energy electrons in multiple ion+dimer collisions. From [42]. Electron
energy distribution created in the fragmentation channels listed in table 8.1. The fraction for the ICD electrons
(eICD) to the continuous electrons (econt) is given by the ratio Ne,ICD/Ne,cont. Ne,cont and Ne,ICD were
extracted by integrating the areas of two functions fitted to the peak (black short-dashed line) and to the
exponentially decaying continuous distribution (blue long-dashed line) for the displayed electron energy range.
The red solid line is the sum of the black and blue curve.
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energies of 11.1 eV for the direct ICD and 14.3 eV for the electron exchange ICD are indicated by a
black dashed line and a black dotted line, respectively. Low energy electrons distributed along these
lines clearly show IC decay mechanisms leading to Ne2+/Ne1+ after ion impact.
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Figure 8.5: Correlation of electron and ion energies for channel (h). Horizontal axis: sum energy of both recoil
ions (kinetic energy release), vertical axis: energy of the first detected electron. Events from ICD are distributed
along a diagonal line (see text). From [42].

Ne3+/Ne1+

So far no theoretical prediction or experimental evidence was found in the literature which document
ICD leading to the final ionic state Ne3+/Ne1+. In Fig. 8.6 a the KER versus electron energy histogram
is shown for channel (k). Apart from CE events centered around KER≈ 13 eV an accumulation of
events along the sum energy Esum≈ 18 eV, indicated by the green dashed line, also suggest some type
of ICD. In a one-dimensional representation of the sum energy in Fig. 8.6 b a peak between 16 eV and
19 eV can be clearly seen.

Figure 8.6: a) Correlation of electron and ion energies for channel (k). Horizontal axis: sum energy of both
recoil ions (kinetic energy release), vertical axis: energy of the first detected electron. Events from ICD are
distributed along a diagonal line (see text). From [42]. b) The sum energy (Esum = EKER + Ee) distribution is
shown for channel (k) for 5 eV<KER< 30 eV. A peak can be distinguished around Esum = 18 eV. The vertical
green dashed line corresponds to the diagonal in Fig. 8.6 a. From [42].

8.2.5 Assignment of ICD in the argon dimer

ICD was shown to occur also in argon dimers as shown in synchrotron radiation studies [141]. Depending
on the initial state of excitation the final charge state of the fragmenting ion pair varies, whereby breakup
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channels into Ar1+/Ar1+ [95, 71], Ar2+/Ar1+ [148, 60] and also Ar3+/Ar1+ [57] were observed. In
ion collision studies between slow, highly charged Ar9+ projectiles and argon dimers [46, 47] also the
breakup channels Ar1+/Ar1+, Ar2+/Ar1+, Ar3+/Ar1+ and Ar2+/Ar2+ were seen. In these studies ICD
was suggested not to play a role due to electron capture mechanisms from the valence shell prohibiting
the emission of an ICD electron. In our studies in fast collisions however we find reaction channels where
at least one electron is emitted, thus opening ICD as a fast relaxation mechanism. The experimental
resolution in the sum energy does however not suffice to observe any discrete diagonal structures for
the argon dimers.

Ar1+/Ar1+

ICD in argon dimers with fragmentation into Ar1+/Ar1+ was reported by Lablanquie et al. [95] by
measuring the intensity of high energetic (from Coulomb explosion) Ar+ ions after photon irradiation
(Eγ = 25 - 40 eV). Several satellite states of the singly ionized argon dimer Ar+∗-Ar were assumed to
relax via ICD. Kimura et al. [71] showed by a coincident ion-ion-electron measurement that a variety of
states are also created by resonant Auger decay in argon dimers which then decay via ICD fragmenting to
Ar+(3p−1)-Ar+(3p−1). The main contributions were assigned to the channels Ar+[3p−2(1D) 3d 2D]-
Ar→ Ar+(3p−1)-Ar+(3p−1) (Esum = 5.4 eV) and Ar+[3p−2(1D) 4d 2D]-Ar→ Ar+(3p−1)-Ar+(3p−1)
(Esum = 8.6 eV) indicated by the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 8.7, respectively. Although intense
’islands’ can be clearly distinguished along these two lines the broadness of the structures indicates
that many more satellite states of the dimer are populated which cannot be resolved.
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Figure 8.7: Correlation of electron and ion energies for channel (l). Horizontal axis: sum energy of both recoil
ions (kinetic energy release), vertical axis: energy of the first detected electron. Events from ICD are distributed
along a diagonal line (see text). From [42].

Ar2+/Ar1+

ICD with breakups into Ar2+/Ar1+ ions are reported to originate mainly from Ar2+(3p3)-Ar states
which then decay into Ar2+(3p−2)-Ar1+(3p−1) states [148, 60]. In particular the events from the re-
laxation paths denoted by Ar2+(3p−33d)[1P]-Ar→ Ar2+(3p−2)[3P]-Ar1+(3p−1)[2P] (Esum = 11.5 eV)
and Ar2+(3p−33d)[1P]-Ar → Ar2+(3p−2)[1D]-Ar1+(3p−1)[2P] (Esum = 9.8 eV) seem to significantly
produce the low energy electrons. Their sum energies are marked in Fig. 8.8 by black dashed lines.
Also the events from Ar2+(3p−33d)[3P]-Ar leading to the same final states are energetically located
only 0.73 eV below the other channels in the sum energy (green solid lines in Fig. 8.8). Additional
weak contributions from among others Ar2+(3s−2)[1S]-Ar and Ar2+(3p−32D 4d3P)-Ar fragmenting
to the states Ar2+(3p−2)[3P]-Ar1+(3p−1)[2P], Ar2+(3p−2)[1D]-Ar1+(3p−1)[2P] and Ar2+(3p−2)[1S]-
Ar1+(3p−1)[2P] via ICD are assumed to add to the yield of electrons up to energies around 10 eV [60].
In Fig. 8.8 the data is located between 6 eV<KER< 10 eV. Apart from the decay via direct Coulomb
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explosion (CE expected to occur around 7.6 eV) we attribute the accumulation of electrons at energies
below roughly 10 eV to ICD.
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Figure 8.8: Correlation of electron and ion energies for channel (m). Horizontal axis: sum energy of both
recoil ions (kinetic energy release), vertical axis: energy of the first detected electron. Events from ICD are
distributed along a diagonal line (see text). From [42].

Ar3+/Ar1+

In 2011 Sakai et al. [57] showed that ICD occurs from triply charged states of the argon dimer Ar3+-Ar
resulting in Ar3+-Ar1+ states. They observed peaks of 11 eV in the KER (corresponding to the bond
length of the ground state argon dimer R0,Ar2 = 3.76 Å [115, 64] within the reflection approximation)
and at about 1 eV in the electron energy which were attributed to exchange ICD from Ar3+(3s3p4)[2P]-
Ar to Ar3+(3p3)[4S]-Ar1+(3p5)[2P]. Also direct ICD from various satellite states were reported to be
energetically allowed. Similar to the Ar2+/Ar1+ case the peak in Fig. 8.4n is attributed to ICD events.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

Orientation dependence

In the first part of this thesis the influence of the P(b) 1 in ion+atom collisions on orientation effects
in ion+dimer collisions were studied. The COLTRIMS technique was applied to coincidently measure
the momenta of ions and electrons that are created in collisions of Ne2 and He2 with fast ions. Rare
gas dimers are well approximated as the sum of two separate atoms. Very fast (21.2 a.u.) and highly
charged S14+ projectiles were chosen for which ionization is the predominant reaction mechanism.
These collisions show similarities to photoionization in which energy but almost no momentum is
delivered. The ions induce the ionization in ’soft’ collisions without significantly contributing to the
momentum balance. The measured ion and electron momenta are thus expected to mirror the initial
momenta at the instant of fragmentation. From the measured momenta the energies and angular
distributions were calculated.

Fragmentation mechanisms. For the helium dimer (He2) only the breakup into He1++ He1+ was
observed. In case of the fragmenting neon dimers (Ne2) also ion pairs Nen++ Nem+ of higher charge
state was found, with (n,m)=[(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (2,2)]. These final charge states are dominantly popu-
lated via 3 fragmentation mechanisms termed ’direct Coulomb explosion’ (CE), interatomic Coulombic
decay (ICD) and ’radiative charge transfer’ (RCT). In the CE process the projectile ionizes the dimer
in two subsequent and independent interactions with each of the dimers atoms. For fast projectiles
the time between the two collisions is on an attosecond time scale. The Coulomb fragmentation thus
occurs at the internuclear distance initially populated in the target jet. In contrast ICD and RCT are
triggered by the interaction of the projectile with only one center of the dimer. In ICD the projectile
induces an excited state which (in its most basic form) relaxes by transferring the released energy
to the neighboring atom. This energy suffices to ionize the neutral neighbor whereby typically a low
energy electron (eICD) is emitted. The ICD process is unambiguously identifiable by the constant and
discrete sum of the electron energy Ee,ICD and the kinetic energy release of the Coulomb fragmenting
ion pair EKER. This is denotes by Esum = Ee,ICD + EKER = const. In the RCT process one center
of the dimer is doubly ionized in the initial step. Due to polarization effects the dimer contracts to
internuclear separations where one electron from the neutral atom transfers to the ion. The hereafter
two singly charged ions Coulomb fragment. The CE process occurs at the initial internuclear distance
distribution whereas in RCT the Coulomb fragmentation is preceded by a contraction. Within the
reflection approximation the corresponding populated EKER regions are different and can thus be dis-
tinguished in the kinetic energy of the ions alone. The lifetimes of ICD and the internuclear separation
at the instant of the Coulomb fragmentation depends on the dimer system and the initial state of
excitation. The populated region in the EKER region by ICD can thus coincide with another process
i.e. CE or RCT. The contributions of ICD, however, can be filtered out by discrimination in the electron
energy and therefore suppressing the ICD electron.

1impact parameter dependent ionization probability
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Testing of P(b). The testing of a single impact parameter dependent ionization probability P(b)
is only possible for two subsequent ionization processes with the same degree of ionization. This is
therefore only possible for the CE process with symmetric ion charge pairs. The angular distributions
of the dimer axis with respect to the projectile trajectory show pronounced anisotropies for CE in the
He1++ He1+ and the Ne2++ Ne2+ breakup channels. The reaction intensity is strongly enhanced for
dimers that are oriented parallel to the incoming projectile beam. This effect is attributed to the impact
parameter dependent ionization probabilities of the ion+atom collisions. An orientation effect in the
CE channel was predicted to occur if the condition beff < R is fulfilled whereby beff are the impact
parameters that contribute mostly to the ionization and R the internuclear separation. This condition
is well satisfied for the He1++ He1+ and Ne2++ Ne2+ final charge states. The comparison of the
experimental angular distributions to a Monte Carlo simulation, in which the P(b) is the only variable
parameter shows excellent agreement for the He1++ He1+ breakup channel and good agreement with
the Ne2++ Ne2+ fragmentation channel. Thus the impact parameter dependent single ionization prob-
ability P1,He(b) in atomic S14++He collisions and the impact parameter dependent double ionization
probability P2,Ne(b) in atomic S14++Ne collisions were separately tested and verified.

Intensity of the anisotropy in the CE process. Furthermore the strength of the anisotropy was
found to depend on the ratio r = beff/R. Hereby a smaller ratio leads to a stronger orientation
effect. For the same dimer system the probability distribution of the internuclear distance R is the
same. However in the atomic S14++ Ne collisions the various degrees of ionization show different
P(b) dependencies which is why also beff is varied. The dimers in the Ne2++Ne2+ breakup channel
exhibit a much more pronounced anisotropy than in the Ne1++ Ne1+ dissociation channel. This
is interpreted to be directly influenced by the atomic P(b). The calculated P(b) distributions for
S14++ Ne collisions show that the maximum of the double ionization of Ne is shifted towards smaller
impact parameters than for the single ionization. The probability for the projectile to doubly ionize both
neon atoms is higher for two subsequent collisions at small impact parameters which is preferentially
given for dimers that are oriented almost parallel to the projectile trajectory. The P(b) for the single
ionization of Ne is extended to larger impact parameters and thus allows the CE fragmentation in the
Ne1++ Ne1+ also for larger angles between the dimer axis and the beam axis than in the previous case.
Accordingly the Ne2++ Ne1+ reveals an anisotropy of intermediate intensity which is caused by the
combined contributions of the subsequent single and double ionization processes. For Nen++ Nem+

breakups in the CE process the orientation effect thus intensifies for increasing degrees of ionization
(n + m = 2, 3, 4). For the same degree of ionization, however, another way to vary the beff -to-R ratio
is by switching the target system from Ne2 to He2. The smaller and more tightly bound helium atoms
yield P(b) distributions that are shifted towards smaller b than in the neon atom. At the same time
in the helium dimer much larger internuclear distances are populated than in the neon dimer. Both
factors lead to a reduced beff -to-R quotient for He2. The orientation distribution of the CE process
in the He1++ He1+ fragmentation shows a much stronger anisotropy than in the neon dimer, even for
the same degree of ionization.

Comparison to theory for CE+ICD. The CE angular distributions in the Ne1++ Ne1+ and the
Ne2++ Ne1+ fragmentation channels are obtained by assessing only electron energies Ee> 7.5 eV for
all detected electrons and therefore excluding the ICD electron. This filtering of low energy electrons,
however, introduces an uncontrolled suppression of contributing impact parameters. A proper quan-
titative comparison between the experimental data and the Monte Carlo calculation is therefore done
by taking into account all electron energies. For those reaction channels in which CE is not the only
decay process in the analyzed EKER region the summed contributions of CE and in this case ICD are
considered. The experimental angular distributions for CE + ICD in the Ne1++ Ne1+, Ne2++ Ne1+

and Ne3++ Ne1+ breakup channels show a much more isotropic behavior than predicted by the Monte
Carlo calculation for the pure CE process. This mismatch is compensated by including the angular
distributions for ICD in the simulation. The calculations for the one-sidedly triggered ICD processes
reveal distributions with an opposite curvature to that seen for the CE. A stronger intensity is predicted
for those dimers that are oriented perpendicular to the projectile trajectory. This is attributed to the
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fact that, even though ICD is initiated by a one-sided excitation in close collisions, simultaneously the
projectile must not ionize the second atom of the dimer. Hence only elastic scattering and excitation is
allowed for the second projectile+atom reaction. The probability for elastic scattering and excitation,
however, converges towards unity for large impact parameters. A high probability for the projectile
to ionizes one center at small impact parameters and simultaneously not to ionize the second atom
at large impact parameters is thus preferred for perpendicular oriented dimers. In the Ne1++ Ne1+,
Ne2++ Ne1+ and Ne3++ Ne1+ dissociation channels the experimental angular distributions of the
summed CE + ICD events are well reproduced by the Monte calculations.

ICD in ion-dimer collisions

The second part of this thesis gives a comprehensive overview of a ICD processes in multiple ion-
dimer collision systems. It is shown that ICD is a significant relaxation pathway that is nearly always
triggered unless the channel is forbidden e.g. due to charge conservation or energy conservation. This
is ascribed to the fact that, in contrast to experiments with synchrotron radiation in which a discrete
photon frequency is selected, a broad range of energy transfers which is accommodated in ion-atom
collisions. Thus ICD occurs in nearly every studied ion+dimer system, independent of the target
system (He2, Ne2, Ar2), the reaction mechanisms (ionization, electron capture, projectile loss, transfer
ionization), the velocity of the impinging projectile (2.3 a.u. - 21.2 a.u.) or the final charge state of the
ion pair Rgq++ Rg1+ (q = 1, 2, 3). In ion+dimer collisions ICD is therefore also a dominant source for
the production of low energy electrons which were shown to cause DNA strand breaks. Therefore the
ICD process could play a significant role in understanding the risks emanated by ionizing radiation.
Furthermore new approaches in radiation therapy were proposed in which ICD is the fundamental
underlying process [33, 53]. The fact that ICD can be initiated by γ-, α-, and according to latest
reports also by electron irradiation [119] increases the potential radiobiological relevance of ICD.
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Chapter 10

Ausführliche Zusammenfassung

Wissenschaftliche Ziele

Die vorliegende experimentelle Arbeit befaßt sich mit dem koinzidenten Nachweis und anschließen-
der Impulsrekonstruktion der in sehr schnellen Ion-Dimer Stößen entstehenden geladenen Fragmente.
Aus physikalischer Sicht stehen zwei Aspekte im Vordergrund, die in der Fachliteratur bisher wenig
Beachtung gefunden haben. Zum einen sollen die theoretischen Vorhersagen bezüglich der stoßpa-
rameterabhängigen Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit in Ion-Atom Stößen überprüft werden. Zum anderen
soll das Ionisationsverhalten von Atomen untersucht werden, die sich in unmittelbarer Nähe von be-
nachbarten Atomen befinden. Letzteres wurde bereits in zahlreichen Experimenten mit Synchrotron-
strahlung beobachtet und ist unter der Bezeichnung

”
Interatomic Coulombic Decay” (ICD) bekannt. Im

Detail wurden Helium-, Neon- und Argondimere in Kollisionen mit hochgeladenen S14+ Ionen bei einer
Projektilenergie von Ep = 11.37 MeV/u sowie He1+ und He2+ Projektilen bei etwa Ep≈ 0.15 MeV/u
mit der

”
COLTRIMS” Technik vermessen.

Stoßparameterabhängige Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit in Ion-Atom Stoßprozessen. Die Stoß-
geometrie in schnellen Ion-Atom Kollisionen ist durch den Stoßparameter b eindeutig bestimmt. Er
beschreibt den kürzesten Abstand zwischen der geradlinigen Projektiltrajektorie und dem Zentrum des
Targetatoms1. Für atomare Ionisationsprozesse in dem hier vorliegenden Projektilgeschwindigkeitsbere-
ich, in der die Ionisation der äußeren Valenzschale der dominierende Prozeß ist, ist der Stoßparameter
jedoch keine beobachtbare Größe. Im Gegensatz zur schnellen elastischen Streuung zweier gelade-
nen Teilchen (Rutherford-Streuung), in der eine direkte Beziehung zwischen dem Stoßparameter und
einem Impulstransfer durch das Projektil hergestellt werden kann, trägt das Elektron maßgeblich zur
Impulsbilanz bei. Abgesehen von Kollisionen mit sehr kleinem Stoßparameter ist die direkte Zuordnung
eines Stoßparameters zu einem gegebenen Streuwinkel des Projektils daher nicht möglich. In früheren
Untersuchungen wurde jedoch deutlich, dass neben dem Streuwinkel eine weitere Größe durch die
stoßparameterabhängige Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit beeinflusst wird, sobald das Target aus einem
Verbund zweier Atome besteht.

In Kollisionen von Ionen mit kovalent gebundenen Molekülen wurde eine Abhängigkeit der Reaktion-
sintensität von der Orientierung der Molekülachse im Raum beobachtet. Werner et. al [138] konnten
zeigen, dass in He++ N2 Stößen eine bevorzugte Aufbruchswahrscheinlichkeit in höhere Ionisationsgrade
besteht, wenn die Molekülachse parallel zum einlaufenden Projektil orientiert ist. Desweiteren wurde
beobachtet, dass diese Anisotropie mit wachsendem Ionisationsgrad ebenfalls stärker wird. In einer ein-
fachen theoretischen Beschreibung, in der die zwei Zentren des Moleküls als separate Atome genähert
werden, wurde dieser Effekt der Stoßparameterabhängigkeit des Ionisationsprozesses zugeschrieben.
Die Argumentation beruht auf einer modifizierten Version des

”
statistical energy deposition” Modells2

1

”
Target“: engl. für Ziel

2zu deutsch: statistische Energiedeponierung
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[19, 8]. Es wird argumentiert, dass mehr Energie aufgewendet werden muss um einen höheren Grad
der Ionisation zu bevölkern. Mehr Energie wiederum kann erst dann in das System eingebracht werden,
wenn das Projektil einen Bereich höherer Elektronendichte durchdringt. Dies ist insbesondere für Kol-
lisionen der Fall, bei denen das Projektil nahe an einem Molekül vorbeifliegt, dessen Achse parallel zur
Projektilstrahlachse ausgerichtet ist. Die Annahme, dass N2 als Zusammenschluß zweier getrennten
Atome gesehen werden kann, wird durch die kovalente Bindung nur bedingt erfüllt.

Die Van der Waals gebundenen Helium Dimere (He2) hingegen erfüllen diese Annahme sehr viel
besser. Der extrem große mittlere Bindungsabstand von etwa 52 Å führt dazu, dass ein Projektil-
ion in zwei getrennten Wechselwirkungen mit den einzelnen Atomen des Dimers wechselwirken und
dadurch dessen Dissoziation induzieren kann. Die Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit des Targets wird dabei
durch die atomaren P(b) beschrieben. Gleichzeitig bleibt durch die schwache Bindung von nur 95 neV
die Winkelinformation zum Zeitpunkt der Ionisation erhalten. Die stoßparamerabhängige Ionisation-
swahrscheinlichkeit in den beiden aufeinander folgenden Ion+Atom Kollisionen P(b1) und P(b2) beein-
flussen somit direkt die winkelabhängige Fragmentationswahrscheinlichkeit der Dimere im

”
CE” Prozess

N(θpro). Dabei sind b1 und b2 die Stoßparameter zwischen dem Projektil und den Zentren der beiden
Atome im Dimer. Titze et. al haben die Fragmentationsdynamik in He2++ He2 nach einem doppel-
ten Elektroneneinfangprozess und einem Transferionisationsprozess im CE Kanal untersucht. Beim
doppelten Elektroneneinfang findet von beiden Atomen des Dimers jeweils ein Elektrontransfer in das
einlaufende Projektilsystem statt. Bei der Transferionisation wird ein Elektronentransfer in der er-
sten Ion+Atom Kollision durch einen reinen Ionisationsprozess im zweiten Stoßprozess gefolgt (oder
in umgekehrter Reihenfolge). Die Intensität der Dimeraufbrüche zeigte dabei eine starke Abhängigkeit
von der Molekülorientierung. Eine verstärkte Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit wurde, ähnlich wie bei den
kovalent gebundenen Molekülen, für parallel ausgerichtete Dimere festgestellt. Die experimentellen
Daten wurden mit einer Monte Carlo verglichen, wobei der Grad der Übereinstimmung als Maß für
die Richtigkeit der theoretischen P(b) angenommen wurde. In beiden Reaktionen findet jedoch eine
Umladung des Projektils statt, wodurch die erste Projektile+Atom Wechselwirkung immer eine andere
P(b) Abhängigkeit als die zweite Projektile+Atom Wechselwirkung aufweist. In die Simulation fließen
somit immer mindestens zwei verschiedene P(b) ein. Damit die stoßparameterabhängige Ionisation-
swahrscheinlichkeit eines einzelnen Ion-Atom Stoßprozesses getestet werden kann, müssen in beiden
Interaktionen des Projektiles mit dem Target eine Ionisation gleichen Ionisationsgrades vorliegen. Nur
in diesem Fall weisen die Ionisationsprozesse in beiden Kollisionen die gleiche P(b) Abhängigkeit auf.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird deshalb die Aufbruchsdynamik von Helium und Neondimeren unter-
sucht, die durch (11.37 MeV/u) S14+ Projektile induziert wird. Sehr schnelle Ion-Atom Stoßprozesse
bieten den Vorteil, dass die Wirkungsquerschnitte für die reine Targetionisation gegenüber denen des
Elektroneneinfangs dominieren. Zusätzlich werden die gemessenen Impulse, ähnlich wie bei Photoion-
isation, durch den geringen Impulstransfer in nur geringem Ausmaß, beeinflusst. Durch den Vergleich
der experimentellen Daten mit der Monte Carlo Simulation kann auf diese Weise die Stoßparameter-
abhängigkeit von atomaren Ionisationsvorgängen überprüft werden. Desweiteren können durch diesen
Ansatz die Orientierungseffekte höherer Ionisationsgrade im Neon Dimer im Zusammenhang mit den
P(b) untersucht werden.

Interatomic Coulombic Decay in Ion-Dimer Stößen. Der
”
Interatomic Coulombic Decay” ist ein

Fragmentationskanal schwach gebundener Systeme, wie in dieser Arbeit beispielsweise Edelgasdimere,
welcher erst vor etwa 10 Jahren entdeckt wurde. Neben den schon länger bekannten Relaxation-
sprozessen von angeregten Atomen, bei denen Energie in Form von hochenergetischen Elektronen
(Auger-Zerfall) oder elektromagnetischer Strahlung (radiativer Zerfall) freigesetzt werden kann, wird
ein weiterer Zerfallskanal möglich wenn sich das angeregte Atom in der unmittelbaren Nähe eines
weiteren Atoms befindet. Die im Verlaufe der Relaxation freiwerdenden Energie kann dann nämlich
an das benachbarte Atom tranferriert werden, wo wiederum ein Elektron (das sogenannte ICD Elek-
tron) emittiert wird. Ein charakteristisches Merkmal für den ICD ist, dass jeder ICD Prozess mit der
Aussendung eines niederenergetischen Elektrons einhergeht. Gerade in den vergangenen Jahren haben
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niederenergetische Elektronen im Hinblick auf die Erforschung biologischer Strahlenschäden zunehmend
an Bedeutung zugenommen[13].

Nach der theoretischen Vorhersage im Jahre 1997 durch Cederbaum und Mitarbeiter [67] und dem
experimentellen Nachweis 2003/2004 [118, 132] wurden Experimente an einer Vielzahl von Systemen
durchgeführt[141]. Der initale angeregte Zustand wurde jedoch in der überwiegenden Mehrzahl der
Experimente mit Synchrotronstrahlung erzeugt. Lediglich ein einziges Experiment wurde bisher doku-
mentiert, bei der ICD durch den Beschuß von ionischen Projektilen ausgelöst wurde [48]. In dieser
Arbeit soll nun in weiteren Messungen die Relevanz von ICD in Ion-Dimer Kollisionen und dessen
Einfluß auf Orientierungseffekte der Dimerachse untersucht werden.

Experimenteller Ansatz

Die Gesamtheit des durchgeführten Experimentes gliedert sich zum einen in die eigentliche Akquise
und Analyse der Daten im Experiment, welches letzlich der Impulsbestimmung der Aufbruchsfragmente
dient. Zum anderen werden die theoretischen Vorhersagen für die stoßparameterabhängigen Ionisation-
swahrscheinlichkeiten in Ion-Atom Stößen mit Hilfe einer einfachen Monte Carlo Simulation mit den
experimentellen Daten in Ion-Dimer Stößen verglichen und auf ihren Wahrheitsgehalt überprüft.

COLTRIMS. In dieser Arbeit wurden S14++ He2 und S14++ Ne2 Kollisionen bei hohen Energien
und He1++ Ne2, He2++ Ne2 und He2++ Ar2 Reaktionen bei niedrigeren Energien untersucht. Die
S14+ Ionen wurden in der Schwerionenzyklotronanlage

”
Grand Accelerateur National d’Ions Lourds”

in Caen (Frankreich) erzeugt und auf eine von Geschwindigkeit 21.2 a.u. beschleunigt. Die Projektile
wurden in Paketen (bunches) mit einer zeitlichen Ausdehnung von etwa 1 ns und einer Periodendauer
von 82.2 ns im

”
Cave D” am Strahlrohr für mittlere Projektilenergien

”
SME3” bereitgestellt. In der

Ebene senkrecht zur Ausbreitungsrichtung des Projektils ist der Ionenstrahl auf einen Querschnitt von
etwa 1 mm2 kollimiert. Die He1+ und He2+ Ionen wurden mit dem Van de Graaff Beschleuniger des
Instituts für Kernphysik in Frankfurt auf Projektilgeschwindigkeiten von 2.25 - 2.56 a.u. beschleunigt.
Bei den Experimenten mit Projektilumladung konnte ein kontinuierlicher Ionenstrahl in Verbindung
mit einem Projektildetektor verwendet werden. Bei der Ionisationsmessungen wurde ein mit 2 MHz
gepulster Ionenstrahl verwendet. Der Projektilstrahl wird mit einem Überschallgasstrahl gekreuzt, in
dem sich die Dimere zu etwa 1% bilden. Hierzu wird das auf einige Kelvin vorgekühlte Targetgas
mit einigen bar Druck durch eine nur 5µm (30µm bei den Experimenten in Frankfurt) große Düse
in das Kammervakuum expandiert. Das Überlappvolumen, welches sich durch den Projektil- und den
Targetgasstrahl bildet, wird als Reaktionszone bezeichnet und ist im idealen Fall in seiner räumlichen
Ausdehnung in der Größenordnung von etwa 1 mm3. Die Impulsvektoren der in den Kollisionen entste-
henden Ionen und Elektronen werden dann mit der COLTRIMS Messmethode spektroskopiert. Bei
der COLTRIMS Technik[102, 139] werden die geladenen Teilchen mittels schwacher elektrischer und
magnetischer Felder auf orts- und zeitsensitive Multi-channel-plate Detektoren gelenkt und detektiert.
Unter Kenntnis der angelegten Felder können durch die Bestimmung der Flugzeiten und Flugstrecken
für Fragmente mit bekannter Masse die Impulsvektoren rekonstruiert werden. Aus diesen Impulsvek-
toren wiederum werden die kinetischen Energien und Emissionswinkel bestimmt.

Monte Carlo Simulation. Ein Orientierungseffekt und der damit verbundene Einfluß der stoßpa-
rameterabhängigen Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit wird anhand der winkelabhängigen Reaktionsinten-
sität N(cos(θpro)) überprüft. N ist dabei die Anzahl der gemessenen Ereignisse und bei θpro han-
delt es sich dabei um den Winkel zwischen Dimerachse und Projektiltrajektorie. Die experimentellen
Winkelverteilungen werden mit in Monte Carlo Simulationen[48, 41] generierten Winkelverteilungen
verglichen. In der Simulation wird für eine hohe Anzahl von Kollisionen die Stoßgeometrie mit einem
Zufallsgenerator erzeugt. Für eine gegebene Dimerorientierung ist die Geometrie mit der Position des
Projektils und dem Abstand des Dimers bereits eindeutig bestimmt. Die Stoßparameterverteilungen

3SME
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P(b) gehen dabei als einzige unbekannte Variablen mit ein. Eine gute Übereinstimmung der simulierten
Kurve mit dem Experiment wird somit als Maß für die Richtigkeit der gerechneten P(b) Verteilung gew-
ertet.

Ergebnisse

Fragmentationskanäle. Für die Helium Dimere wurde nur der Aufbruch in den He1++ He1+ Kanal
beobachtet. Im Falle des Neon Dimers konnten auch höher geladene Ionenfragmente Nen++ Nem+

mit (n,m)=[(1,1), (2,1), (3,1), (2,2)] detektiert werden. Populiert werden diese Ladungszustände
überwiegend durch die drei Fragmentationsmechanismen

”
direct Coulomb Explosion” (CE),

”
inter-

atomic Coulombic decay” (ICD),
”
radiative charge transfer” (RCT). Beim CE Prozess wechselwirkt

das Projektil mit beiden Atomen des Dimers in zwei aufeinander folgenden, voneinander unabhängigen
Stoßprozessen. Für sehr schnelle Projektile befindet sich die Zeit zwischen den beiden Kollisionen im
Attosekundenbereich. Die Coulomb Explosion findet somit ohne nennenswerte Bewegung der Kerne
bei dem internuklearen Abstand statt, welcher in der Überschallexpansion des Targetgases bevölkert
wurde. Im Gegensatz dazu werden die übrigen Zerfallsprozesse ICD und RCT durch die Interaktion
des Projektils mit nur einem Atom des Dimers iniziiert. Beim ICD Prozess wird eine Seite des Dimers
elektronisch angeregt. Die in dem Relaxationsprozess freiwerdende Energie wird an das benachbarte
Atom übertragen und führt zu dessen Ionisation unter Emission eines typischerweise niederenergetischen
Elektrons. Der ICD Prozess zeichnet sich dadurch aus, dass er üblicherweise eindeutig anhand einer
Signatur in der Summenenergie Esum zu identifizieren ist. Es handelt sich hierbei um die konstante
Summe aus der Elektronenenergie des ICD Elektrons Ee,ICD und der kinetischen Energie der Ionen
EKER, also Esum=Ee,ICD+EKER=const. Der RCT wird ebenfalls durch eine Wechselwirkung des
Projektils mit nur einem Atom des Dimers verursacht, wobei das Atom dabei zweifach ionisiert wird.
Aufgrund von Polarisationseffekten verringert sich der internukleare Abstand des Dimers bis ein Elektro-
nentransfer vom neutralen Atom zum Ion stattfindet. Auch in diesem Fragmentationskanal dissoziieren
die hernach beidseitig geladenen Fragmente in einer Coulomb Explosion. Beim CE Prozess findet, wie
bereits erwähnt, die Coulomb Fragmentation bei dem im Targetjet ursprünglich populierten internuk-
learen Abstand statt. Anders verhält es sich dahingegen beim RCT. Dort stoßen sich die Ionen nach
vorangegangener Kernbewegung bei kleineren Abständen ab. In der sogenannten Reflexionsnäherung4,
hängen dabei der internukleare Abstand und die kinetische Energien im Schwerpunktssystem der Io-
nen über die Beziehung EKER=q1q2/R zusammen. Die beiden Prozesse lassen sich somit über die
kinetische Energie der Ionen EKER unterscheiden. Die Lebensdauer und der internukleare Abstand
zum Zeitpunkt der Fragmentation hängt beim ICD Prozess maßgeblich vom jeweiligen Dimersystem
und dem anfänglich angeregten Zustand ab. Der Energiebereich in dem ICD stattfindet, kann sich
daher mit den Bereichen im EKER überschneiden in denen auch CE und RCT erlaubt sind. In der
Datenauswertung ist es jedoch möglich das niederenergetische ICD Elektron und damit auch den ICD
Prozess zu unterdrücken.

Testen von P(b). Die Überprüfung der stoßparameterabhängigen Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit P(b)
einer Ion-Atom Kollision anhand von Ion-Dimer Reaktionen ist nur für solche Prozess möglich, bei denen
das Projektil nacheinander beide Atome ionisiert. Dabei muss der Grad der Ionisation bei beiden Stößen
identisch sein. Diese Situation ist nur für symmetrische Aufbruchskanäle im CE Prozess gegeben.
Tatsächlich weisen die Winkelverteilungen N(cos(θpro)) für den CE Prozess starke Anisotropien in
den Aufbruchskanälen He1++ He1+ und Ne2++ Ne2+ auf. Dabei wurde eine verstärkte Anzahl an
Ereignissen für solche Dimere gefunden, dessen Verbindungsachse parallel zum einlaufenden Projek-
til stand. Dieser Effekt wird auf die Stoßparameterabhängigkeit der Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit in
Ion+Atom zurückgeführt. Ein Orientierungseffekt im CE Prozess wird nämlich dann erwartet, wenn
die Bedingung beff <R erfüllt ist. Bei beff handelt es sich hierbei um jede Abstände, bei denen
die Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeit am größten ist und bei R um die Bindungslänge des Dimers. Diese
Voraussetzung ist sowohl für den He1++ He1+ als auch den Ne2++ Ne2+ gegeben. Der Vergleich

4engl.: reflection approximation
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zwischen dem Experiment und der Monte Carlo Simulation zeigt eine hervorragende Übereinstimmung
mit dem He1++ He1+ Kanal aber auch eine sehr gute Übereinstimmung mit dem Ne2++ Ne2+ Auf-
bruch. Die Stoßparameterabhängigkeit für die Einfachionisationswahrscheinlichkeit in S14++ He Stößen
P1,He(b) und die Doppelionisationswahrscheinlichkeit in S14++ Ne Kollisionen P2,Ne(b) sind dabei in
den beiden Simulation die einzigen unbekannten Variablen. P1,He(b) und P2,Ne(b) konnten somit in
zwei voneinander getrennten Experimenten einzeln überprüft werden.

Intensität der Anisotropie im CE Prozess. Die Stärke der Anisotropie wird durch das Verhältnis
von beff zu R bestimmt. Ein kleinerer Quotient führt dabei zu einem stärkeren Orientierungseffekt.
Innerhalb des gleichen Dimersystems jedoch ändert sich die internukleare Abstandsverteilung R nicht.
Unter Beibehaltung von R ändert sich das Verhältnis somit nur durch Variation von beff . In den hier
untersuchten S14++ Ne Kollisionen weisen die unterschiedlichen Ionisationsgrade verschiedene P(b)
Abhängigkeiten auf, womit auch beff verändert wird. Die Winkelverteilung für den CE Prozess im
Ne2++ Ne2+ Kanal zeigt eine sehr viel ausgeprägtere Anisotropie als der Aufbruchskanal Ne1++ Ne1+.
Dieser Effekt wird durch die P(b) in den ”atomaren” Kollisionen verursacht. Das Maximum der
berechneten P(b) Verteilungen in S14++ Ne Stößen liegt für die Doppelionisation bei kleineren Stoß-
parametern als für die Einfachionisation. Das bedeutet, dass die Wahrscheinlichkeit für das Projektil
beide Atome des Dimers doppelt zu ionisieren dann hoch ist, wenn das Ion mit einem nur kleinen
Abstand an beiden Atomen vorbeifliegt. Dieses Szenario ergibt sich bevorzugt für solche Stoßge-
ometrien, bei denen die Dimerachse parallel zur Projektilstrahlachse verläuft. Die Tatsache, dass die
P(b) Verteilung für die Einfachionisation zu größeren b verschoben ist, führt somit dazu, dass die CE
Fragmentation im Ne1++ Ne1+ auch für größere Winkel zwischen Dimerachse und Projektilstrahlachse
wahrscheinlich ist. Die Kombination einer Doppelionisation im ersten Stoßprozess mit einer Einfachion-
isation in der zweiten Kollision führt dementsprechend dazu, dass die Stärke der Anisotropie des asym-
metrischen Ne2++ Ne1+ Fragmentationskanals stärker ist als im Ne1++ Ne1+ Aufbruch, aber nicht
ganz so ausgeprägt wie im Ne2++ Ne2+. In den Nen++ Nem+ Aufbrüchen kann für den CE Prozess
also die Tendenz zu einem stärkeren Orientierungseffekt für höhere Ionisationsgrade (n + m = 2, 3, 4)
festgestellt werden. Das Verhältnis von beff zu R kann für den gleichen Ionisationsgrad jedoch auch
durch Veränderung des Dimersystems von Ne2 zu He2 variiert werden. Aufgrund der kleineren Aus-
dehnung und der stärker gebundenen Elektronenhülle des Helium Atoms sind dessen P(b) für die
Einfachionisation hin zu kleineren Stoßparametern verschoben als im Neon Atom. Gleichzeitig sind
die Bindungsabstände R im He2 größer als im Ne2. Beide Aspekte führen zu einem reduzierten Quo-
tienten beff/R für die Einfachionisation im Helium Dimer als im Neon Dimer. Tatsächlich kann in
der Winkelverteilung für den CE Prozess im He1++ He1+ für den gleichen Ionisationsgrad eine viel
ausgeprägtere Anisotropie als im Ne2 beobachtet werden.

Vergleich zur Theorie für CE+ICD. Damit in den Ne1++ Ne1+ und Ne2++ Ne1+ Aufbrüchen der
CE Kanal vom ICD Kanal unterschieden werden kann, wurden in den CE Winkelverteilungen Ereignisse,
die mit der Emission niedergetischer Elektronen einhergeht, nicht berücksichtig. Da jedoch zwischen
der Elektronenenergie und dem Stoßparamter keine eindeutige Zuordnung existiert, werden auch un-
kontrolliert Anteile des CE Prozesses mit unbekannten Stoßparametern unterdrückt. In den Prozessen,
in denen sich der CE Prozess sich nicht anhand der kinetischen Energien der Ionen herauspräparieren
lässt, wird ein quantitativer Vergleich zwischen Experiment und Theorie daher integriert über alle Elek-
tronenenergien durchgeführt. Die für CE + ICD aufsummierten experimentellen Winkelverteilungen in
den Ne1++ Ne1+, Ne2++ Ne1+ und Ne3++ Ne1+ Aufbrüche ist isotroper als durch das Monte Carlo
Modell für den CE Prozess simuliert wurde. Diese Diskrepanz wird jedoch kompensiert, wenn auch der
ICD Kanal in der Simulation berücksichtigt wird. Die simulierten Kurven für die einseitig initiierten
ICD Prozesse weisen einen Verlauf mit gegenläufiger Krümmung zu den CE Verteilungen auf. Eine
höhere Reaktionswahrscheinlichkeit wird also für solche Dimere vorausgesagt dessen Verbindungsachse
senkrecht zur Projektilstrahlrichtung stehen.

Diese Eigenschaft wird dadurch erklärt, dass obwohl ICD durch die Wechselwirkung des Projektils mit
nur einem Atom des Dimers verursacht wird, gleichzeitig aber das zweite Atom nicht ionisiert werden
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darf. Bei dieser zweiten Kollision dürfen folglich nur elastische Streuung oder Anregung stattfinden.
Die Wahrscheinlichkeit ein Atom nicht zu ionisieren, konvergiert allerdings für große Stoßparameter
gegen 1 wohingegen die für ICD benötigte Anregung bevorzugt bei kleinen Stoßparameter auftritt. Die
Wahrscheinlichkeit für die gleichzeitige Interaktion des Projektils mit einem Zentrum bei kleinen Stoß-
parametern und mit dem zweiten Zentrum bei großen Stoßparametern ist tendenziell für die Dimere
größer, die senkrecht zur Ausbreitungsrichtung des Ions orientiert sind. In den Dissoziationskanälen
Ne1++ Ne1+, Ne2++ Ne1+ und Ne3++ Ne1+ können die experimentell ermittelten Winkelverteilung
N(cos(θpro)) für CE + ICD durch die Monte Carlo Simulation in guter Übereinstimmung reproduziert
werden.

ICD in Ion-Dimer Kollisionen. Desweiteren zeigt die vorliegende Arbeit, dass ICD ein signifikanter,
durch Ionen induzierter Zerfallsprozess in Edelgasdimeren ist. Im Vergleich zu den Experimenten mit
Synchrotronstrahlung, wo jeweils nur Photonen einer bestimmten Frequenz selektiert werden, können
in Ion+Atom Kollisionen eine ganze Bandbreite von Energietransfers abgedeckt werden. Dadurch
kommt es in fast jedem untersuchten Ion+Dimer System zu ICD. Dies konnte für verschiedene Dimere
(He2, Ne2, Ar2), Reaktionsmechanismen (Ionisation, Elektroneneinfang, Projektilionisation, Transferi-
onisation), Projektilgeschwindigkeiten (2.3 a.u. - 21.2 a.u.) und populierten Endzuständen Rgn++ Rg1+

(n =1, 2, 3) gezeigt werden. Der ICD Prozess trägt dabei maßgeblich zur erhöhten Produktion von
niederenergetischen Elektronen bei. Diesen niederenergetischen Elektronen jedoch wurde erst vor
einiger Zeit eine möglicherweise bedeutende Rolle in der Entstehung von Strahlenschäden zugeord-
net. Somit könnte auch der ICD Prozess signifikant zum Verständnis der durch ionisierende Strahlung
ausgehenden Gefahren beitragen. Andererseits wurden auch schon Ansätze vorgeschlagen in denen
ICD der grundlegende Prozess einer neuartigen Strahlentherapie sein könnte [33, 53]. Die Tatsache,
dass ICD prinzipiell durch γ-, α-, und seit neuestem auch durch Elektronenstrahlung [119] verursacht
werden kann, erhöht die mögliche strahlenbiologische Relevanz von ICD.
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Appendix A

Mass-to-charge ratio for two
acceleration regions

For an ion extracted in two consecutive acceleration regions (with lengths s1,s2 and electric fields
E1,E2) the total time-of-flight t is the sum of the times-of-flight of each acceleration region t = t1+t2.
These follow from the general equation for uniformly accelerated motion:

z(t) =
1

2
at2 + v0t+ z0 (A.1)

whereas z(t) is the position, a the acceleration, t the time, v0 the initial velocity and z0 the intitial
position. In the first region (v0 = 0 and z0 = 0 ) which has an acceleration a1 = qE1

m we obtain a
time-of-flight of

t1 =

√
2s1
E1

m

q
. (A.2)

In the second region with an acceleration of a2 = qE2

m we have an additional initial velocity of v0 =√
2E1s1q
m and thus obtain

t2 =

√
m

q

(
−
√

2E1s1
E2

+

√
2E1s1 + 2E2s2

E2

)
. (A.3)

From the sum time-of-flight

t = t1 + t2 =

√
m

q

(√
2s1
E1
−
√

2E1s1
E2

+

√
2E1s1 + 2E2s2

E2

)
(A.4)

we deduce the mass-to-charge ratio

m

q
=

t2(√
2s1
E1
−
√
2E1s1
E2

+
√
2E1s1+2E2s2

E2

)2 . (A.5)
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Appendix B

Relativistic velocity

E = γm0c
2 =

m0c
2√

1− v2

c2

(B.1)

E2 =
m2

0c
4

1− v2

c2

v2 = c2 − m2
0c

6

E2

v2 = c2 − m2
0c

6

(Ekin +m0c2)2
(B.2)
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Appendix C

Ne2++Ne1+ fragmentation routes

Figure C.1: Fragmentation routes for γ + Ne2 reactions at a photon energy of Eγ = 880.2 eV. From [56].
’Different decay channels from the one-site dicationic initial state, generated in an Auger decay following the
1s photo-ionization of Ne2 into the two-site charged final state in which both neon ions are emitted under 180
in a Coulomb explosion. In squared brackets the estimated intensity of the different decay channels following
the 1s photoionization of Ne2 are given.’
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Figure C.2: EKER vs. Ee for γ + Ne2 reactions at a photon energy of Eγ = 880.2 eV. From [56]. Multiple
fragmentation channels were identified by Kreidi et. al, found also in table C.1.
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